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ABSTRACT 

Computer systems for the interpretation of diagnostic ECGs are 

widely used, but currently provide no explanatory or teaching 

functions of value to the less experienced practitioner. The 

relevant literature is reviewed, and specifications are provided 

for an ECG analysis system which will function as a learning aid 

for undergraduate and postgraduate medical students. Key aspects 

of the specifications are implemented on an IBM-PC. 

Recommendations for further development are provided. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Existing expert systems for the computer analysis of ECGs can 

provide the physician with a high quality ECG tracing complete 

with interpretation in a few minutes. Such systems, however, have 

the disadvantage of providing very little explanation or teaching 

of value to the less experienced practitioner. 

A system which could compete with existing computerised ECG 

analysis systems in terms of quality, and in addition provide 

tutoring facilities for students, both undergraduate and 

postgraduate, who wish to test and improve their knowledge of 

ECGs in a way that cannot be done well from a book would overcome 

this drawback. It should have a place in continuing medical 

education among non-cardiologist practitioners at all stages in 

their careers. 

This thesis is concerned with establishing the feasibility of 

such a system, and presents recommendations on how development of 

the system should proceed. 

Alternate approaches in expert systems technology are critically 

discussed. A review of important projects that apply expert system 

technology to clinical medicine provides a insight into the 

strengths and shortcomings of the technology. However, computer 

science is a fast moving discipline. New developments may render 

existing technology obsolete, and force us to change our opinions. 

One such development, the construction of simulated neuron 

networks, may revolutionise the field of expert systems, and is 

briefly discussed. 
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Systems to analyse diagnostic ECGs are reviewed, and a 

specification for the proposed ECG Tutor is provided. Key aspects 

of the specification are implemented in a prototype system, 

running on an IBM-PC. The prototype system demonstrates the 

feasibility of the specifications. 

Conclusions drawn from this work are presented, and give a clear 

indication of how best to proceed with the development of the ECG 

Tutor. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AN INTRODUCTION TO EXPERT SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY. 

2.1 A SHORT HISTORY OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH. 

The concept of 'intelligence' has long presented 

philosophical difficulties. The original meaning of the word was 

simply 'knowledge', as in 'military intelligence', the higher 

functions being refered to as •spirit' or 'soul'. 

understanding of the term as a measurable quantity, 

IQ testing, developed in the seventeenth century. 

Our present 

implicit in 

The concept of "machines that think" has been entrenched in 

popular literature, and computer scientists are investigating 

the possibility of creating fact from science fiction. 

Early research on Artificial Intelligence (AI} 

concentrated on finding general solutions to mimic 

intellectual activity, which could then be applied to 

problem domain. Newell developed a "General Problem Solver -

any 

A 

Program that Simulates Human Thought" and Adelson developed an 

"Ideology Machine" (Boden 1977). These systems did not live up 

to their titles, and work in this direction failed to excite 

more practically minded scientists. 

By the early 1970s attempts at general solutions were 

abandoned in favour of systems that could 

competently in limited domains. This change of focus 

largely 

operate 

had one 

distinct advantage. The vexing questions of "How do we 

think?" and "What is intelligence?" could be safely ignored. Much 

attention was focused on well defined problems such as games. 
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2. 2 EXPERT SYSTEMS. 

A system that can operate competently in a limited domain can 

be considered to be an "expert" in that domain, i.e. it is 

performing a function which would require expertise if 

performed by a person. Expertise is essentially specialist 

knowledge. Al though digital computers have proved useful 

tools for the manipulation of data, there is a distinction 

between data and knowledge. Attempts at producing systems 

which perform the functions of human experts highlight this 

distinction. Work on expert systems has tended to concentrate on 

methods for representing and manipulating knowledge in a 

computer. Intelligent machines are machines that know - an 

unexpected return to an earlier concept of intelligence. 

Expert system researchers have worked in a wide range of 

disciplines. For example, systems have been produced which give 

advice on medical · diagnosis, geological exploration and 

computer configuration. One writer claims that " .... expert 

systems are changing the personal computer's role from trusty 

assistant to wise consultant." (Lemley 1985). 

Expert systems are arousing much interest in industry and 

elsewhere. It is envisioned that they will be able to solve 

problems in areas where computers have previously failed, or have 

never been tried. Although the literature on expert systems 

contains much on their construction, on knowledge 

representation techniques, and programming language 

developments, relatively little has been devoted to 

discussing their current application in work-a-day 

environments. This last point represents the main thrust of this 

thesis, but some discussion will be devoted to expert system. 
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technology in general. 

2. 3 WHEN IS A SYSTEM AN EXPERT SYSTEM? 

Developments in AI have been made possible by advances in the 

mathematical disciplines of symbolic logic, probability, and 

value theory. These, taken together, led to the development in 

the 1970s of systems which could offer intelligent behaviour in a 

l i mited field of expertise, i.e. the development of expert 

systems. 

Di fferent workers use differing definitions of what constitutes 

an expert system. Four "schools of thought" can be identified. 

The pragmatic school considers any system which can reach 

decisions which previously required human expertise to be an 

expert system. Thus algorithmic systems (i.e. systems which are 

essentially computerised flowcharts) and statistical systems 

(which compute the odds of a decision being correct, given 

certain a priori information) are both considered to be expert 

systems. 

A second school considers that, in addition to the above, the 

ability of the system to explain its behaviour and to operate 

under conditions of uncertainty to be a sine qua non of expert 

systems. 

Other researchers define expert systems as the implementation on 

computer of Church's Lambda Calculus, Predicate Calculus, 

Shafer's work on Belief Functions and Zadeh' s theory of Fuzzy 

Logic. This school would class statistical or algorithmic 

programs as computer aids, in the same category as spreadsheets 

or wordprocessors. 
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Cognitive purists argue against this, claiming that expert 

systems must simulate human behaviour in the domain of expertise. 

In this thesis I accept the broad, pragmatic, definition of an 

expert system. 

2.4 A CRITIQUE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF EXPERT SYSTEMS. 

The different types of expert systems each have inherent 

advantages and disadvantages. Three common methods used to 

implement expert systems are statistical, algorithmic and rule 

based structures. 

2.4.1 Statistical systems. 

Statistical systems have been critisised as being inflexible, of 

being too simplistic, inapplicable because of insufficient data, 

having a poor user interface, 

(Spiegelhalter 1984a). 

and incomprehensible to the user 

Statistical systems use probabilities derived from an analysis of 

data. Studies quoted by Spiegelhalter and Knill-Jones (1984) 

indicate that subjective estimates of a priori probabilities are 

much less accurate that the calculated figures. However, the use 

of data to develop such a system implies that decisions have to be 

made in the development stage as to what variables are to be 

measured. These cannot be modified later without invalidating 

statistics previously derived. The system also has an extensive 

appetite for data - a huge sample has to be obtained if acceptable 

figures are to be derived for rare outcomes or unusual input. 

Statistical systems are therefore inherently inflexible. 

Statistical methods have also been criticised as being too 

simplistic, as they assume complete distribution independence of 
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input variables. statisticians would argue that while statistical 

systems make this assumption formally and explicitly, rival 

systems make the same assumption implicitly and in an ad hoc 

manner (Spiegelhalter and Knill-Jones 1984). 

To take an example from weather forecasting, the two rules: 

IF rain today THEN rain tomorrow likely, 

IF less than 2 hours sunshine today THEN rain tomorrow likely, 

might both be true. Together they reinforce the conclusion "RAIN 

TOMORROW", when rain today, and the number of sunshine hours 

today, obviously measure related factors. 

Proponents of statistical methods also argue that statistical 

systems are as good as (Spiegelhalter 1984a) or superior to other 

methods, (Horbar 1985) because statistical systems use more 

information in reaching a decision. Horbar also argues that semi

quantitative (i.e. fuzzy logic) methods use crudely estimated 

variables. Errors in these variables may be compounded to 

unexpectedly large magnitudes and render the model unreliable. 

Statistical systems also stand accused of only being able to 

produce answers. They have no facilities for providing 

justifications for their answers, and the manner of their 

operation is opaque to non-statistically minded users. This has 

been a major criticism of many existing statistical systems, but 

Critchfield et al (1986) do not see the problem as fundamental. 

They argue that "explanatory" programs can be written which 

monitor the functioning of the statistical module, and could 

provide explanatory functions equivalent to that obtained by 

other approaches. 
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2.4.2 Algorithmic systems. 

Algorithmic systems, also called "categorical" or "deductive" 

systems, involve the utilization of a method (or algorithm) for 

classifying a set of findings as belonging to one of a set of 

conclusions. These systems do not consider the quantitative 

balancing of evidence. As real-world problems involve doubt, 

ignorance, va~iation and degree of confirmation, such systems are 

not considered to be expert systems by many researchers. 

2.4.3 Rule based systems. 

Rule based systems consist of two parts - an inference engine and 

a knowledge base. The inference engine controls the strategy used 

to chain through the knowledge base. The knowledge base consists 

of a series of production rules, which are derived in an ad hoc 

manner by interviewing experts in the field. This process has 

been termed knowledge engineering. Although knowledge engineering 

does ·not require the sampling data that statistical systems 

require, the process of writing a knowledge base has proved to be 

difficult and time-consuming. 

Rule based systems have the advantage that prototypes can be 

developed quickly, and can offer justifications for conclusions 

by "tracing" the logic that led to that conclusion. As the 

systems are developed in an ad hoc manner, they can be modified 

to improve chaining strategies, the user interface or explanatory 

functions. The knowledge base may also be independent of the 

inference engine, and so can be modified by people who have 

little knowledge of computer programming. 

The use of fuzzy logic in these systems allows for uncertainty on 
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the part of the user, and uses quantitative methods for reaching 

a judgement. Fuzzy logic has been criticised because it defines 

uncertainty in terms of ad-hoc numbers. The meaning of these 

numbers to the systems is not always clear, although the numbers 

may be readily comprehensible to the user. 

Consider the example: 

If X and Y then Z (certainty factor= 0.7). 

It is relatively easy to explain the meaning of this by 

paraphrasing "If X is present and Y is present then we are 

fairly, but not absolutely, certain, that Z is also present." 

However, this begs that question of how this differs from a 

certainty factor of, say, 0.8. Would the system behave 

differently in the latter case? 

If the certainty factor is a statistic (i.e. inn cases of X and 

Y both being present, z would also be present in 0.7 x n cases) 

then it is simply a crude guess at a probability. If the 

certainty factor is not a probability, then does it have any 

actual meaning? Spiegelhalter and Knill-Jones (1984) pose the 

question "Are we trying to model the clinician's opinion with 

uninterpretable numbers?" 

More sophisticated models elaborate on the simple rule structure 

"If X then Y" by introducing connections other than "then", e.g. 

is-caused-by, results-in, side-effect-of, etc. The simple nodes X 

and Y can also be elaborated into "frames", which store 

information and connections of their own. Frames can also be 

located in an hierarchy with inheritance characteristics, e.g. 

properties of frames high in the hierarchy are also shared by the 

frames below them, without this having to be explicitly 
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expressed. 

Rule based systems differ fundamentally from algorithmic systems. 

In algorithmic systems, connections are made explicit by the 

coding, and all connections exist during execution, even if they 

are not used. In rule based syste~s , connections are made during 

execution, and which connections are made is dependent on the 

data available. 

2.5 NEURAL NETWORKS - A NEW APPROACH TO COMPUTERS. 

In the fields of pattern recognition, language comprehension and 

combinatorial optimisation, the human brain easily out-performs 

today's fastest digital computers. This superiority is due to the 

architecture of the human brain. Many billions of neurons, with 

many more billions of interconnections, operate in a way that is 

fundamentally different from today's serial computers. 

Neural networks, which use structures simulating the connections 

of neurons in the brain try to emulate the way information 

processing occurs in living brains, were first researched in the 

1950s. After a short burst of excitement, the work which was 

begun in the 1950s was abandoned (Naylor 1983). 

Three developments have rekindled interest in neural networks. 

a) Computers are now powerful enough to simulate non-trivial 

neural network models. 

b) The Soviet mathematician Kolmogorov has pioneered formal 

analysis of neural network structures. He has developed 

general equations which govern the behaviour of neural 

networks. His work also proves that neural network models can 

learn to approximate any continuous mapping function, and 
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minimise least mean square error. 

c) The emergence of new hardware developments, particularly 

parallel-machine architecture, encourages research into 

programming paradigms which can take advantage of the new 

hardware. 

A neural network consists of an array of elements (neurons) with 

interconnections between them, and an Input/Output scheme. Neural 

networks are characterised by two criteria. 

a) The topology of a neural network refers to how many 

interconnections exist between neurons, and whether these 

interconnections are between near neurons, distant neurons or 

some combination of near and distant neurons. 

b) Learning rules determine how each neuron interprets 

information coming from all neurons connected to it, and what 

signal the neuron will distribute to neurons to which it is 

connected. 

Experimental models of neural networks have demonstrated that 

neural networks display the basic quality of self-organisation. 

From this quality other computational properties have emerged, 

such as association, optimisation and fault tolerance. 

An associative memory model is described by Jasin (1987). The 

model consists of 72 neural elements. An 8 x 8 matrix of 

Boolean elements, simulating lights, is set up. Forty patterns 

of lights are taught to the neural network. Each pattern in the 

forty is characterised as belonging to one of eight classes. The 

patterns are simple, e.g. diagonal line of "on" lights from left 

top to right bottom of the matrix. 

The neural network was then confronted with new patterns, and 
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asked to classify the new pattern as one of the eight classes. 

Where patterns were ambiguous, e.g. comprising of 60% of a 

pattern from one class and 40% of a pattern from a second class, 

the system detected the dominant pattern. When the split was 

exactly 50-50 then the system registered "confusion" and declined 

to classify the pattern. This simple experiment implies that 

neural networks can adapt to unpredictable changes and can deal 

with inaccurate input. 

A classic optimisation problem concerns a situation of N 

positions on a map. A closed path must be drawn which visits each 

position in turn with the shortest possible length. As there are 

N factorial possible solutions to the problem, it is not possible 

to calculate every solution and then choose the shortest if N is 

even moderately large. Josin (1987) reports that a neural network 

has proved adept at arriving at a near-best solution in a very 

short period of time. 

As the processing power and data storage in neural networks is 

distributed throughout the network, it is possible to destroy a 

percentage of the neurons without grossly affecting the behaviour 

of the system. This implies that neural network architecture will 

have an inherent capacity for fault tolerance not found in 

existing computers. 

Work on neural networks is being undertaken in many centres 

throughout the world, including the Institute of Theoretical 

Physics and Astrophysics at this university (U.C.T.). Commercial 

neural network simulation programs have recently become available 

for personal computers. 

"MacBrain" is a 200 neuron, 40 000 connection neural network 

12 



available for the Apple MacIntosh. NeuralWare Inc. offers a 4000 

neuron, 16 ooo connection neural network for the IBM-PC, and a 

slightly smaller system which finds the nearest match to an input 

word is also currently available for the IBM-PC. All these 

systems cost under $100.00 in 1987. 

A coprocessor board for the IBM PC/ AT, developed by Anza Inc. , 

offers a much bigger system, with 30 000 neurons and 480 000 

connections, capable of making 25 000 connections a second during 

learning. 

The human brain is estimated to contain some 1014 connections. If 

we accept that the number of connections possible is a measure of 

processing power, there already exists an artificial neural 

network of one billionth the power of the human brain. 

It is interesting, if facile, to note that computer power is 

expected to increase by a factor of two every two years. Therefore 

If 1014 connections= (480 ooo connections) {2x) 

then x log 2 = 14 - (6 + log 0.48) 

implies x = (8 - log 0.48) / 0.301 

= 27.6 two year periods. 

This indicates that an electronic (or photronic) neural network 

on a personal computer, matching the processing power of the 

human brain will be made available in the year 2043. If the speed 

of learning of neural networks proceeds at an equivalent rate, 

the time taken to teach a neural network with human-level 

cognition ability to become a useful member of society would be 

in the order of five seconds. 

While these figures make interesting (and alarming) reading, 
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• 

neural network technology is still in its infancy, and obstacles 

may be encountered which prevent neural networks from being used 

.to solve real world problems. It is nevertheless necessary to 

realise that computer science is a fast moving discipline, and 

new developments may render existing ideas, hardware and software 

obsolete . 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERT SYSTEMS IN MEDICINE 

"Why can't a doctor be more like a computer?", asks a writer in 

'The Economist' magazine (Anonymous 1984 ).. Rennels and Shortliffe 

(1987) state "we think the time is not far off when physicians 

will consider the computer to be as essential a medical instrument 

as the stethoscope." 

Health care is becoming more complex and expensive, and existing 

resources are insufficient to cope with present demand. Many 

researchers have looked to computers which can simulate the 

reasoning process of clinicians as a possible solution. The 

concept was first proposed in 1959. By 1984 over 1000 papers, 

describing dozens, perhaps hundreds of such systems, had been 

published (Spiegelhalter 1984a). 

3.1 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW. 

Many expert systems have been developed for a variety of clinical 

problems. Programs written in the 1970s were large-scale 

experimental prototypes designed to offer diagnostic advice in a 

limited field (Weiss and Galen 1986). MYCIN, CASNET and INTERNIST 

(later called CADUCEUS) are the most well-known and influential of 

these. 

The techniques pioneered in the 1970s were utilised to develop 

many smaller systems covering a broad range of medical problems. 

Of these, only a handful are used in routine practice. 

Systems to interpret electrocardiographs have achieved the widest 
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acceptance, but have developed independently of the mainstream of 

medical expert systems. They are discussed in the following 

chapter. Only four other systems for clinical applications have 

achieved routine use. ONCOCIN deals with chemotherapy protocols, 

HELP tracks and analyses a medical record system, PUFF analyses 

pulmonary function tests and SPE analyses serum protein 

electrophoresis results. HELP and ONCOCIN offer critiques of a 

described plan of therapy. SPE-EXPERT, PUFF and 

electrocardiograph interpretation systems are examples of systems 

which interpret instrument-based tests. 

3.2 LARGE SCALE PROTOTYPES. 

3.2.1 MYCIN 

The MYCIN project (the name reminiscent of a class of 

antimicrobial agents, e.g. neomycin) began in the early 1970s, 

and terminated in 1978. The project represents a milestone in the 

development of expert systems. Before MYCIN, AI research was 

concerned mainly with "toy problems" which illustrated 

theoretical principles. MYCIN was one of the first attempts to 

address a real-world problem. MYCIN is designed to offer 

consultative advice on the diagnosis and management of bacteremia 

and meningitis. (see Coombs 1984, Harmon and King 1985). 

MYCIN pioneered the concept of di vi ding the expert system into 

two components: an inference engine and a knowledge base. The 

MYCIN inference engine operates on a backward chaining strategy. 

Fuzzy logic facilities are offered. Thus rules in the knowledge 

base are characterised by a certainty factor between 1 and o. A 

certainty factor of 1 represents absolute certainty, a factor of 

zero implies there is no relationship between arguments. Input 
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variables are characterised by a certainty factor between -1 

and 1. A value of 1 implies the feature is definitely present, -1 

that it is definitely absent, and o that it is impossible to 

determine whether a feature is present or absent. It is a lso 

possible to enter a blank value. This means that information on 

the variable is not available at the moment. 

MYCIN analyses a problem in two phases. A diagnosis is reached 

first and then a treatment regime is suggested.· The MYCIN 

knowledge base was constructed with the aid of experts in the 

field, and consists of approximately 600 rules. {Harmon and King 

1985) . 

The MYCIN method of knowledge representation offers some 

explanation facilities. An input of "Why?" reveals a trace of the 

reasoning chain and the current tentative diagnosis. However, the 

system cannot justify the rules themselves. 

Studies suggest that MYCIN performs well. Miller ( 1986) 

considers that MYCIN has indicated correct treatment and 

diagnosis in 70% of the cases it has been tested on. 

Spiegelhausen (1984a) refers to two studies, where MYCIN's 

recommendations were unacceptable in 27% and 35% of cases 

respectively. In the latter study, however, MYCIN' s performance 
of 

was better than that any of the panel of physicians. ,,.. 

The MYCIN research team did not only concentrate on performance. 

A modified version of MYCIN, called TEIRESIAS, (named after the 

figure from Greek mythology, who had the power of prophesy), was 

developed to offer improved explanatory functions. 

TEIRESIAS has two types of rules: the basic rules, as in MYCIN, 
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and meta-rules. TEIRESIAS divides the MYCIN knowledge base into 

30 "tasks" by means of 74 meta-rules. The meta-rules are written 

to guide the inference engine in a manner which is more easily 

comprehended by the user, i.e. they improve explanatory 

functions, rather than performance. GUI DON ( from the verb 

"Guitd.e"), another MYCIN derivative, is used for educational 

purposes. GUIDON contains the inference engine and knowledge base 

of MYCIN, as well as a database of case studies. When a student 

approaches GUIDON with a request to study a type of clinical 

problem, GUIDON selects a suitable case from the database and 

"solves" the problem exactly as MYCIN would. The student 

interacts with a second inference engine, which determines 

whether or not the student's management suggestions are 

acceptable. 

EMYCIN, the inference engine developed for MYCIN, has been 

released separately as an expert system shell. It has been used 

with other knowledge bases in a wide variety of medical and non

medical fields. 

3.2.2 INTERNIST 

INTERNIST (reflecting the desire to cover the whole of internal 

medicine, a name changed later to CADUCEUS) represents what is 

perhaps the most ambitious project in medical AI to date. It was 

begun in the early 1970s, before the MYCIN project, and the first 

version was demonstrated in 1974. 

INTERNIST claims to be an expert on 70-75% of the entire field of 

internal medicine (Torasso 1985). The knowledge base took 15 

person-years to produce. It consists of 500 profiles with 3550 

manifestations of disease. There are 2600 links between diseases, 
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6500 between manifestations and 

(Miller et al. 1982). 

100 000 other associations. 

INTERNIST stores its knowledge in "frames". A frame consists of a 

diagnosis (disease or condition) and a disease "profile". Each 

profile consists of between 25 and 200 findings - signs, symptoms 

and laboratory results. Each finding is associated with two 

variables, the "frequency" and the "evoking strength". 

"Frequency" relates to the prevalence of a finding in patients 

suffering from the disease, and is an integer value from 1 to 5. 

A value of 5 indicates that the finding is present in practically 

all patients who have the disease. A value of 1 indicates that 

the finding can occur in patients with the disease, but rarely 

does. 

"Evoking strength" is an integer between o and 5 inclusive, and 

refers to the specificity of a finding. A value of 5 indicates 

that the finding is pathognomonic of a particular disease, e.g. 

MALARIA PARASITES IN BLOOD is pathognomonic of malaria. A value 

of O indicates a nonspecific finding, e.g. FEVER, MALAISE. 

Disease profiles were originally arranged in an hierarchical 

structure, where findings in a disease profile high in the 

hierarchy also applied to profiles below it. However, this system 

was found to be inadequate as certain diseases could be classified 

in more than one place in the hierarchy. The schema was abandoned 

in favour of a more ad hoc approach. 

"Property lists" exist separately from the frames. The "property 

lists" define a list of "properties" for every sign, symptom or 

laboratory test referred to in the knowledge base. Fourteen kinds 

of "properties" exist. The "Import" property is an integer which 
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describes how important it is to explain the findings. Findings 

with a low "Import" can be ignored if they do not correspond with 

the selected diagnosis, and diagnoses can be ignored if they do 

not explain findings with a high "import". Other properties 

define populations in which a finding can or cannot occur, e.g. 

men cannot be pregnant. Properties also group findings with other 

findings e.g. one liver function test would be "grouped" with 

other findings about the liver, and contain various types of 

logical connections between interdependent findings. 

INTERNIST works through the knowledge base by first asking 

questions that would achieve a spread of information across all 

the disease profiles. When one disease profile emerges as a 

strong candidate, questions are directed to confirm or exclude 

that disease. 

"Properties" in INTERNIST are analogous to the . rules in MYCIN, 

and help direct INTERNIST' s requests for information. Frames 

(disease profiles) can be considered as extensions of the MYCIN 

decision node concept. 

INTERNIST was developed as a research project, and was never 

intended for clinical use. A study based on the notoriously 

difficult case studies published in the New England Journal of 

Medicine showed that INTERNIST functioned well when the diseases 

in question were covered by the knowledge base, which occurred in 

about 50% of the cases. 

In the remaining cases, failure of INTERNIST to perform correctly 

was attributed to incorrect evoking strength, frequency or import 

figures, and the lack of adequate anatomical knowledge. INTERNIST 

was also criticised for a lack of temporal reasoning. In 
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addition, it was unable to form an overview of complex problems 

because of its ad hoc classification system, and thus could not 

attribute findings to proper causes. 

Rennels and Shortliffe (1987) describe a microcomputer version of 

INTERNIST called QMR (Quick Medical Reference) which functions as 

an electronic textbook. 

3.2.3 CASNET 

CASNET (Causal Association NETwork) adopts a representation which 

stresses the causal relationship in the knowledge base. The nodes 

in the network represent findings or hypotheses, and links 

between the nodes represent relationships. 

CASNET requires the knowledge base to be written in the form of 

rules. It supports fuzzy logic, and adopts a forward chaining 

strategy. CASNET was developed in conjunction with a knowledge 

base for the diagnosis of glaucoma. It was later released as an 

expert system shell under the name EXPERT. EXPERT has been used 

to develop many systems, including medical consultation models in 

dermatology, rheumatology and haematology. (Quaglini and 

Stef anelli 1986). 

3.3 SMALLER PROJECTS. 

While MYCIN, INTERNIST and CASNET were successful in 

demonstrating that AI research could be used to solve practical 

problems, none of them has proved useful in a routine clinical 

setting. Some smaller projects, building on the technology they 

developed, have been used in a routine environment. 
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3.3.1 ONCOCIN 

ONCOCIN (from "oncology", the study of cancer) is, as its name 

suggests, a progeny of the MYCIN project. It is designed to 

assist in chemotherapy for cancer patients. As chemotherapy is a 

very hazarc?u s form of treatment, patients undergoing 

chemotherapy are treated according to strict guidelines, called 

protocols. It is important for both therapeutic and research 

reasons for cases to be carefully followed up, and detailed 

records and progress reports kept. 

ONCOCIN functions both as a medical record and as an advice 

system. The medical record module replaces the filling out of 

patient data forms, and also prints progress reports previously 

filled out by hand. This saves the doctor time, and in this 

system, played a large part in overcoming the clinician's 

resistance to computerisation. 

The advice system utilises the information provided to the 

medical record module. The advice system initially suggested a 

strategy for further treatment. Physicians using the system found 

that the suggested strategy often required modifications, and 

that it was annoying and time-consuming to enter the 

modifications. The system was therefore changed. The physician 

would first enter his or her own plan of therapy. The system 

would compare this with its own decisions, and comment only if 

major differences existed. (Coombs 1984, Rennels and Shortliffe 

1987) . 

The first version of the system was demonstrated in 1981. 

Clinical efficacy trials have shown that better records and more 

consistent treatment regimes result from using ONCOCIN than from 
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manual systems. (Miller 1986). 

3.3.2 HELP 

HELP follows the critiqueing model pioneered by ONCOCIN, but is a 

much larger system. It has been adopted in at least three 

American hospitals, and is commercially available for $1.5m. in 

1984 {Anonymous 1984). 

HELP incorporates a complete hospital information system, and 

monitors the medical records entered. HELP utilises conditional 

probabilities for conditions, and rules for others, e.g. drug 

interaction and normal values of laboratory tests. When a 

potentially dangerous situation is detected, an "Alert" message 

is issued. Studies have shown that 1. 8% of all hospital 

admissions have generated Alert signals, and that action is taken 

more rapidly when the HELP system is operational. 

3.3.3 PUFF 

PUFF is designed to interpret the results of lung function tests. 

The system interfaces directly with the lung function equipment, 

and so requires minimal user interaction. It was installed for 

routine use in a lung function laboratory in 1979. A study of 

over 4000 cases showed that 95% of reports generated by PUFF were 

accepted by the pulmonary physician without any modification 

(Blum 1985). 

PUFF was developed to run under the EMYCIN expert system shell, 

but has since been converted to BASIC. The knowledge base 

initially had 64 rules concerning 54 parameters, but this has 

been expanded to 400 rules and 75 parameters. The system offers 

only rudimentary explanatory facilities, but this has not been 
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found to be a drawback. One reason suggested for the acceptance 

of the PUFF system is that the staff of the Lung Function 

Laboratory were already familiar with computers (Harmon and 

King 1985). 

3.3.4 SPE-EXPERT 

SPE-EXPERT (Serum Protein Electrophoresis, using the EXPERT 

shell) is a fairly small expert system, designed to interpret 

serum electrophoresis results. It consists of 107 rules, requires 

25 parameters, and offers 33 interpretations. The original 

knowledge base was written for the EXPERT expert system shell, 

and ran on an IBM-PC interfaced directly to the electrophoresis 

equipment. A later version was converted to machine code, and the 

whole system was incorporated into the instrument. The system 

requires no user interaction, and has no explanatory facilities 

(Weiss and Galen 1986). 

A study of 256 samples, quoted by Harmon and King ( 1985) 

concluded that SPE-EXPERT was correct in its interpretation in 

100% of the sample. 

3.4 CONCLUSION. 

The large scale experimental expert systems developed in the 

1970s demonstrated that the mathematics of symbolic logic, and 

programming languages such as LISP, PROLOG and SMALLTALK, could 

be utilised to address real world problems. However, the 

prototype systems were not precursors of production systems. 

Large scale systems were abandoned in the 1980s in favour of the 

development of small useful systems. Of the scores, perhaps 

hundreds, of systems that have been developed only a handful are 
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used in routine practice. 

Adlassnig and Kolarz (1986) feel that expert systems should not 

be a substitute for human ability, but extend human expertise. 

In some fields this has happened. PROSPECTOR, a geology expert 

system, is reported to have discovered new molybdenum deposits in 

the United States, and EURISKO is credited with inventing a new 

AND/OR gate in integrated circuit design (Forsyth and Nalor 1985). 

In the medical field, however, a substantial amount of pioneering 

research has resulted in a dismal number of routinely utilised 

systems, and all of these are used essentially as screening tools 

which require expert supervision. 

Simple prejudice on the part of the medical profession has been 

blamed for the failure. "The autonomy of senior clinicians," 

concludes Spiegelhausen (1984a), "mitigates against procedures 

that tend to impose a degree of publicness (sic) and consensus

seeking on clinical practice. Given entrenched attitudes and 

beliefs, formal attempts (to do this) are inevitably doomed to 

failure." Harmon and King ( 1985) list the doctor's pride and 

inertia, as well as the disruption of the doctor's routine, among 

reasons for the poor acceptance of medical expert systems. 

Rennels and Shortliffe (1987) agree that clinicians would reject 

a system that gave insufficient explanation, even if it had good 

diagnostic accuracy. They feel that the provision of excellent 

explanatory functions is the key to the acceptance of medical 

expert systems. Harmon and King also conclude that medical expert 

systems require friendlier interfaces and better explanatory 

facilities. 

Torasso (1985) considers that more work is required to clarify 
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areas where automatic decision assistance can be useful and 

convenient. He suggests medical education as one likely area. 

Torasso also notes that major problems exist with knowledge 

acquisition and validation. There is often little agreement among 

experts in a field. Physicians working in different geographical 

areas often consider different clinical data. There is 

considerable observer variability among physicians, and diseases 

present differently in different populations. All these factors 

mitigate against successfully transferring expert systems from 

one site to another. 

Systems which are in routine use are either 

extensions of instruments (e.g. PUFF, 

essentially 

SPE-EXPERT, 

electrocardiograph interpretation) or extensions of computerised 

record systems (HELP, ONCOCIN) • That these systems can be 

considered as extensions of already familiar equipment may play a 

role in overcoming prejudice against their use. As the systems 

interface to other equipment, the need for excellent user 

interfaces does not arise. Explanatory functions in these systems 

are either absent or rudimentary. In these instances explanatory 

functions may not be crucial. Physicians are familiar with 

accepting reports on a great variety of special investigations, 

from biochemistry tests to radiographic studies. 

From this discussion, it seems likely that expert systems in 

medicine could be most easily incorporated in "smart" 

instruments. The development of explanatory functions, 

particularly those suitable for use in medical education, is also 

identified as a priority. 

Hasling and co-workers, quoted by Coombs (1984), identify three 
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types of explanatory functions. 

a) Epistemologic functions concern the structures used to 

represent knowledge and reasoning in the expert system. 

Tracing the system's route through the structure provides a 

justification for the program's actions. 

b) Rhetoric functions are concerned with stating the explanation 

so that it can be understood. This entails dealing with 

problems of English grammar and syntax, and the use of other 

methods such as graphics and animated graphics. 

c) User model functions. Human experts are generally called upon 

to provide conception guidance to other experts, not to act as 

"wise men". A system must therefore generate explanations that 

take user knowledge and preference into account. A complete 

novice will need step-by-step guidance in a subject. A more 

experienced user might find the "critiqueing model" more 

acceptable. 

Computers have, on average, doubled in power and memory capacity, 

as well as halved in price, every two years since 1948. This 

trend shows no sign of slowing down. This dynamic alone insists 

that computers will play a greater and greater role in medical 

practice. However, unless unexpected technological breakthroughs 

are made in expert system technology, the development of medical 

expert systems will be a slow and incremental process. The design 

of "smart" instruments and · the provision of explanatory and 

teaching functions appears to be a realistic goal for software 

developers. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A REVIEW OF COMPUTER INTERPRETATION OF ECGS 

The concept of automated ECG interpretation was first proposed in 

1957 {Pryor et al. 1980). The first functional systems were 

available in the early 1960s, the first comparisons o~ 

computerised versus physician interpretation were done in the 

middle 1960s, and the first routine computerised ECG services were 

available in the late 1960s. Since then many commercial systems, 

for both mainframe based systems, and more recently, for 

microprocessor based systems have been developed. 

Existing systems for the interpretation of ECGs are reviewed in 

order to obtain guidelines for the development of the ECG Tutor. 

An historical survey gives an indication of how ambitious the 

task of interpreting ECGs by computer actually is. The historical 

survey also suggests areas where existing research and 

development can be utilised in the proposed Tutor, and how much 

of this is freely available in the public domain. The internal 

structure of a typical system for interpreting ECGs is discussed, 

and the problems inherent to such systems highlighted. studies 

which evaluate the performance of ECG interpretation by computer 

are also considered. 

4.1 HISTORICAL SURVEY. 

4.1.1 Early Systems 

The first project to develop a computer program to interpret ECGs 

was the American Veterans' Administration program, begun in 1957 

by Pipberger and co-workers {Pryor et al. 1980). This system 
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adopted a Bayesian statistical method for reaching 

interpretations, and analyzed leads of the Frank ( also called 

orthogonal or XYZ) system. Although developed and improved over a 

period of ten years, neither the Bayesian statistical method nor 

the Frank lead system gained widespread acceptance. The inherent 

limitations of Bayesian statistical methods have been discussed in 

the previous chapter. The XYZ lead system is considered by many 

cardiologists to be inferior to the 12-lead system because more 

information is present in the latter system. Most interpretative 

ECG systems have followed the ECAN model. 

Development of the ECAN system (~lectrocardiograph ANalysis) 

began in 1959 with sponsorship from the United States Public 

Health Services. The Federal U.S. Government invested $11 million 

in the project over the next twelve years (Caceres 1976). This 

figure gives some indication of the difficulty of producing a 

computer system to interpret ECGs. The latest version, ECAN-E, 

was released in the public domain in 1973. 

ECAN is written in FORTRAN and assembler. It utilises the 

standard twelve lead ECG and a knowledge base similar to (but 

pre-dating) that developed in the MYCIN project. 

Phone-a-gram Inc. and Telemed Inc. adopted the ECAN program, and 

with slight modifications offered an ECG interpretation service 

where users could access the program, running on the suppliers' 

mainframe computer, via telephone lines. 

Telemed further modified the ECAN program before developing their 

own software. Over a thousand sites in the U.S.A. were using the 

Telemed service routinely in 1976 (Pryor et al. 1980). 
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IBM developed their own program under the direction of Dr. 

Raymond Bonner in the early 1970s. IBM did not offer an ECG 

interpretation service, but allowed third party vendors to 

operate their program under licence. Hewlett-Packard entered the 

' field in 1971, first with the ECAN program, and then offered the 

IBM/Bonner program. Their own program, which had been under 

development since 1968, became available in 1977, and is now 

widely used. 

Many other systems were also developed both in the U.S.A. and in 

Europe, e.g. the Cro-Med system developed at Mt. Sinai Hospital, 

(used at 125 sites in 1980) and the Mayo system developed at the 

Mayo Clinic (released in 1976). Many of these are in the public 

domain, but most of those used at all in routine practice were 

only used at the original site of development. Almost all of the 

later projects in interpretative electrocardiography began by 

modifying an existing system. 

Dudeck (1980) estimates that 10 million ECGs were analysed by 

computer in the U.S.A. in 1979, and Caceres (1976) suggested that 

the total investment in computerised ECG interpretation between 

1959 and 1975 (including development costs and hardware) was in 

the region of $350 million. In 1977 over seventy percent of all 

computer interpreted ECGs were interpreted on the Telemed or IBM 

systems (Goetowski 1977), but Hewlett-Packard has since made a 

significant impact on the market. Table 4 .1 lists some of the 

available early programs. While more development work has been 

done since the 1970s to improve and modify ECG analysis systems, 

later programs are based on the approach pioneered in the 1970s. 
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PROGRAM 

ECAN 

PHONE-A-GRAM 

IBM (Bonner) 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 

CRO-MED 

TELEMED 

AMERICAN VETERANS ADMINISTRATION 

MAYO 

LOS (Pryor) 

AVAILABILITY 

Public domain 

Service fee 

License 

Dedicated 

Service fee 

Service fee 

Public domain 

Service fee 

Public domain 

Table 4.1: The availability of various ECG analysis programs. 

Computer systems for the interpretation of ECGs are more widely 

used, and at a more advanced stage of development, than any other 

expert · system with medical applications. This not because the 

interpretation of ECGs is in any way simpler or more amenable to 

computerisation than other tasks. It is a reflection of the 

considerable amount of well-funded research which has been 

devoted to the subject. 

This has various implications. A considerable amount of the work 

that has been done is in the public domain, and can be used as a 

starting point for any future developmental project. The 

corollary to this is that any future project has to be superior 

to the work already completed. It is thus necessary to have 

access to existing software and a testing strategy to establish 

whether a novel approach to the subject is an improvement on 

existing approaches. This applies to the system as a whole, and 

to areas such as the knowledge base and pattern-recognition 

algorithm. 
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4.1.2 Hardware requirements 

The technology, developed and implemented for computer inter-

pretation of ECGs on a commercial scale in the early 70s, was 

obviously dependent on the hardware readily available at that 

time. Figures for memory size of the mainframe computers used are 

given in table 4.2. 

Computer 

IBM 360/50 

IBM 1800 

HP 2100 

PDP 11/35 

Memory 

512kb 

32k word (64kb) 

64kb 

32kb 

Table 4. 2. Memory available on some of the computers used for 

interpretative electrocardiography. 

Today's personal computers have the equivalent power and over ten 

times the amount of memory compared to the mainframes of the 

early 1970s. 

The systems of the 1970s were written in either assembler or 

FORTRAN IV, or both. Some programs (e.g. the IBM program) which 

were originally written in assembler were later translated into 

FORTRAN IV to overcome the problem of portability. 

Interpretative electrocardiography programs require about 300kb 

to 500kb of memory (Poppl 1980) • As this amount of memory was 

beyond the capabilities of many the computers of the period, it 

was necessary to devise complicated systems of overlays to get the 

programs to run on the available hardware. This resulted in loss 

of speed in the system. Computation time for the analysis of the 

ECG varied from 40 seconds to five minutes, depending on the 
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system (Pryor et al 1980). 

Vendors of interpretative electrocardiographs have not ignored 

developments in computer hardware. Hewlett-Packard (1985) have 

ported their FORTRAN interpretative ECG program from the HP-2100 

onto a 63000 microprocessor utilising microprogramming 

techniques. The the 63000 system has been incorporated into the 

casing of a 5.tandard ECG amplifier, and runs in near real time. 

Other vendors have produced similar systems. 

This discussion implies that a personal computer is capable of 

supporting a program which interprets ECGs. 

4.1.3 Installation description. 

Early systems were run on mainframe computers. These were located 

at a central processing centre, and the ECG signal transmitted 

over telephone lines to the computer. The company operating the 

system provided the service of an experienced electrocardiologist 

to overread abnormal ECGs The computer report with the 

overreading was then forwarded to the physician who requested the 

service. Many larger hospitals, including some in South Africa, 

have a in-house system to service the hospital (see Figure 4.1 

for a flowchart of such a system). 

Microprocessor based systems allow both the recording of the ECG 

and the computer interpretation to be done at the bedside. While 

this has cut costs dramatically and provides an almost 

instantaneous computer report, some authors (e.g. Drazen 1980) 

consider that the easy availability of systems will tempt end 

users to use them without expert ( cardiologist) review of 

abnormal ECGs. This can le~d to the overdiagnosis and mis-
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diagnosis of cardiac pathologies. 
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Figure 4 .1 Flowchart for the installation of a mainframe 

based ECG system. 
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4.2 A DESCRIPTION OF A TYPICAL INTERPRETATIVE ECG PROGRAM. 

Most interpretative ECG programs follow the system originally 

developed for the ECAN project, and this can be considered to be 

the typical implementation. 

4.2.1 Input 

An ECG signal is obtained by amplifying the electrical activity 

recorded from particular points on the body surface. The 

classical 12-lead convention requires the readings from six 

sites on the anterior and left side of the chest, and from the 

limbs. The Frank ( also called the XYZ or vector system) 

convention requires readings from eight sites on the body 

surface, three of which are roughly orthogonal in relation to the 

heart. Many other lead arrangements have been proposed. Body 

surface mapping, which requires a large number of leads, some

times hundreds, to obtain a contour map of the electrical 

potential 

attention. 

over the entire torso, • is currently attracting much 

The ECG signal is digitised and fed into the computer. Other 

parameters, e.g. the age and sex of the patient, must be entered 

from a keyboard or other device. 

4.2.2 Pattern Recognition 

The pattern recognition required of ECG analysis systems refers 

to the process of recognising and identifying the P, QRS and T 

wave in the ECG trace. The electrical activity recorded on the 

body surface represents activation of the atria and ventricles, 

and repolarisation of the ventricles, as atrial repolarisation 
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co-incides with, and is much smaller than, activity corresponding 

to ventricular activity. By convention, the deflection 

representing atrial activation is called the P wave, the 

deflections representing ventricular activation are referred to as 

the QRS complex, and the deflection representing ventricular 

repolarisation are refered to as the T wave. 

Leads with low amplitutes pose difficulties for pattern 

recognition because the signal/noise level becomes unacceptably 

high. Low voltages are common when the lead direction is 

approximately at right angles to the so-called resultant cardiac 

electrical vector. This problem can be avoided to some extent by 

considering three simultaneous leads. As the leads all "see" the 

cardiac vector from different angles, is unlikely that low 

voltages will be present in more than one of three simultaneous 

leads. _If cost is no object, a case can be made for the recording 

of all twelve leads simultaneously. 

In normal rhythm, contraction of the atria precedes the 

contraction of the ventricles, and this is reflected in the 

ECG by the P wave preceding the QRS complex. While the QRS 

complex has fairly distinctive features, the P wave (and the T 

wave) are comparatively small and bland deflections. The simplest 

method of identifying these is to first identify the QRS complex, 

and then label deflections before and after the QRS complex the P 

and T waves respectively. This algorithm is only valid for normal 

rhythm. 

In arrhythmias, the P wave may or may not precede the QRS 

complex. It is therefore necessary to first determine whether or 

not normal rhythm is present. 
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Detection of arrhythmias has received considerable attention in 

the development of automated intensive care monitoring equipment. 

Algorithms employing advanced logical and statistical procedures 

are discussed in texts on the subject. Algorithms for use in 

interpretative electrocardiology can be much simpler as 

continuous monitoring in real time is not required. Broadly 

speaking, they detect whether the QRS complexes occur regularly, 

and within the range of normal frequency. Allowance must also be 

made for detection of ectopic (i.e. occasional) beats -and dropped 

(i.e. occasional missing) beats. 

Some systems utilise a separate rhythm strip for rhythm analysis, 

which can be anything from 8 seconds to 60 seconds long, depending 

on the system (Pryor et al. 1980). Other systems use the same 

signal for both rhythm and morphological analysis. 

Many pattern recognition algorithms have been described (see Yu et 

al. 1985; Talmon and Hasman 1980; Pipberger 1977, and Doue and 

Valance 1985). The large number of algorithms available reflects 

the dissatisfaction which exists among researchers concerning the 

performance of the algorithms. While most perform well on normal 

ECGs, the presence of unusual ECG wave shapes and the presence of 

noise and artifacts often lead to incorrect wave identifications. 

Figures for the performance of a pattern-recognition algorithm are 

dependent on the quality and type of ECGs selected for the data 

sample, and are therefore difficult to interpret. Talmon and 

Hasman (1980) felt that there was little to be gained in choosing 

between the alternate pattern-recognition algorithms then on 

of fer, but one of the most widely used algorithm ( Doue and 

Vallance 1985) was developed since Talmon did his evaluation. 

An adequate discussion of the merits and demerits of all pattern 
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recognition algorithms that have been devised is well beyond the 

scope of this thesis. However, two algorithms ( one early, one 

developed recently) are discussed in detail, and give some 

indication of the magnitude and complexity of the problem. 

One of the earliest algorithms was developed by Pipberger for the 

AVA program in the early 1960s. Pipberger (1977) uses the Frank 

(XYZ) lead convention, and uses the concept of a standard 

spatial velocity curve to identify the waveforms of the ECG. The 

spatial standard velocity curve was derived during program 

development by 

a) Collecting a sample of a few hundred ECGs in digital form. 

b) Visually identifying the beginning and end of each QRS complex 

in every ECG in the sample. 

c) Computing the smoothed derivatives x'(t), y'(t) and x'(t) from 

the digitised leads x(t), y(t) and z(t). 

d) Computing the velocity curve Vt according to the expression 

vt=square root ( x• 2t+y' 2t+z' 2t ). 

The points identifying the beginning and end of the QRS 

complex (derived in (b) ) are superimposed on the velocity 

curve. 

e) The standard spatial velocity curve V (std) t is obtained by 

averaging the velocity curves, with the identification points 

superimposed, for all ECGs in the sample. 

During program execution, the leads are digitised and the 

beginning and end of the QRS complexes identified by 

a) Computing the smoothed derivatives x'(t), y'(t) and x'(t) from 

the leads x(t), y(t) and z(t). 

b) Deriving the spatial velocity curve vt, such that 
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vt=square root ( x• 2t+y' 2t+z' 2t). 

c) Defining the onset point of the QRS complex by minimising the 

least squares error between the standard velocity curve 

V(std)t and the calculated vt, i.e. minimising the expression 

where 

3 

~ ((V(t-tq) - V(std)t) 2/wt) 
i =l 

tq is the onset (or end) point of the QRS complex, and 

wt is the variance of the standard velocity curve V(std)t· 

d) The procedure is repeated to find the end of the QRS complex. 

e) The P-wave is identified by locating the first deflection 

before the QRS complex which exceeds a spatial velocity 

threshold. 

g) The T-wave is identified by searching the region after the QRS 

complex. 

This algorithm has the drawbacks of being a) dependent on the 

data selected in deriving the standard spatial velocity curve, 

and b) the subjective nature of the visual coding of that data. 

The Hewlett-Packard algorithm avoids these pitfalls, and is 

described below. 

The Hewlett-Packard algorithm:-

a) Computes a weighted sum of the first and second differentials 

of three simultaneous digitised leads to generate the waveform 

boundary indicator (WBI). Using three simultaneous leads 

compensates for possible low voltages in one lead. 

b) The WBI has empirically been shown to be maximal over the QRS 

complex region, but slightly narrower than the actual QRS 

complex. To compensate for this the raw ECG data is convolved 
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with an impulse response. The impulse response is a triangular 

waveform, maximal over high points in the WBI. A new WBI 

(WBIF) is then calculated. 

c) The WBIF indicates the QRS search region. The QRS complexes 

are identified. The S-T segment, the T wave and the P waves 

are identified in a manner similar to the Pipberger algorithm. 

4.2.3 Measurement 

Once the P, QRS and T waves are identified, the parameters are 

measured. The fundamental measurements, i.e. wave amplitude and 

duration, are indicated in figure 4.2. In addition, about thirty 

other measurements are taken per lead. These are not shown in the 

diagram, but include the J points (where the concave deflection 

in the T wave becomes convex, and visa versa), and the amplitude 

of the ST segment sixty milliseconds after the end of the S wave. 

l 

Qd 

Pa 

So 
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Sd 

Figure 4.2 The fundamental measurements of the waveform. 
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Systems using 12-lead tracings choose measurements which mimic 

the diagnostic strategy of the cardiologist. Systems using the 

Frank lead system have more freedom in generating measurements 

and their criteria for interpretation. Potentially useful 

parameters not easily identified visually, e.g. velocity vector 

sums over three leads, have been explored. This method has the 

d i sadvantage of not being easily understood by traditional 

electrocardiologists, and is not widely used. 

4 . 2.4 Interpretation 

Once the measurement matrix is obtained and other variables, e.g. 

patient's age and sex, have been provided, interpretation 

commences. Two basic strategies have been developed. Bayesian 

statistics have been utilised to provide interpretations based on 

tables · of prior probabilities. Deterministic, or rule based 

systems, derive a series of rules from traditional 

electrocardiology, and chain through these rules to arrive at an 

interpretation. 

The advantage of rule-based systems is that rules derived for one 

program can easily be applied to another, and it is therefore 

easier to separate errors of rules from errors of measurement. 

The logic behind the rules are also readily understood by 

traditional electrocardiologists. Rules have the disadvantage of 

being sensitive to cut-off points. i.e. if a rule states 

"abnormal if greater than 140", values of 139 will be considered 

normal and values of 141 abnormal, whereas this degree of 

variability could be obtained in two sequential tracings from the 

same patient. This problem could be overcome by not using sharp 

cutoffs, but by "smoothing" the edge by using fuzzy logic. 
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4.2.5 Comparative functions 

Systems for interpretative electrocardiology treat each ECG 

tracing as a new problem. studies (Bonner 1983) indicate that 

many ECGs are not single studies, but are followed up by 

subsequent tracings. Bonner has developed an ECG program that 

allows serial comparisons, but the system was not released 

commercially. 

4.3 PROGRAM EVALUATION 

No standard system for the evaluation of interpretive ECG systems 

has been devised. Most designers of ECG programs devise their own 

tests of diagnostic capability (see Anonymous 1985). Caceres 

(1976) has noted that the performance statistics for each new 

program tend to be similar. He recommends that rigorous 

performance specifications be devised, and suggests further that 

all reports about computer programs be discontinued until more 

objective evaluation criteria have been developed. Pryor et al 

(1980) agrees that most published evaluations are inadequate. 

The 1977 Bethesda Conference on Optimal Electrocardiography 

(Milliken et al 1983) suggested that interpretation statements 

concerning the ECG be classified as Types A, B, and c. Type A 

statements refer to the presence or absence of specific diseases 

or clinical conditions which can be confirmed by non

electrocardiographic methods, e.g. enzyme studies, post-mortems. 

Type B statements refer to electrocardiographic conditions, e.g. 

electrical axis, rhythm abnormalities. Type c statements refer to 

non-specific electrocardiographic changes. While Type A 
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interpretations can be verified against a known diagnosis, Type B 

and c statements can only be compared against the opinion of a 

cardiologist or another program. 

Richards et al. (1980) studied Type A statements produced by the 

IBM/ Bonner program for atrial and ventricular hypertrophy against 

autopsy evidence. Left ventricular hypertrophy was correctly 

detected 53. 6% of the time, and right ventricular hypertrophy 

84.0% of the time. In contrast, left or right atrial enlargement 

were detected 10.8% and 18.5% of the time respectively. Richards 

concludes that the accuracy of the program is not at fault - the 

ECG is simply not a very accurate tool in the detection of these 

conditions. 

Studies of computer versus cardiologist interpretation pose the 

question "How accurate is the cardiologist's interpretation of 

the ECG?" 

In one study (Bernard et al. 1983) three expert 

electrocardiographers were asked to code pre-selected ECGs 

according to the Minnesota classification system. Of the sample 

provided, all three electro-cardiographers agreed that twenty-two 

records showed ischaemic heart disease. Two of the three selected 

a further eight records as having ischaemic heart disease, and 

another twenty-six records were selected by one or other of the 

three. This study indicates that even when interpreting ECGs 

according to predefined criteria, experienced cardiologists differ 

markedly. 

Another study {Milliken et al. 1983) showed that on repeat 

readings of the same ECGs, nine experienced electrocardiographers 

made major changes in between 8% and 22% of the sample. The same 
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study showed that in instances of Type A statements, where the 

true diagnosis was known, the cardiologists were correct between 

46% and 67% of the time, while the AVA computer program was 

correct 76% of the time. 

Bonner et al. (1979) defined a check list of 238 statements which 

could be made about the ECG, and asked seven cardiologists to 

interpret 879 ECGs by selecting statements from the list. All 

seven cardiologists chose the same statements for 17% of the ECGs. 

Six of the seven agreed on a further 9%, and five of the seven and 

four of the seven on a further 7% each. In 36% of the sample there 

was no agreement among the cardiologists. 

These studies give the impression that even 

electrocardiologists differ among themselves, 

experienced 

and a single 

cardiologist may interpret the same tracing differently at 

different times. It is, however, difficult to evaluate physician 

performance in interpreting ECGs because physicians also use 

"soft" criteria, e.g. patient's work, body deformities, in 

arriving at an interpretation. 

Various studies have been done comparing computer performance 

against the consensus of a panel of physicians. Laks (1980), in a 

study of 16 000 ECGs taken consecutively between July 1977 and 

July 1978 found 87% were correctly interpreted by computer. This 

rose to 99% for normal ECGs. Caceres (1976) quotes figures of 

75%-85% correct interpretation for morphological abnormalities, 

but 66% for rhythm abnormalities. Bonner et al. (1983) considers 

the interpretation from the IBM/Bonner program to be roughly 

correct 97% of the time, and completely acceptable 82% of the 

time. Bernard et al. (1983) and Milliken and Henderson (1978) 

report similar findings on rival interpretation programs. 
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Milliken and Henderson (1978) notes that, on average, 33% of the 

over 1 million ECGs interpreted annually over the previous few 

years by the Telemed system are rejected as being of inferior 

technical quality. Once tracings of inferior quality are rejected 

the ability of the computer system to perform rises rapidly. Pr y or 

et al. (1980) identifies the computer's difficulty in dealing with n 

in the signal as the overriding factor in the computer's ability 

to perform adequately. Pryor et al. (1980), Cerutti et al. (1980) 

and Gold (1985) all argue for preprocessing of the ECG to improve 

signal quality. A high pass filter will correct baseline drift, 

and a 50Hz notch filter will remove mains interference, but both 

can distort the tracing. Standards for ECG amplifiers were 

originally devised for visual inspection of ECGs, and are not 

adequate for defining the requirements of amplifiers used with 

computerised systems. Some widely used amplifiers have been shown 

to introduce artifacts, non-linear phase response over the 

required frequency range has been identified as a culprit (Taylor 

and Vincent 1983, Anonymous 1985). 

Computer interpretations are also not precise. Pryor et al. (1980) 

reports on a study where ECGs were sampled at 1000 Hz. Odd 

numbered samples were collected for one signal, and even numbered 

samples for a second signal. This results in two tracings sampled 

at 500 Hz each. The two tracings thus represented the same ECG 

with samples taken 1 millisecond apart. The IBM/Bonner program 

only recognised the tracings as identical in 95% · of cases of 

normal ECGs, and 63.6% of the cases of abnormal ECGs. This may be 

the result of measurements falling on the border of a criterion, 

e.g. if a P-R interval of greater than 120 ms is indicative of a 

condition, a tracing with a P-R interval of 120.1 ms will indicate 
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the presence of the condition, while a PR interval of 120. O ms 

will indicate the absence of the condition. 

In signals of adequate technical quality, failure to correctly 

identify the waveforms is the greatest source of error. Balda et 

al. ( 1977) claims the Hewlett Packard program {HP-6) correctly 

identifies 89% of P waves, 96% of T waves and 98% of QRS 

complexes. Pryor et al. (1980) notes that over 700 types of rhythm 

abnormalities have been described, and Caceres (1973) notes 

computer programs can only deal with a small fraction of the most 

common of these, generally about thirty. 

Talmon and Hasman {1980) feel that there is little to be gained in 

choosing between the alternate pattern-recognition algorithms now 

offered, and that we are reaching the limits of technology to 

extract fast gains from redefining ECG classifications procedures. 

Pryor concludes that technology still requires that no 

interpretative ECG should be allowed to operate without routine 

overview by a human reader. In practice only abnormal traces are 

routinely overread by a cardiologist (Drazen 1980). In effect, 

computer interpretative electrocardiology is used as a screening 

tool, rather than a diagnostic tool. 

This distinction is apparent to physicians in hospitals where 

overreading of ECGs is routinely available. The distinction may 

not be apparent to the general practitioner who has invested in a 

bedside ECG amplifier and interpreter. 

4.4 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Much of the published work on the costs of interpretative 
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electrocardiology is relevant only to the United States, and much 

of that is outdated. Drazen (1980) reports the cost of the 

computer interpretation o r the ECG to be between U. s. $1. 50 and 

$4.25 per tracing, depending on volume. Service vendors in the 

1970s charged between $5.00 and $7.50 per tracing, plus $3.00 to 

$5. oo for overreading. This service, including overreading, is 

above what a private cardiologist would charge at that time. 

Drazen feels that only abnormal ECGs need to be overread. As 

abnormal tracings constitute only about 20% of routine tracings, 

Drazen argues that computer interpretation is cost effective. 

Drazen also quotes a microprocessor-based interpretative system 

as costing $20 000 for hardware, and $350 per month rental for 

the software. He quotes $8 000 as the cost of a normal ECG cart. 

Thus $12 000 and $350 per month is the additional cost of the 

computerised interpretation. 

In 1986 Hewlett-Packard were marketing their interpretative 

cardiograph (Hewlett Packard 1984) at R23 ooo, including software 
• 

and service. The standard (non-interpretative) model ECG cart 

retailed at R20 ooo. 

4.5 FUTURE TRENDS 

Programs for interpretative electrocardiology have gone through 

three stages. The first stage, in the sixties, saw government 

funded research projects bring a concept to the market place. In 

the second stage, commercial concerns improved on the programs 

and offered interpretation services, using centrally-based 

computers. The third change saw the same programs converted to 

run on dedicated microprocessors, with a considerable decrease in 
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cost. 

Much current development work is carried out by relatively small 

concerns using personal computers. Clinical Microdata Systems 

Inc. (1985) market a system based on the HP 150 personal computer 

which allows simultaneous processing of the ECG, phonocardiogram 

and carotid pulse measurements for patient monitoring, and offers 

limited interpretative functions. Some workers (e.g. Golding 1986) 

have develo.ped microcomputer-based programs to teach the 

electrophysiological basis of the ECG and the subtlety of motion 

of various cardiac arrhythmias, but these programs are of limited 

capability and run on very small computers. (Golding's program was 

developed for an Apple II with 64kb of RAM). 

It is suggested that the educational functions of the latter 

programs, as well as the explanatory functions developed for 

other medical expert systems, are combined with the 

interpretative functions of an ECG computer analysis system. This 

combination would produce a system for teaching 

electrocardiology, but would not be confined to textbook 

examples. Students could record tracings off their own patients, 

and gain insight into the interpretation of the ECG and the 

underlying abnormality. Specifications for such a system are 

provided in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TUTOR. 

5.1 SPECIFICATIONS. 

The system is required to do the following 

5.1.1 The input module 

The input module must:-

i) Accept a 12-lead ECG as the input, either directly from the 

patient or from a paper record. 

ii) Convert the signal to digital form without losing relevant 

information. The resulting digital signal must be suitable 

for signal processing to identify the salient features of 

the waveform. 

iii) Identify the salient features of the waveform correctly. 

The user must be able to visually identify the wave features, 

and compare these with the computer identification. 

iv) Make the measurements of the salient features of the ECG 

available to the expert system module. 

5.1.2 The expert system. 

i) The expert system must be able to function with more than 

one knowledge base. It must be possible to modify an old 

knowledge base and to create a new knowledge base. 

ii) The expert system must provide not only the computer's 

interpretation, but also facilities for verifying or 

excluding a particular interpretation. 

iii) The expert system must be able to explain its logic. 
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5.1.3 output of expert system. 

The interpretation must be supplied to the user in a form that is 

readily understandable, and provision must be made for 

explanation of the physiological, and to some extent prognostic, 

i mplications of reaching a particular interpretation. 

Mult ip lexer. 

Analogue to 
igitol Con version 

Patt ern 
Reco gni t ion. 

Measurem ent. 

Criteria. 

Expert System . 

Interpretation. 

An imation. 

Use r 
Control 

User 
Contro l. 

Figure 5.1. Diagrammatic representation of the tutoring 

interpretive electrocardiograph. 
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5.2 CLARIFICATION OF THE SPECIFICATIONS. 

5.2.1. Input. 

5.2.1.1 Frequency (bandwidth) response required. 

The question of what frequencies, or frequency ranges, of the 

electrocardiograph signal contain useful information is not, for 

the clinician, a scientific question, but an historical question. 

The question can better be phrased: "For which frequencies of 

electrical signal recorded on the body surface does a sufficient 

body of data exist, so that reliable inference as to the 

existence of cardiac pathology can be drawn." 

Most empirical studies in electrocardiology use commercially 

available ECG amplifiers. The American Heart Association specifies 

the frequency bandwidth for diagnostic ECG amplifiers to be 0.5 -

100 Hz . (Sheffield et al 1978). The AHA recommendations have been 

criticised. 

Some widely used ECG amplifiers have a non-linear phase response, 

and this distorts the signal (Taylor and Vincent 1983) . More 

recent work on electrocardiology indicates that clinically useful 

information is contained at frequencies of up to 1500Hz (Shridhar 

and Stevens 1979). More work on high frequency electrocardiology 

may convince clinicians that routine examination of these 

components of the ECG signal will influence patient management. 

New measurement standards for diagnostic ECG amplifiers are under 

consideration (Anonymous 1985) but until consensus is reached on 

new standards, the American Heart Association standards can be 

accepted. 
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5.2.1.2 Analog to Digital conversion. 

Most systems for computer analysis of electrocardiographs store 

the digitized electrocardiograph signal at a fixed frequency 

(sampling rate), in a finite number of bits (precision). 

i ) Sampling rate. 

The American Heart Association, as well as the American Food 

and Drug Administration, recommend a sampling rate of 500 Hz 

when converting analog ECG signals to digital format (Sheffield 

et al 1978). Barr and Spach (1977) recommends a sampling rate 

of 500 Hz for routine diagnostic ECGs, a rate of 834 Hz for 

neonates because of the higher pulse rate, and rates exceeding 

6000 Hz for patients with ischaemic heart disease. 

Shannon's sampling law requires the sampling rate to be at 

least twice the frequency of the highest frequency component 

required. Analog amplifiers made to American Heart Association 

standards output a signal in which the -3 dB down-point is at 

lOOHz. Shannon's law suggests that a sampling rate of 200 per 

second will capture these frequencies. 

The most widely used computerised ECG systems use a sampling 

rate of 250 per second, and this rate can be considered to be 

the industry standard. 

i i) Precision. 

The American Heart Association recommends a resolution of 

o. 01 mv over a range of -5mV to +5mV of the input signal 

(Sheffield et al 1978). This represents a resolution of 1:1000, 

and this can be achieved if each digital sample is stored in 10 

bits (2 to the 10th power= 1024). Many systems e.g. the IBM 

Bonner system and the American Veterans Administration AVA-4.0 
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system, use 12 bit precision, corresponding to a resolution of 

1:4096 (Bonner et al 1978). 

Berson et al ( 1977) studied the effect of changing the 

precision of the digitized ECG on the computer's performance 

in interpreting the ECG. He states that no significant 

deterioration was noted when precision was lowered to eight 

bits, but found seven bits unsatisfactory. However, Berson 

attributes the deterioration in the computer's performance 

with seven and six bit precision to the design of the 

computer's wave recognition algorithm. 

Table 5.1 gives the approximate resolution possible with 

varying precision for a 10 mV peak to peak input signal 

Precision Resolution 

10 bit O.OlmV or 1:1024 

9 bit 0.02mV or 1:512 

8 bit 0.04mV or 1:256 

7 bit o.o8mV or 1:128 

6 bit 0.16mv or 1:64 

Table 5.1: Resolution possible with varying precision. 

Representation of ECGs with small P waves or subtle ST segment 

depression would be inadequate with less than 8 bit precision, 

as these features are man if est by deflections of o. 1 mV or 

less. Whether loss of these features will result in 

"significant" deterioration of the system as a whole depends 

on how many ECGs in the study have these features as crucial 

to their interpretation. 

It seems sensible to be cautious, and accept 8 bit resolution 
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as the absolute minimum necessary in digitizing the ECG 

signal This is convenient as 8 bits is one byte. As the cost 

of both RAM and high speed processors plummets, is must also 

be questioned whether much is saved by using 8 bit rather than 

12 bit or even 16 bit p r ecision. 

5.2.1.3 Entering ECGs from a paper record. 

Many ECG records are stored as a tracing on paper, and it would 

be useful to be able to enter these into the system. Digital 

scanners, capable of resolutions of 300 dots per inch (dpi) are 

widely used and often configured to personal computers. This 

resolution is adequate to capture the ECG trace, and it is a 

relatively simple task to write a program which will recognise 

the line grid on the ECG paper, orientate the trace with respect 

to this grid, and to subtract the grid from the tracing. However, 

various problems with technical quality might arise. The moving 

pen used to draw the trace has a physical thickness, and 

discrepancies between systems which measure the top border of the 

line drawn, the centre of the line or the bottom of the line may 

be significant. The moving pen also has a slew rate, which will 

have the effect of flattening sharp peaks in the tracing. The 

amplifier used for the original tracing may also have 

characteristics which have distorted the signal 

Before a system for reading ECGs from a paper trace is 

incorporated into the system, it will be necessary to construct 

the system and to establish empirically whether the distortion 

introduced is of an acceptable magnitude or not. 

5.2.1.4 Storage. 

The American Heart Association (ibid.) recommends that for 
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diagnostic electrocardiology a 12-lead recording, with at least 

2.5 seconds per lead, is required. The frontal leads have to be 

recorded, but four of the remaining six leads carry redundant 

information, and can be generated algebraically. 

Thus storage of a 12 lead diagnostic ECG requires the storage of 

2.5 second of data from each of eight leads. This implies a total 

of 20 seconds of signal If this is sampled at 250Hz with a 12 

bit precision, then 

20 x 250 x 12 = 105 000 bits, (13 125 bytes) 

are required for each ECG. This indicates that over a thousand 

such ECGs can be stored on a single 2 0Mb hard drive. Use of a 

suitable data compression algorithm could increase this figure 

considerably. The IBM/Bonner System (Bonner et al 1978) manages to 

store the electrocardiograph data, as well as associated patient 

data, in 1464 bytes. Other systems use between 1250 bytes and 78kb 

(Pryor et al 1980) . Use of data compression algorithms can be 

expensive in terms of computer time. Data compression algorithms 

that achieve very high compression ratios (i.e. can store 13 kb of 

data in 1250 bytes) do lose some information, and the 

reconstructed signal is occasionally not of acceptable standard. 

5.2.1.5 Pattern recognition. 

Assuming that basic signal processing such as filtering has been 

done on the analog signal before digitizing, the first task of 

the computer is to identify the P wave, QRS complex and T wave, 

and U wave, if present. Various pattern recognition algorithms 

have been devised to do this. The process would be better 

described as "feature detection", but the term "pattern 

recognition" seems to have stuck. 

Features which pattern recognition algorithms use are amplitude, 
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slope or change of slope above a critical value, and deviation 

from the baseline. 

Pattern recognition algorithms have been discussed in detail. To 

summarise that discussion: 

i) Failure of Pattern recognition algorithms to correctly 

identify the waveforms are a major cause of incorrect 

interpretation by computer. 

ii) This failure is attributed in part to the failure to 

compensa~e for excessive noise and artifacts in the signal 

It is necessary for teaching purposes for the student to . be able 

to identify the wave components visually. To allow the user to 

inspect the trace and identify wave shapes requires some means of 

visual display of the ECG trace. 

5.2.1.6 Visual display. 

The previous discussion on digitizing the ECG indicates that a 

sampling rate of 250Hz at 8 bit precision is adequate to capture 

the information necessary for clinical electrocardiology. 

The display of this information would therefore require 250 

pixels horizontally per second, (or 625 for the 2. 5 second 

strip), and 256 pixels (2 to the power 8) vertically. 

Thus each lead (of 2.5 seconds duration) of the 12 lead ECG would 

require a screen resolution of 625 x 256 pixels. To display all 

twelve leads simultaneously, using the common arrangement of 

three rows of four leads, would require 

(4 x 625) x (3 x 256) = 2500 x 768 pixels. 

This level of resolution is not often obtainable. Table 5.2 gives 

the resolution possible with common graphics cards used in IBM PC 
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compatible microcomputers. 

Graphics Card 

IBM CGA 

AT & T 

Hercules 

Highest resolution supported 

640 x 200 pixels 

640 x 400 pixels 

720 x 350 pixels 

Table 5.2. Resolution supported by different graphic cards. 

Thus two modes of display are required. A crude overview of the 

entire ECG could be obtained by displaying the 12 lead ECG at 

resolutions below the required 2500 x 768 pixels. A second mode, 

displaying only one of the twelve leads, would be necessary for 

correct identification of the components of the waveform. 

5.2.1.7 Waveform measurements. 

Once the waveform components have been identified, measurements 

can be taken. Hewlett-Packard (1979) define 420 such 

measurements. (Three sets of forty rhythm criteria, plus thirty

f our morphology criteria for each of the twelve leads. ) Unless 

the superiority of a novel approach can be adequately 

demonstrated, this approach should be followed. 

These measurements must now become the input to the expert system 

module. The expert system module's criteria do not necessarily 

correspond neatly with the measurements taken, i.e. the criterion 

"raised S-T segment" comments on the area under the S-T segment, 

but also on the concavity of the S-T wave shape. If the expert 

system is provided with a list of measurements, and the task of 

converting measurements to criteria is a function of the 

knowledge base and expert system, the knowledge base will become 
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more complex and more difficult to modify. 

If this conversion is done in an intermediate linking module, 

then all knowledge bases are obliged to use the same criteria 

definitions. one solution is to split the knowledge base into two 

parts. The low level part would convert measurements to criteria, 

and a higher, more easily modifiable part would reach 

interpretations from the criteria provided. 

All methods require the measurement data to be stored somewhere, 

and the expert system has to ·know how this is stored in order to 

access the information. This places further constraints on the 

manner in which the knowledge base can be created. 

5.2.2 Expert system module. 

An expert system consists of an inference engine (expert system 

shell) and a knowledge base. In the case of interpretation of 

electrocardiographs, there are of the order of one hundred and 

fifty possible comments or interpretations that. can be made about 

an individual tracing. Most, but not all of these interpretations 

are mutually exclusive. 

The knowledge base consists of a set of all comments that can be 

made about the ECG (questions), a set of all interpretations that 

can be applied to the ECG (decisions), and the logical 

connections between the comments and the interpretations (rules). 

The inference engine is the mechanism for linking the set of 

comments on an individual electrocardiograph to the correct 

interpretation or interpretations. 
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5.2 . 2.1 Discussion on types of inference engines. 

i) Simultaneous Inference engines 

The simplest type of inference engine is the simultaneous 

inference engine. This system represents the knowledge base as 

a matrix of X number of comments and Y possible 

interpretations (Table 5.3). 

Interpretation 1 .•.••.• Interpretation Y 

comment 1 

Comment 2 

Comment 3 

Comment X 

Table 5.3 : Knowledge base represented as a matrix. 

Each cell in the matrix contains a value O or 1 depending on 

whether that comment is applicable to the interpretation. The 

sample ECG is represented as a (X,l) matrix. The generation 

of this matrix requires input on the presence or absence of 

all comments 1 to X. 

Multiplying the knowledge base matrix by the sample ECG 

matrix produces the answer matrix. The highest value in the 

answer matrix corresponds to the correct interpretation. 

This type of inference engine has the disadvantage of 

requiring all the values for the comments 1 to X as input, 

even when many of the comments may be inappropriate to the 
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sample ECG in question. For this reason alternate inference 

engines have been developed, which require only relevant 

information as input. 

ii) Rule based inference engines. 

Rule based expert systems represent the knowledge base in a 

tree structure. The points in the tree are called nodes. In 

the example used above each node would be a comment on an 

individual electrocardiograph. Each node has two outcomes:

the comment can be either true or false for the sample 

electrocardiograph. 

The inference engine works through the tree, and each node is 

only set, i.e. presence or absence of the comment noted, when 

the inference engine reaches that node. The correct 

interpretation is reached in the shortest (or almost 

shortest) route, and irrelevant information is not required. 

There are two basic strategies for chaining through the tree. 

Forward chaining begins at the node which will have the 

greatest ef feet in cutting down the number of possible 

interpretations. It will then move on to the node which 

offers the next greatest effect. While this represents the 

fastest algorithm for chaining through the tree, it presents 

the user with seemingly unconnected requests. 

Backward chaining . begins with the interpretation, and then 

attempts to verify that interpretation by setting the nodes 

which lead to the interpretation. If a node is set which is 

inconsistent with reaching the interpretation, no further 

attempts are made to set the nodes concerned with that 

interpretation. Backward chaining does have drawbacks. If the 
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user is uncertain as to what interpretations are likely, the 

user would be unable to select an interpretation for the 

expert system to attempt to evaluate. 

This drawback can be sidestepped by providing a default mode 

where the expert system will begin with the first 

interpretation on the list. If this proves incorrect, it will 

attempt to validate the next interpretation. If a correct 

interpretation is found, the user will be asked if further 

possible correct interpretations should be sought. In 

practice this will appear to function like the forward 

chaining algorithm, but will be slower if less erratic. 

iii) Recommendations. 

Of the two systems described, the first is by far the 

simpler, and is therefore much easier to code. For teaching 

purposes, 

the make 

the rule based system, offers many features which 

it the obvious choice. Apart from allowing the 

knowledge base to be separated from the inference engine, 

rule based systems demonstrate the relevance of particular 

questions simply by not asking unnecessary questions. 

Additional explanation facilities to explain why a 

particular question is being asked are also provided. The 

student can is also urged to consider the likely inter

pretation of the ECG before any interpretation begins in the 

backward chaining mode. Finally, the trace of the line of 

questioning followed by the expert system can be supplied to 

explain how the system arrived at a particular 

interpretation. 

s.2.2.2 The knowledge base. 

The creation of the knowledge base (knowledge engineering) is 
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perhaps the most difficult part of the expert system. Any expert 

system can be only as good as the knowledge base it utilizes, and 

for non-trivial knowledge domains it is not possible to write a 

knowledge base which is a definitive account of the domain. Any 

knowledge base is only its author's subjective account of the 

field in question. 

This last point must be emphasized. Because of the popular 

mystique about computers, the user is tempted to view an expert 

system generated interpretation as a function of electronic 

wizardry. The user's receptiveness to such an expert system's 

advice will therefore depend on the user's perception of 

computers in general This is both unhealthy and false. 

That the expert system's opinion is actually the opinion of the 

author of the knowledge base used can be emphasized by forcing 

the user to select a knowledge base, rather than providing a 

default or turnkey option. The knowledge base should also be 

named in a manner which describes authorship, i.e. "ABC General 

Hospital Electrocardiograph Knowledge Base," rather than 

"Comprehensive Electrocardiograph Knowledge Base". 

The availability of more than one knowledge base is also 

desirable. Thus a user may conclude "The General Hospital 

Knowledge Base says Y, while the XYZ Medical School concludes X, 

and I feel X more likely." This is a much more favourable 

reaction than that of a user who feels "The computer says Y, 

which seems wrong", or even "The computer says X and Y, and can't 

make up its mind." 

At present many knowledge 

interpretation exist in the 

bases for electrocardiograph 

public domain. With further 
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development, more are likely to appear, and existing knowledge 

bases will be modified for local conditions. Where competing 

knowledge bases exist it is desirable from a medical point of 

view to have access to both. The copyright status of a knowledge 

base in a proprietary system is at present unclear. 

5.2.3 Tutoring and explanatory functions. 

5.2.3.1 Explanatory functions available in the expert system 

shell. 

Expert systems constructed on the MYCIN model (i.e. the rule 

based system described above) provide two types of explanatory 

functions. The rirst explains the logical construct used to reach 

any particular conclusion - i.e. displays the rule or rules used 

to reach a conclusion. This explanation may take the form 

"Conclusion X because: Criterion A AND NOT(Criterion B OR NOT 

Criterion D) "· The second explanatory function consists of text 

attached to each question. A query response to a question 

displays this text. A second query response displays the text 

associated with the previous question as well as the current 

question. 

5 . 2.3.2 General requirements for a tutoring system. 

While explanatory facilities exist in the inference engine, these 

facilities explain the functioning of the expert system. A 

tutoring system requires more than this. 

The student must also be taught how to read an ECG trace, and to 

recognise how abnormalities are manifest in the trace. The 

understanding of a particular interpretation of an ECG also 

requires an understanding of the underlying mechanisms of 
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arrhythmogenesis, morphological or biochemical abnormalities, and 

an appreciation of how these electropathologies manifest on the 

ECG trace. 

Animated computer graphics can illustrate the movement of the 

heart, and visualisation of the events which occur during an 

arrhythmia provide considerable insight into the pathology. 

Animation can also be used to illustrate the spatial relationship 

between cardiac morphology and the position of the electrodes on 

the body surface, and how this relationship is altered by 

morphological abnormalities. Biochemical disturbances are more 

difficult to illustrate, but the display of electrolyte movement 

on a cellular level will be helpful. 

Functions to support these requirements must be provided by the 

Tutor. 

5.2.3.3 Tutoring functions. 

A critiqueing model is proposed as the best way to teach the 

student to read the ECG trace. The student is required to 

identify the waves without access to the computer's opinion. The 

computer then compares the student's wave identification with the 

results of its own identification. If the two agree, the system 

proceeds to the next stage. If agreement is not present, the 

student is informed of the discrepancies. Facilities for the 

system to proceed solely on the basis of the student's 

identification should also be provided, for two reasons. The 

student may feel his own identification to be superior, and 

should have the opportunity to explore the implications of this 

decision. Secondly, excessive noise and artifacts are often 

obvious to a human observer, but are quite tricky to detect by 

computer (Rautaharju and Okajima 1980). In this case the student 
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may be correct in rejecting the tracing as being of inferior 

quality. 

Tuinstra et al (1982) compared computer identification of the wave 

shapes with visual identification, and found the visually 

identified wave shapes to be substantially shorter than the 

computer identification. This may be a result of the pattern 

recognition algorithm used in the study, or may have been caused 

by the fact that the human observer identifies deviations from the 

baseline from the point at which they become pronounced, while the 

computer uses a much finer measurement. If these findings are 

correct and due to error in visual coding, the module which 

compares the student and computer identification of the wave 

shapes will have to tolerate some degree of error in this 

direction. 

Facilities must exist to switch from a question asked by the 

expert system to the display of the ECG rather than deriving 

answers directly from the measurement matrix of the ECG in 

question, in order to allow the user to reach his own answer to 

the query. The system must then correlate user supplied answers 

with answers obtained from the system's measurements on the ECG. 

Animated graphic sequences are to be available in the system to 

illustrate every interpretation which may be reached by the 

system. Display of the animation must be dependent on first 

arriving at a correct interpretation. Thus the studen_t is obliged 

to work through the steps of identifying the wave components of 

the trace, and answer questions about the abnormal findings, 

before being rewarded with the explanation of the 

electropathology present. 
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CHAPTER 6 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM IMPLEMENTED 

A prototype system has been created which implements some of the 

specifications outlined in Chapter 5. The system consists of two 

modules, the Input module and the Expert System module. Apart 

from difficulties in interfacing the two modules, the system is 

operational. A third module, which is capable of creating 

animated graphics, has also been written, and is described. 

custom hardware and software was developed for the input module. 

An amplifier is used to take an electrocardiograph reading from a 

patient. The amplifier is interfaced to an analog-to-digital 

converter, which converts the reading to digital format, and 

stores the data on floppy disk formatted under MSDOS. A program, 

written in Turbo Pascal 3.0 under MSDOS, accesses this data from 

disk and displays the electrocardiograph trace on the computer 

screen. Rudimentary waveform identification and measurement 

functions are provided. 

An expert system shell is implemented in Turbo Pascal 3.0 under 

MSDOS. Two knowledge bases concerned with clinical 

electrocardiology are provided for the shell. The shell has 

facilities for displaying an interpretation (decision) in the 

form of an animated graphic. An animated graphic series of 

twenty-four pictures, representing a particular interpretation of 

the electrocardiograph, is provided. 

A program to create animated graphic displays compatible with 

those required by the expert system shell is implemented in 

Turbo Pascal 3.0. 
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6.1 THE INPUT MODULE 

6.1.1. Recording the analog signal and storing the digitized 

signal to disk. 

Hardware developed at the Department of Biomedical Engineering, 

U.C.T. was used. This consists of:-

6.1.1.1 A six channel ECG amplifier. 

Commercial electrocardiographs (Hewlett-Packard 1984a) use a 

three channel amplifier with automatic switching between leads 

with negligible information lost in the switching. The twelve 

channels are obtained as four sequential sets of three leads 

each. No such facility was available on the amplifier used in 

this project. For the purpose of further developmental work, this 

was not a significant drawback. Further development proceeded by 

assuming that the incomming signal would consist of two readings 

from leads in the frontal plane, and readings from the six 

anterior (V) leads. This configuration was simulated by taking 

readings from the six channels available, two of which were from 

leads in the frontal plane. Four of the remaining six frontal 

plane leads could be derived from the data thus obtained. The 

remaining two leads would not be recorded. Data for these leads 

would be "simulated" by duplicating and re-naming data already 

recorded. 

6.1.1.2 An A-D conversion card. 

An A-D card (developed by M. Popp of the Department of Biomedical 

Engineering, U.C.T.) installed in an IBM PC was used to interface 

with the ECG amplifier. Six leads were digitized simultaneously 

at 250 Hz per channel with 12 bit precision, for 2.5 seconds. The 

digitized data was stored on floppy disk, with the data from each 
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lead in a separate file. Two files were duplicated to simulate the 

data for the two anterior chest leads which were not recorded, 

giving a total of eight files. As the amplifier used to record the 

ECG was not wholly suitable for the task, the system was not 

calibrated. 

6.1.2 Displaying the ECG. 

6.1.2.1 Input of data 

The data from the analog-to-digital converter are stored to disk 

in eight files, representing eight of the twelve leads required. 

It is desirable for rhythm analysis to have a recording of more 

than 2.5 seconds. The system as described provides for only 2.5 

seconds to be recorded for any particular lead. As the leads are 

conventionally displayed simultaneously in a 3 x 4 arrangement 

(see figure 6.1) it can be seen that leads Std. II, aVl, V2 and 

V5 are on the same horizontal plane. If the time taken to switch 

between leads in this set is negligible, a continuous 10 second 

reading can be represented in these four leads. Thus a three 

channel amplifier with rapid switching is adequate to record all 

the leads required, and to have data suitable for rhythm 

analysis. 

The display module displays the electrocardiograph as four 

sequential sets of three leads each. Although hardware used for 

this project did not offer facilities for rapid switching between 

leads, it was possible to generate data which could be used to 

test the functioning of the display module. 
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Figure 6. 1 Screen dump of the display of the twelve lead 

electrocardiograph. 

note: The trace displayed represents data chosen to 

test the functioning of the software only, and 

does not represent a continuous ECG. 

a) Conversion of data. 

As the dynamic range of the amplifier output is 10 V and this 

is converted to digital form with 12 bit precision, it follows 

that 

10 V (output range) = 4096 units (2 to the power 12) 
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However, as the 1 O V range extends from -5 to + 5 vol ts it 

follows that 

O V (output) = 2048 units 

The amplifier has a gain of 1 ooo, therefore 

-5 mV (input) = -5 V (output) = O units. 

o mV (input) = O V (output)= 2048 units. 

+5 mV (input) = 5 V (output)= 4096 units. 

The following formula converts the value of the digitized 

sample value into millivolts: 

Amplitude (mV) = (Digitized wave-2048)/0.4096 

This process of reading the data from disk and converting the 

values to millivolts takes approximately 5 seconds per lead. 

b ) Calculating the remaining four leads. 

Six leads of the twelve lead ECG represent readings from the 

frontal plane. The three unipolar leads, aVr, aVl and aVf, 

represent potential difference at the right arm, left arm and -left leg respectively, measured ag&inst a neutral body earth 

provided by the sum of all three unipolar leads. These three 

points approximate a triangle in the same plane as the heart 

(Einthoven's triangle, displayed in figure 6.2). As the sum of 

the potential differences at all three points of a triangle 

containing an electrical charge must equal zero, the third 

lead can always be calculated, given the other two. 

The three standard leads, Std. I, Std. II and Std. III, 

represent the difference between two of the three points. By 

convention, 
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Std. I = aVl..:. avr 

Std. II = aVf - avr 

Std. III= aVf - aVl 

The display module requires values for leads Std. II and Std. 

III. The leads Std. I, avr, aVl and aVf are then calculated. 

The data from all 12 leads now exist in the computer's memory , 

and represent values in millivolts. 

Righ t 
Arm 

Figure 6.2 

Std. I 

Left Foot 

Std. Ill 

Le ft 
Arm 

Einthoven's triangle, showing the orientation of 

the six frontal leads. 
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6.1.2.2 Displaying the ECG Waveform 

The ECG data in RAM is displayed on the screen. This is done by: 

a) Drawing a template on the screen. 

A window is set up, comprising one twelfth of the screen, i.e. 

125 x 66 pixels. The window has a border and a heading. This 

is repeated twelve times, with the appropriate heading for 

each window. The screen thus displays twelve non-overlappling 

windows, each of which represents one of the leads of the 

twelve lead ECG. 

b) Drawing the waveform. 

Three panels are set up, each comprising a row of four of the 

125 x 66 windows drawn for the template. Each of the three 

panels are given co-ordinate axes in "seconds" horizontally 

and "millivolts" vertically. Correct scaling thus takes place 

automatically. The waveform is then plotted, starting from the 

left. The first point is plotted in the top panel, then the 

"active" panel is switched to the second panel, and the first 

point plotted there, then to the third panel. The process is 

repeated with the next point to be plotted. The switching of 

"active" panels happens very fast and gives the impression 

of three waves being plotted simultaneously. 

It takes 30 seconds to plot the entire ECG. The slow speed is 

partly due to hardware 1 imitations, and partly because the 

range of values in both the horizontal and vertical axes 

greatly exceeds the number of pixels available for their 

representation. Thus two adjacent points on the waveform might 

be represented by the same pixel - the pixel will therefore be 
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plotted twice. 

A screen dump of the plotted waveform is shown in Figure 6.1. 

6. 1 .2.3 Wave identification functions. 

Two main tasks should be performed: 

a) A review of the performance of the pattern recognition module. 

The pattern recognition module identifies the P, QRS and T 

waves, and· the U wave if present. The identification can be 

done manually by labelling points on the ECG trace "P wave 

start", "P wave end", "QRS complex start" etc., but this will 

result in a confusing array of labels. A better method will be 

to highlight the wave by colour-coding or utilising a dashed 

or a thicker line, and label the wave as a whole. This 

approach will produce a simpler display. 

For teaching purposes it is necessary to allow the module to 

function in a "critiqueing" mode, i.e. the student is required 

to identify the waveforms first, and only if this is not done 

correctly are the results from the computer's identification 

displayed. Another desirable function is having the choice of 

displaying the results of two or more pattern recognition 

algorithms. Many pattern recognition modules have been 

devised, and none perform well on unusual ECGs. The facility 

to toggle between different displays will allow the user to 

chose the best algorithm. 

As work on pattern recognition algorithms would greatly extend 

the size of the present thesis, this section has not been 

implemented. 
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b) User controlled wave identification. 

This facility offers the user the option of modifying the wave 

identification of the pattern recognition module, or 

identifying all the waves separately. 

Functions which simulate the use of draughtsman's dividers 

have been implemented. A "caliper", representing a point of 

the dividers, appears simultaneously as a vertical line in the 

three horizontal panels of the displayed ECG. The "caliper" 

can be moved horizontally to any point on the ECG. A second 

"caliper" can be selected. It represents the second point of 

the dividers, and can be moved while the first caliper remains 

stationary. The distance between the two calipers is displayed 

at the bottom of the screen. Once the second caliper is at the 

required point, an option can be selected to move both 

calipers simultaneously, keeping the distance between them 

constant. This facility is useful in determining rhythm 

abnormalities, as one R-R (or P-R) interval can be 

measured with a set of calipers, and then both calipers moved 

simultaneously to the next R-R (or P-R) interval to establish 

whether or not the two R-R (or P-R) intervals differ. Two sets 

of calipers are available. 

A "zoom mode" allows any lead to be enlarged to enable the 

calipers to be positioned with greater accuracy. A screen dump 

of the zoom feature is shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3 A screen dump of the display of a single lead 

in zoom mode. 

Facilities for marking and recording the onset and termination 

of waves have not been implemented. 

The module is controlled by a pop-down menu system which 

provides a state of the art user interface. A screen dump of 

the pop-up menu facility is shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6. 4. A screen dump of the pop-down menu system. 
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6.1.3 Flowchart. 

The flowchart for this program is contained in appendix I. 

6.2 THE EXPERT SYSTEM MODULE 

The software module comprises the following: 

i. Knowledge bases (Two currently on system). 

ii. Expert system shell 

iii. Animation sequences. 

6.2.1 The knowledge bases 

Two knowledge bases have been written for the system. 

The first is a simple example to clarify and validate the system. 

It is designed to determine whether or not an electrocardiograph 

indicates the presence of Wolff-Parkinson-White Syndrome. It 

consists of four rules, five questions and four decisions, of 

which one is an intermediate decision. The knowledge base is 

derived from "The Wolff-Parkinson-White Syndrome", Schamroth 

1980. 

The second example is more substantial. It consists of seventy

five questions, fifty-five rules and sixty-one decisions, of 

which thirty-six are intermediate decisions. It is designed to 

determine whether or not the electrocardiograph indicates the 

presence of various types of myocardial infarct. It is based on 

the Marquette Diagnostic Criteria. 

6.2.1.1 The knowledge base language. 

The knowledge base consists of three classes of statements, viz. 

decisions, questions and rules. 
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Decisions are written in the form 

"Decision <number>: <quote>." 

The word "Decision" is a reserved word in the knowledge base 

language. The shell will accept any abbreviation beginning with 

the letter "D". All reserved words can be typed using either 

lower or uppe~ case letters. 

The <number> represents a decimal integer from one to two 

hundred. The upper level (two hundred) is an artificial 

limitation imposed by the shell, and can be increased if the host 

machine has sufficient RAM. 

The <quote> is a line of free text in quotation marks. In this 

example each quote represents an interpretation of the 

ECG. 

Thus a decision may take the form: 

Dl: "Normal electrocardiograph." 

Questions are written in the form: 

Question <number>: <quote> 

Answer 1 <quote> 

2 <quote> 

9 <quote> 

Why <quote> 

The words "question", "answer" and "why" are reserved words, and 
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may be abbreviated to their initial letters. Each question may 

have between one and nine possible answers. The shell does not 

allow the user to choose more than one correct answer to each 

question. Thus a question which could have as correct both answer 

1 and answer 2, should have, say, answer 3 as being "Answers 1 

and 2 both correct". 

The "why" line offers the option of including an explanation of 

why this particular question is being asked. 

All quotes consist of a line of free text, in quotation marks, 

which poses limitations on the way questions can be phrased. It 

is often difficult to pose the question in a single line of text, 

and more difficult to adequately explain the reason for asking 

the question in a single line. This restriction has been imposed 

to simplify the coding, but can be altered to allow a variable 

number of lines of free text. 

The rules are the 'cement' which connects the questions to the 

decisions. Rules consist of a decision on the right, connected 

to a logical construct of question-answer nodes on the left by an 

IF-THEN statement. 

Question-answer nodes are written in the form: 

Question<number>answer<number>, 

or abbreviated to the form: 

q<number>a<number>. 

The logical constructs NOT, & (logical and), OR (inclusive or) 

are supported, and nested brackets can be used. 
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The sample rule: 

RULE 4 :IF q3al AND q5a9 THEN DlO. 

states that decision number 10 is correct if the answer to 

question 3 is number 1, and that to 5 is 9. 

The logic can become complicated with the use of nested brackets. 

The example 

RULE 154 :IF NOT((q3al AND q5a9) OR q120al) THEN D2. 

can be simplified by noting that RULE 4 states that decision 

number 10 is true if q3al and q5a9 are true. Thus rule 154 can be 

written as 

RULE 154 :IF NOT(DlO OR q120al) THEN D2. 

Decisions which may have no significance to the knowledge domain 

(i.e. they do not represent a possible interpretation of the 

ECG), but are useful in simplifying the logic, are intermediate 

decisions. In the above example, if Decision 10 (declared in Rule 

4) was declared solely to simplify the writing of Rule 154, 

Decision 10 would be declared as an intermediate decision. 

Intermediate decisions are declared in the same manner as other 

decisions, but are not associated with a text quote. 

6.2.2 The expert system shell 

The expert system shell is implemented in Turbo Pascal running 

under MSDOS. In order to have an expert system shell suited to 

this purpose, original features were added to an existing expert 

system. The shell is based on a public domain system written for 

the UCSD p-system. The public domain system implements the 
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features pioneered by the EMYCIN expert system shell, but does 

not support fuzzy logic. EMYCIN is a knowledge-domain independent 

shell derived from the MYCIN project. The original shell was 

converted from the UCSD p-system to MSDOS, and further modified 

to comply with the Turbo Pascal standard. Original features added 

include revised screens, the ability to display the knowledge 

bases available on disk and to select the knowledge base from a 

menu, the ability to go backwards, i.e. to return to the 

question just answered in order to change the answer given, and 

the provision of a "Hint" facility. 

An expert system shell has some features of a high level language 

compiler, and some features of a data base management system. 

The expert system she11· accepts as input a knowledge base. The 

knowledge base must be written to conform to the syntactical 

requirements of the expert system shell, i.e. it must be written 

in a language the shell understands. The knowledge base is 

"compiled", i.e. converted into a form, resident in the 

computer's memory, that the computer can manipulate. 

Once the knowledge base is compiled into the computer's memory, 

the shell provides methods for moving through the knowledge base, 

a feature analogous to those of a data base management system. I 

discuss the system by first introducing the data structures used 

to store the "compiled" knowledge base. Strategies used· to detect 

errors in the knowledge base, and methods used to move through 

the knowledge base are then discussed. This discussion gives an 

overview of the module structure. The flowchart can be found in 

Appendix I, detailed documentation of the actual coding is 

contained in Appendix II and the full program listing in 

Appendix III. 
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6.2.2.1 Data structures used. 

Arrays are used to store decisions and questions declared. In 

order to conserve space in the data segment, which Turbo Pascal 

limits to 64kb, the actual text associated with each question or 

decision is stored on the heap. The size of the heap is limited 

only by the amount of memory available on the host computer. The 

arrays contain pointers which indicate the address of a 

particular question or decision on the heap. 

Each rule is stored as a binary tree. The root node of the tree 

represents a decision. The nodes of the tree represent question

answer nodes or decision nodes. Decision nodes within a tree are 

treated as intermediate nodes. Whether they are declared as 

intermediate decisions or as final decisions depends on whether 

the decision is meaningful to the knowledge domain, or whether 

the decision is simply a useful technique for simplifying the 

writing of the rules. All decision nodes in the tree represent 

the root nodes of another tree. Figure 6.5 contains a diagramatic 

display of two decision trees. 

6.2.2.2 Error checking strategies. 

Three types of errors are checked. 

a. Syntax errors. 

These usually arise from typing errors or failure to close 

quotation marks. Where these errors are detected they are 

noted as NON-FATAL ERRORS, but ignored. However, the 

consequences can be serious. If the text associated with a 

question does not commence with a quotation mark, the text 

will be ignored. When that question is asked, the user will be 

confronted with a list of possible answers, but no phrase 
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indicating what the question is. The term "NON-FATAL" does not 

imply that the user can proceed. It is an aid to developers of 

knowledge bases, and indicates the presence of an error which 

must be corrected. A knowledge base should not be released to 

the user until all errors have been corrected. The system wi ll 

not crash in the presence of a "NON-FATAL" error, but will 

continue to search for other errors. 

a) 

b) 

q l 7o1 

Figure 6.5 Diagram of two decision trees. 

note: - Decision tree ( a) calls decision tree (b) . This may 

have been done because decision 6 is a meaningful 

point in the knowledge base, or decision 6 may be an 

intermediate decision, introduced to simplify the rule 

for decision 5 by splitting the tree into two parts. 
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b. Declarative errors. 

once the knowledge base is in memory it is audited. It is done 

by scanning through all the binary trees of all the rules, and 

noting which questions and decisions are used. If decisions or 

questions exist in the question or decision arrays, but are 

not used in any of the rules, or if questions or decisions are 

used in the rules but do not exist in the arrays, an error 

results. 

c . Logical errors. 

As decisions can be defined in terms of other decisions, it is 

possible to write the following rules: 

RULE 1:IF Dl THEN D2. 

RULE 2:IF D2 THEN Dl. 

or the rule 

RULE 1:IF qlal AND (NOT qlal) THEN Dl. 

Such circular logic will be detected by the audit procedure 

and will result in an error. 

Multiple definitions are also not allowed. The example 

RULE 1:IF Dl THEN D2. 

RULE 2:IF NOT D3 THEN D2. 

may make sense in a particular context. The example 

RULE 1:IF Dl THEN D2. 

RULE 2:IF NOT Dl THEN D2. 

is clearly nonsense. The shell is unable to distinguish 

between the examples, and will detect an error in both. The 

correct way to code the first example would be 

RULE 1:IF Dl OR (NOT D3) THEN D2. 
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6.2.2.3 Methods for chaining through the knowledge base. 

Each rule is a binary tree, with a decision node as the root 

node, and every decision node is the root node of only one tree. 

The simplest method of moving through the knowledge base is 

the ref ore to choose a decision node, and to work through the 

binary tree associated with that decision. This method is termed 

backward chaining. 

Backward chaining has the disadvantage of requiring the user to 

decide in advance what decision to choose. If that decision 

proves incorrect then a second decision must be selected. The 

shell has the facility to remember which questions were asked 

while considering the first decision, and not to ask again 

questions already answered, but if three or four wrong decisions 

are chosen the process can get tiresome. 

A second, pseudo-forward chaining method is offered. In this 

method the system chooses the first decision from the list. As 

soon as this decision proves incorrect, the second decision is 

chosen. If questions already answered by the user invalidate this 

decision, it is immediately rejected. If not, the system attempts 

to validate the decision by asking the user the relevant 

questions. If a correct decision is found, the user has the 

option of stopping at that point or continuing to search for 

further possibly correct decisions. Pseudo-forward chaining is, 

in essence, automated backward chaining through_ the entire 

knowledge base. 

True forward chaining involves searching for the questions which 

would have the greatest effect in cutting down the number of 

possible correct decisions, and then asking those questions 
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first. This option is not offered by the shell. 

6.2.2.4 Linking the shell to the ECG display module. 

The function of the ECG display module is to take measurements of 

the ECG trace, and then make these measurements available to the 

expert system module. This linkage requires a special module for 

converting measurements in milliseconds or millivolts into a form 

that the system can use for answering the questions posed by the 

knowledge base. Again problems arise as to how this can be done 

without making the knowledge bases very complicated to both write 

and modify. These problems require further work to reach a 

solution, and the implementation of the module is outside the 

scope of this thesis. 

The expert system shell, however, has been provided with a 

"handle" , or point where such a module can attach. 

Whenever the user is required to answer a question, he can choose 

the "hint" option. As currently implemented, this option 

interrogates the rule tree to determine which answer is 

compatible with the decision (interpretation) currently pursued. 

The option is intended, in a final version, to interrogate a file 

containing information about an actual ECG, created by the 

"Display ECG" module. An "automatic" mode is envisioned, whereby 

the answers obtained from this file are provided to the expert 

system without requiring any input from the user. 

6.2.3 Using the system. 

When the program is loaded an introduction screen appears (figure 

6.6). After this screen, a menu screen appears (figure 6.7). The 

user is shown a list of knowledge bases available on the logged 
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dr i ve, and is asked to select one of these. 

Figure 6.6 The opening screen. 

l W1- w 
.I 1· 11 r :, f; !: I 

~-· lease s elc•c ·t: vour· c1 -,c, .t 1 .. , ,· .l. Lo .._ 

Figure 6.7: Menu of knowledge bases available. 

note:- Two knowledge bases are available in this e xa mp le. 
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Once the selection is made the knowledge base is loaded. The 

user then has the option (figure 6.8) of choosing an 

interpretation from a list (i.e. backward chaining) or of 

getting set-by-step guidance (pseudo-forward chaining) . 

.,..; ; ' I ... . : ,I J . '. l ~1 r- ~ ; !· .. 1 •• '· ''.. __ ;i,,,' 1: · ' l , l t i , ' i-·,' I· , ! L : :.: I .' 

.,.. .:. I_ i I '· ~ ,· .: .• ; 

j. ... . l ' I . .. :, ' ! I _;, ,;·;, ·.-: l CJ ·-r r* :_' I "--=- .. .. 

Figure 6.8. Expert system main menu. 

If the user chooses to select an interpretation from a list, the 

list of all possible interpretations for the current knowledge 

base is provided (Figure 6.9). Once the selection is chosen, the 

system requests the user to enter the information pertinent to 

validating the selection chosen by displaying a series of 
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questions, which the user must answer. An example of one such 

question is displayed in Figure 6. 10. Once all the relevant 

information has been provided in this manner, a comment is 

displayed which tells the user whether the interpretation 

selected is correct or incorrect. 

If the step-by-step guidance option is chosen, information is 

requested in a manner identical to that for the backward chaining 

method. When enough information has been provided, the program 

reaches a first conclusion on the interpretation of the 

electrocardiograph. This conclusion may not be the only possible 

one, and the user has the option of continuing the search for 

more possible interpretations. (Figure 6.11). This process can be 

repeated until all possible interpretations have been found or 

excluded. 

l C'""nnut ru1e lJi.\ t. ~nte,·1nr ln'fc:\ 1 i:-:'t. Fc'-;c;; 1t1 l y ~CLll e 
• .. ·oss1 t·d e i-' '1 t Pr J r ·, r · 111 t i:'lr · c: t l nn . ._ .n c; :;, 1 0 l ..,. OC\.t le 

AntP.,- lor- j n f ~re t1c11-., ~""OST' 1 bl y ,u.:1.1 t . c:.? 
4 C "nr1C""'lt r· \.d E-- 011t ~1 1t Pr ·1o t · .1111 ri,...C: t1on. c-ge \.1 ndeter1r, 1ned 
5 f,-osc;t.hl ~ ~r· -":r Lnr 1nt~1· ,: tion • .:11ge L1nd eterm1n ed 
t , Ar, tp,.1ur Jr·. : -: 1 cL1on, 111c1~ 11ndPter1ri1.ned 
7 c ~nr11,t r 1.1 Je out st?p t~J 111fcu·~ t1on . ~·osc.1.bl.,· ~'=.Ltt'"! 
g SFpt:.i.1 1 n fc-,, t1cr. , r,uc;~1~1l-; ;., uf . ... 
;./ L ~nn L,L r-•ilr. o ut. s~p t""l 1.r1f..-., c t1un. c'Qf? UlllJ~t.112r1n11H~d 

l (I Sepli' 1 11 , f.;irc. l.1on, ;.ge undPtP• rr,inerJ 
1:;: F'o<as1ble 1 .. t~, -~1 1nf,,.r-ct. po,;1bl'f i1 ... L1t e 
l: l .<tPr al ir,f.;.r-c I, pr,ss 1 lJI y "cL1t., 
14 Pos,;ib l e 1 .. t.Er· c11 inf,,.r-ct, ace L1ndeter-m~1·, ed 
1~ L~tpral 1ntAr-ct, ag~ undeter-m1ned 
16 Anter105eptal 1nf,ar-ct 
17 Ant•r-iolata..- .. 1 1nf,ar-ct 
1a Anter-10<;?.ptill inf•rct, po5slbly ,acute 
J9 Arrter-io~epl,al .1.nfarct, .-1,e undeter-m.1.netl 

Pr·ess , i; p., · e .· tn c.c:,rr L1nL1':' J 1st1nq dec1s1nns , k to r'!peal th?. 11st:, 
ur- • "Y ott,er- f. e y .1.-f yo1.• Ar · i, r-e~tlf to c.hL•OS~. 

Figure 6.9 List of available interpretations 
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Uues tion: 
l s the PR interval in Vl: 

1) 180 ms 
2 ) 180 ms but 140 ms 
~.J 140 rn s 

f·res ·,s; \;J or· 
F·,- ess u 

ic,r- e >: pl,:;na ·t.ion . H ·for.=,. h ir,t. 
to qo bc>.ck. t.o pr1;,v ious qL1r~sti.or1 

Figure 6.10 An example of a question. 

Ve nt ricular pre-e xcitation WPW pattern t y pe A 

Wou ld you like tG see this anirn.;;te.-J? (YnJin 
·f o r a J c.l i t 1. or, a 1 

Figure 6 .11 

<sp~ ~e ~ to search 
interpr·etc:1t1.or1s, 
M "for me., i.n mer·,u. 

An interpretation is found (forward chaining 

mode) . 
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Once an interpretation has been found, the user has the option of 

viewing an animated graphic sequence illustrating this 

abnormatily. A single frame for an animation sequence of twenty

four pictures is reproduced in Figure 6.12, and the entire 

sequence shown in Figure 6.13. 

6.2.4 Flowchart. 

The flowchart for this program is contained in appendix I. 
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Figure 6.12 : Single frames from the animation sequence. 

note: - The relationship between the ECG tracing and the 

representation of the heart is arbitrary, and does 

not imply that a particular lead is represented. In 

this illustration Lead VS is displayed. 
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Figure 6.13 
An animation sequence of twenty-four pictures. 
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6.2.5 Animation sequences. 

The aim of the animation sequences is to give an animated graphic 

representation of each interpretation of the electrocardiograph. 

When the expert system shell reaches a valid decision 

(interpretation), the user is asked if he wishes to see this 

animated. 

If the answer is affirmative the animation procedure is entered. 

The procedure searches for the picture files (on disk) 

corresponding to the decision number. It will display these files 

sequentially until no further files in the sequence are found, 

and then repeat the sequence until interrupted from the keyboard. 

The animation procedure then returns control to the expert system 

shell. If no picture files are found corresponding to the 

decision number, the user is informed of this and control is 

returned to the shell. 

The described method of implementation has many advantages, but 

also some drawbacks. The animation sequence is selected solely by 

the decision number. It has no logic showing which knowledge base 

generated that number. Hence decision number one will produce the 

same animated graphic sequence for both the Wolff-Parkinson-White 

or the Infarct knowledge bases, even though the interpretation 

corresponding to decision number one differs. 

The modification ~o make the animation sequence knowledge base 

specific can be easily implemented by utilizing knowledge base 

specific names, i.e calling a picture frame WPW_Dl.a, rather than 

simply Dl. a. It is more difficult to incorporate the logic to 

tell the system that decision number one in one knowledge base 

requires the same animation sequence as decision number forty-
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eight in another, say, without making the writing and 

modification of knowledge bases a complicated business. 

6.3 THE ANIMATION MODULE 

Animation requires that a series of images are created (drawn), 

and then displayed onto the screen in rapid succession. While 

many commercially available drawing programs exist (e.g. PC

Paintbrush, GEM-Paint) difficulty was experienced in accessing 

the drawings produced by other packages from the Turbo-pascal 

environment. The problem is due to the fact that bit-mapped 

graphics consume considerable amounts of storage space. To 

improve on this, drawing packages employ data compression 

algorithms when they store their pictures. I was unable to find 

documentation which described the algorithm required to 

decompress the pictures produced by any of the commercially 

available drawing packages. I the ref ore wrote my own drawing 

program, and incorporated it in the animator. 

The package consists of two modules: 

The picture drawing module. 

The data compression module. 

6.3.1 The picture drawing (screen painting) module 

The picture drawing module allows the user to create a series of 

drawings on the screen, and then to display them in rapid 

succession to achieve the effect of animation. The screen

painting module offers none of the user-friendliness found in 

commercial screen-painting packages, and few of the more advanced 

functions, but it serve its purpose. 

The module offers the following screen painting functions:-
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6.3.1.1 Turtle graphics 

A triangular marker, approximately 1cm by 1cm, appears on the 

screen. This is the turtle. It appears in the current drawing 

colour. It can be moved anywhere on the screen, either by moving 

along co-ordinates (north, south, east and west) or by rotating 

to face any direction and then moving forward or backwards. In 

the drawing mode a line, one pixel wide, will be drawn behind the 

moving turtle. 

6.3.1.2 circle 

The circumference of a circle can be described once the centre 

and any point on the circumference are marked. 

6.3.1.3 Rectangle 

A solid rectangle of any available colour can be drawn once 

diagonally opposite corners are marked. This is intended mainly 

as a method for painting over (deleting) areas of the picture. 

6.3.1.4 Irregular shapes. 

Shapes outlined can be filled in any available colour. The turtle 

must be placed inside the shape to be painted in, and the entire 

outline must be in the current drawing colour. 

6.3.1.5 Copying rectangles. 

Any rectangular area of the screen can be copied to any position 

on the screen. Rectangles cannot be rotated, and will obliterate 

whatever lies underneath them. 

6.3.1.6 Colour. 

The animator supports the colour graphics mode of the IBM CG 

card. Four colours may be used simultaneously on the screen. The 

animator allows the choice of four palettes:-
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Black, Green, Red, Brown. 

Black, cyan, Magenta, Light Gray. 

Black, Light green, Bright red, yellow. 

Black, Light cyan, light magenta, white. 

6.3.1.7 Saving drawings. 

The drawing currently on the screen can be saved to a file on 

disk. Files can have any legal name but must have a single legal 

ASCII character as a dot extension. Any file with the same name 

already present on the disk will be over-written. 

6.3.1.8 Retrieving drawings. 

Picture files stored on disk can be loaded onto the screen for 

further revision or modification. They can be saved to disk, but 

will be saved under the same filename. The dot extension, 

however, can be changed to any legal ASCII character. 

6.3.2 Control functions for screen-painting module. 

These control functions assume that the keyboard will be used for 

input. If a mouse is available, it can be used instead of the 

arrow keys. 

Shift <Tab> 

PgUp 

PgDn 

End or Home 

Up Arrow 

Down arrow 

Left arrow 

Right arrow 

Place an old drawing on the 

screen (load a picture file). 

Rotate turtle clockwise 

Rotate turtle anti-clockwise 

Point turtle Northward 

Point north and move north 

Point south and move south 

Point west and move west 

Point east and move east 
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Alt <Up arrow> 

Alt <Down arrow> 

Fl 

F2 

F3 

F4 

F5 

F6 

F7 

F8 

FlO 

Del 

Move forward 

Move backwards 

Select the first colour for 

drawing 

Select the second colour for 

drawing 

Select the third colour for 

drawing 

Select the fourth colour for 

drawing 

Pen down (drawing mode) 

Draw-a-circle 

Up arrow 

Down arrow 

Left arrow 

Right arrow 

Ins 

Delete 

mode. In this mode:-

Move turtle north 

Move turtle south 

Move turtle west 

Move turtle east 

Select circle centre 

Select 

circumference and 

draw circle, exit 

circle mode (or 

exit only if 

centre not 

selected). 

Clear the screen, lose drawing 

Don't display the turtle 

Save drawing to disk 

Selects first corner and begin 

paint-rectangle mode. In this mode: 

Up arrow 

Down arrow 

Left arrow 
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Move turtle south 

Move turtle west 



Ins 

Shift Fl 

Shift F2 

Shift F3 

Right arrow 

Del 

Move turtle east 

Selects diagonal 

corner and fills the 

rectangle with the 

current drawing 

colour, then exits 

paint rectangle. 

Selects first corner and begin 

copy-rectangle mode:-

Up arrow 

Down arrow 

Left arrow 

Right arrow 

Del 

Ins 

Move turtle north 

Move turtle south 

Move turtle west 

Move turtle east 

Selects diagonal 

corner, defining 

rectangle to copy. 

Selects new position 

for the south-east 

corner and copies the 

rectangle to this 

position, then exits 

this mode. 

Fills the shape bounded by the 

current drawing colour with colour 

number 1. 

Fills the shape bounded by the 

current drawing colour with colour 

number 2. 

Fills the shape bounded by the 

current drawing colour with colour 
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Shift F4 

Shift F5 

Shift F6 

Shift F7 

Shift F8 

Shift FlO 

number 3. 

Fills the shape bounded by the 

current drawing colour with colour 

number 4. 

Pen up. (non-drawing mode) 

Reverse colours (invert screen) 

Select new palette. 

Hide the turtle 

Quit 

Animation begins automatically once the user leaves the drawing 

module. The pictures (frames) stored on disk are displayed 

sequentially. It is assumed ( in this version of the animator) 

that the user chose ".a" to be the extension on the first picture 

file saved, ".b" for the next, etc. (A single letter extension 

implies that a maximum of 26 frames can be produced for any one 

series. This was not a limitation in the developmental stage, as 

no series exceeded 26 frames. MSOOS allows a maximum of three 

characters in a dot extension. Should longer series be desirable, 

a three character extension, which would allow a maximun of over 

17 000 frames, could be used.) The choice of the ".a" extension 

for the first picture works well in practice as the first picture 

created becomes the first frame of the animation sequence. The 

first picture is saved with the ".a" extension. The first 

picture is then modified to become the second frame, which is 

saved with a ". b" extension, and so on. The animator will 

continue to display frames until the last frame created in the 

current session is reached. It will then display the frames 

backwards and forwards until a key is pressed. The animator then 

terminates. 
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6.3.3 Storage and data compression. 

There are various strategies which can be employed to transfer an 

image from the screen to a disk file. Turbo Pascal provides two 

functions (putpic and getpic) which copy the contents of a 

rectangular area of the graphics screen into an area of the the 

data segment of RAM, and vice versa. These functions proved much 

faster than other methods of transferring data between RAM and 

the screen (e.g. storing the commands used to generate the 

picture in the draw screen module, and then re-drawing the screen 

from the stored command sequence proved exceptionally slow). 

While the putpic/getpic functions work faster with smaller 

rectangles than with large rectangles, this difference in speed 

is small. It is much faster to transfer one 4x4 rectangle than 

two 2x4 rectangles. It was therefore decided to consider the 

entire screen as one rectangle, rather than divide it up into 

smaller rectangles which could be updated selectively. 

The amount of RAM required to store any rectangle is given by the 

formula: 

Size= ((width+3)/4) x height x 2 + 6 bytes. 

Using the IBM Colour Graphics standard of 320 x 200 pixel 

resolution, the above formula gives 32 kb. This is fairly large. 

If the animator could display pictures at the motion picture rate 

of 24 frames per second, a 20 megabyte hard disk would be able to 

hold just 26 seconds of movie, but this may be improved upon by 

data compression. 

6.3.3.1 Mode of operation. 

The data compression module is a stand-alone module, and does not 

interface with the animation module. It functions by reading a 
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series of picture files, and writes another series of the same 

files in compressed form. 

The data compression module begins by confronting the user with a 

prompt asking for the name of a picture file. Once this is 

provided it asks the user to indicate the beginning of the 

series. It reads a single ASCII character, which becomes the dot 

extension for the picture file name requested earlier. It then 

reads in this file. If the file is not found the program 

terminates. 

It then reads in the picture file with the same name but the next 

dot extension, i.e. if the name of the picture file is "Dl", and 

the series began at "a", the program will first read in Dl. a, 

then Dl.b. The compressed version of Dl.b will then be written to 

disk under the name Dlc.b. 

Dl.c will then be accessed, and a compressed version Dlc.c 

created. The process will continue until no further files in the 

series are found. 

A verification procedure will then display the picture contained 

in the first (decompressed) file on the screen - in this case 

picture Dl. a. It will then read in the compressed files, 

beginning at Dlc.b in our example, and decompress this to display 

picture Dlc.b. If this is identical to picture Dl.b then all is 

well. Thus a series of pictures will be displayed until no 

further pictures in the series are found. The verification 

procedure will be repeated until a key is pressed. Thus an 

animation sequence is displayed on the screen, which is running 

as fast as is possible. 
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In practice animation using compressed pictures ran at roughly 

the same speed as animation using decompressed pictures, at 2 to 

3 frames per second. This is because:-

a) Less data was read off disk. Since disk access is slow, even 

off a hard disk, this represents a time saving. 

b) The compressed picture has to be decompressed before it can be 

displayed on screen, and the required computation uses up the 

time saved in accessing less data. 

6.3.3.2 Data compression algorithm. 

The delta data compression algorithm is used. In this 

implementation the first picture of the series is considered the 

"root" frame. The second frame is compared to the first frame. 

Any differences between frames are recorded, and this record 

becomes the compressed version of the second frame. The second 

frame is then compared to the third frame, and the differences 

stored as the compressed version of the third frame, and so on. 

6.3.3.3 Efficacy of data compression. 

The following table gives the size, in bytes, of the picture 

files in the Dl animation series from B to z. 
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Picture Size Size after compression. 

Dl.B 32768 512 
Dl.C 32768 128 
Dl.D 32768 3456 
Dl.E 32768 3328 
Dl.F 32768 1280 
Dl.G 32768 2048 
Dl.H 32768 512 
Dl.I 32768 3584 
Dl.J 32768 1152 
Dl.K 32768 7040 
Dl.L 32768 5248 
Dl.M 32768 4992 
01.N 32768 3072 
Dl.O 32768 5888 
Dl.P 32768 6272 
Dl.Q 32768 2432 
Dl.R 32768 128 
Dl.S 32768 128 
Dl.T 32768 128 
Dl.U 32768 2432 
Dl.V 32768 9984 
Dl.W 32768 3840 
Dl.X 32768 6656 
Dl. y 32768 8320 
Dl.Z 32768 9856 

-----
Total 850 k 120 k 

-----
Table 6.1 Sizes of picture files before and after 

compression. 

Since the "root" picture is not included, 33k must be added to 

both totals. This gives 

Decompressed 883k 

Compressed 153k 

Compression ratio 17.3% 

The above compression ratio offers significant savings in data 

storage. With compressed files it is possible to store the entire 

sequence of 26 frames on a single floppy disk, and this 

simplifies transferring sequences from one computer to another. 

A second data compression algorithm, the "string" algorithm, was 
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also investigated. If the picture file is considered as a one 

dimensional array, it can be stored by noting the type of pixel 

and the number of times it recurred, i.e. the length of the 

string of that pixel type. This would not offer much reduction 

in size if the pixel type changed often, but as the pictures used 

in this project consisted largely of areas of a single colour, 

the algorithm may offer significant data compression. 

The algorithm has two advantages over the delta data compression 

algorithm. As each picture is compressed independently of 

preceding pictures, any pollution of data would affect only the 

one picture, not the entire series that followed. The string 

algorithm is also much simpler to code. 

In practice, it was found that the picture compression ratio 

using the string algorithm was, on average, two to three times 

worse than that of the delta compression algorithm. 

6.3.4 Flowchart. 

The flowchart for the program is contained in appendix I. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 CONCLUSION 

A new computer interpretative electrocardiograph is described 

which offers explanatory and teaching functions, and so can be 

used as a tutoring system as well as an interpretative system. 

Explanatory functions consist of: 

a) The display of the electrocardiograph trace, with facilities 

for reviewing and overriding the system's identification of 

individual waves. 

b) The display of the interpretation in the form of an animated 

graphic. 

c) The trace of the logic which led to a particular conclusion. 

The prototype system developed has demonstrated that all these 

three objectives can be achieved. The system described requires 
• 

superior graphics, and the IBM PC used was not equal to the task. 

The IBM PC also lacked the speed required of an interactive 

system. 

The prototype system was not interfaced to the required ECG 

amplifier, and a suitable pattern-recognition algorithm was not 

implemented. The knowledge bases written for the system only 

covered a small part of diagnostic electrocardiology. 

Past projects to develop computerised ECG analysis systems (e.g. 

the ECAN project) required considerable funding over a number of 

years. While much of this development is in the public domain, 

and so need not be repeated, development of the ECG Tutor into a 

viable system would still require a large effort by a team with 
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skills in cardiology, computer science, computer animation and 

signal processing. Such an effort is probably beyond the 

capabilities of a small department with limited resources. 

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

While the development of the ECG Tutor, capable of recording and 

interpreting ECG traces from a patient in a manner comparable 

with existing ECG analysis systems, is a fairly large project, it 

can be broken into more manageable stages. 

The first stage involves the development of a system solely for 

the purpose of computer aided instruction. I suggest the 

following: 

a) As the system is required for instruction purposes only, it is 

not necessary to be able to record ECG tracings. The "front 

end" of the system, i.e. the ECG amplifier, A-D conversion 

card, and signal processing and pattern-recognition modules, 

as well as the expert system module, are not required. 

b) ECG tracings be entered into the system, not as an electric 

signal, but in graphic form. This entails first obtaining a 

high quality ECG tracing on a paper. A page scanner is then 

used to enter the ECG into the system. 

c) A database of scanned ECG tracings be built up in this manner. 

Each ECG trace in the database should be associated with an 

interpretation, a series of questions particular to that ECG, 

and each question must be associated with a correct answer. 

d) A second database, consisting of animation sequences, must be 

created. An animation sequence must exist for each 

interpretation in the database of ECG tracings. 

e) The system must have the ability to allow the student to 
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select a scanned ECG trace from the database. The ECG trace 

selected must then be displayed on the screen. The questions 

associated with that ECG then appear on the screen in 

sequence. The student is required to enter an answer to each 

question, and if the student's answer corresponds to the 

correct answer (which already exists in the database), the 

next question in the series particular to the ECG selected is 

asked. 

f) If the student answers all the questions correctly, the 

interpretation (which also already exists in the database) is 

displayed, and the animation sequence associated with that 

interpretation shown. 

This system requires little computational power. What is required 

are high quality graphics and animated graphics, and enough on-

1 ine storage to hold the databases. The Commodore Amiga 

(developed primarily as a games-playing machine) is one machine 

which is relatively cheap and can support animated graphics. 

Software for the creation of animation is also available for the 

Amiga. 

Should such a system prove popular as a teaching tool, 

consideration can be given to the development of a system capable 

of recording and interpreting ECG signals. 
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APPENDIX II 

DOCUMENTATION OF PROGRAM SOURCE 

Procedures and functions which are defined by Turbo Pascal 3. o 

are not mentioned, while those defined in the Turbo Graphix 

Toolbox are listed. Full documentation for these routines can be 

found in the Turbo Graph ix Toolbox user's manual. All other 

procedures and functions are listed in alphabetical order under 

the program in which they occur. The syntax of the routine is 

provided if the routine takes arguments. A complete listing of 

all modules is contained in Appendix II. 

INPUT MODULE 

Main Program 

The Turbo Graphix Toolbox routines are initiated, and default 

settings selected via the set default procedure. Data for the 

ECG are read and traced on the screen by the get_l2lead_data 

procedure. The pop-up menu is called ( Menu procedure) and 

returns a selection. The procedure appropriate to the selection 

is called. The pop-up menu call is repeated until the Quit 

option is selected. 

Subroutines. 

caliperl 

Deletes all calipers from the displayed screen by copying the 

contents of a virtual screen represented in RAM into the 

actual screen. The set_calip procedure is called to draw the 

first caliper onto the new screen. The update_position 

procedure is called to determine the new position for the 

caliper, and the process of deleting all calipers and 
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redrawing the first caliper is repeated. This creates the 

illusion of the caliper moving across the screen. 

caliper2 

As for caliperl, but the first caliper is displayed and the 

second caliper moved. 

caliper3 

As for caliperl, but the first and second calipers are 

displayed and the third caliper moved. 

caliper4 

As for caliperl, but the first, second and third calipers are 

displayed and the fourth caliper moved. 

cal 1 2 

As for caliperl, but the first and second calipers are moved 

together. 

cal 3 4 

As for caliperl, but the first and second calipers are 

displayed and the third and fourth calipers moved together. 

cal all 

As for caliper!, but all four calipers are moved together. 

DefineHeader 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

definewindow 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

defineworld 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

display_l2 lead 

Restores the display of the twelve lead ECG to the screen. 

display_measurements 

Displays the identification of the P, QRS and T waves. Not 

implemented. 
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display_rhythm_strip 

Restores the display of the rhythm strip to the screen. Not 

implemented. 

dolline 

Syntax: dolline(integer); 

Dolline is called by scrdump to send the line of the screen 

specified by integer to the printer. 

do2line 

syntax: do2line(integer); 

As for dolline. The procedure is repeated to increase the 

vertical scaling as the screen resolution of 640 x 200 pixels 

would otherwise give a long, thin printout. 

drawbox 

Syntax: drawbox(height, length, line, column); 

Drawbox draws the outline of a rectangle of the height and 

length specified. The top left corner of the box is in the 

line and column specified. As the procedure works with text 

characters it assumes a screen of 80 columns by 25 lines. It 

is used to outline the menu choices in the pop-up menu 

routines. 

drawline 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

drawpoint 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

drawwave 

syntax drawwave(array); 

Drawwave plots 2.5 seconds of a single lead, digitised at 250 

Hz, on the screen. 

draw_background 

Draws the template for the 12 lead ECG. i.e. draws twelve 
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boxes each with the appropriate heading. 

getheadings 

Defines the headings to be used by all the sub menus. 

get_12lead_data 

Reads data for eight of the twelve ECG leads from disk, and 

calculates the remaining four leads. The values are scaled to 

read in millivolts. The draw_background procedure is called, 

and the twelve lead ECG is plotted by calling the drawwave 

procedure. 

get_rhythm_data 

Similar to get_12 lead data. Not implemented. 

intro_message 

Displays an introductory message. Not implemented. 

Menu 

Syntax: Menu(new choice, old choice); 

Menu calls the main menu and sub menu procedures to set up 

the pop-up menu. It sets the pop-up menu to the choice 

previously selected. It returns the new choice as a two digit 

decimal integer. The first digit represents the choice from 

the main menu, the second digit that from the sub menu. 

moveHor 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

moveVer 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

print_screen 

Print screen calls the scrdump procedure, 

choice from the menu back to what it 

Print screen procedure was called. 
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pulldown_mainmenu 

Syntax pulldown_mainmenu(old choice, new choice, show 

submenu, quit) ; 

This procedure defines the choices available on the main 

menu, and calls the sub menu when required. 

restorewindow 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

scrdump 

Scrdump sends a scaled copy of the screen to the printer. It 

is specific for EPSON compatible printers, and is much faster 

than the standard Prtsc keyboard function. 

selectscreen 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

selectwindow 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

selectworld 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

setbackground 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

setforegroundcolor 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

setlinestyle 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

setvstep 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

set_calip 

Syntax set_calip(positionl, position2); 

Draws the two calipers at the position specified. If the 

position specified is zero then the caliper is not drawn. The 
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procedure detects whether zoom or standard mode is selected 

and draws the appropriate calipers. 

set defaults 

Initial values for variables are defined. The size and 

scaling of the windows used to draw the 12-lead ECG, for Zoom 

mode and for the pop-up menu system are defined. Pop-up menu 

variables are set, and all calipers are set to appear on the 

left of the 12-lead ECG trace. 

storewindow 

see Turbo Graphix Toolbox user's manual. 

submenu 

Syntax submenu(submenu number, 

choice, quit); 

new choice, old submenu 

sets up the submenu indicated the submenu number, and returns 

the new choice selected. 

unzoom 

Adjusts the position of all the calipers for the twelve lead 

ECG, and calls the display_l2_lead procedure to restore the 

display of the twelve lead ECG to the screen. 

update_position 

syntax: update position(position, tab, next key); 

This procedure updates the position of a caliper. If the left 

or right arrow key is pressed continuously the position is 

changed in steps of ten, if pressed intermittently then the 

change occurs in steps of one. Each step consists of one 

pixel in zoom mode and four pixels in standard mode. 

zoom2 

syntax zoom2(call, cal2, cal3, cal4, lead number, lead 

title); 

Displays the lead number selected on a full size screen, and 
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scales the caliper positions accordingly. 
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EXPERT SYSTEM MODULE 

Main program 

The program displays the title screen and calls the Initialise 

procedure. A knowledge base is compiled into memory via the 

Readinput procedure, and checked for errors via the Audit 

procedure. The MainMenu procedure is then called. If errors 

have been detected in the knowledge base, the MainMenu call is 

repeated. This gives the user the opportunity to select a new 

knowledge base. 

Subroutines. 

abort 

Syntax: abort(text message, integer); 

This procedure displays the text message and integer 

provided, and sets flags to indicate that the knowledge base 

input has errors in it and cannot be used. 

and tree 

The and_tree function is called by the or tree function. If 

the AND symbol is present, the function accesses the next 

symbol via the NextSymbol procedure, and calls itself 

recursively. If the AND symbol is absent the function calls 

the not tree function. 

Animate 

This procedure searches the logged drive for the first 

picture file in the series that corresponds to the decision 

that has just been validated. If this file is not found an 

error message is displayed and the procedure terminates. If 

the file is present, the expand procedure is called 

repeatedly until a key is pressed. 
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answerto 

syntax: answerto(question pointer, expected answer); 

This function displays the question ref erred to by the 

question pointer on the screen, as well as all the available 

answers. If the user enters a digit corresponding to one of 

the available answers, the "question answered" flag is set 

and the function returns this choice. If the "W (hy)" option 

is selected, the text string on the top of the WHY STACK is 

displayed. Further "Why" requests will display the next text 

string on the WHY STACK. A choice of 11 0 11 sets the "Undo" flag 

and exits the function. A choice of "Hint" displays the 

"expected answer" provided. The "expected answer" is obtained 

from the decision tree of the current rule, and is the answer 

that will validate the decision currently pursued. 

answer rec 

syntax: answer_rec(answer pointer); 

This function reads the possible answers to a question. The 

function calls the ReadStr function to read the text 

associated with the answer, and returns a pointer to this 

text. 

Audit 

The Audit procedure scans all the questions and decisions 

stored in RAM, and compiles a set of questions declared and 

decisions declared. The stored rules are then scanned, and a 

set of questions and a set of decisions referred to by the 

rules are compiled. If the sets of questions and decisions 

declared do not exactly match the sets of all questions and 

decisions referred to by the rules, an error results via the 

Audit error procedure. 
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Audit condition 

This procedure is called by the Audit procedure to move 

through the decision tree of a particular rule. 

Audit error 

This procedure is called if the Audit procedure detects an 

error in the stored knowledge base. The procedure determines 

the nature of the error, e.g. questions declared but not 

used, or questions used but not declared, and writes the 

appropriate error message. 

Be_an_expert 

This procedure controls the pseudo forward chaining search 

strategy. The reset_memory procedure is called as previous 

answers to questions are ignored. The first decision is 

selected, and the decide function is called to return a 

Boolean value which indicates whether the selected decision 

is valid (true) or not. If the "undo" flag has been set (in 

the answerto procedure, called by the satisfied function, 

which is called by the decide function) the reset last 

procedure is called to "unanswer" the most recently answered 

question, and the decide function is called again. Once a 

decision has been found to be true, the procedure calls the 

animate procedure if requested to do so by the user. If the 

decision is valid the user can also request that the next 

decision be selected and the process repeated. If the 

decision is invalid, the next decision is automatically 

selected. 

clearscreen 

This procedure clears the screen and checks for I/0 errors. 

If an error occurs, a message is displayed and the program 

terminates. 
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decide 

Syntax: decide(decision pointer); 

The decide function examines the status of the decision 

indicated by the decision pointer. If the status is 

undecided, the satisfied function is called and the status 

set to "pending". The satisfied function may call the 

decide function recursively if an intermediate decision is 

present. When the satisfied function terminates, the 

decision status is set to decided, and the decide function 

returns a Boolean value to indicate if the decision referred 

to is True or False. If the status is decided, the boolean 

value for the decision referred to is returned without 

further processing. If the status is "pending", this will 

result in an error as it indicates a circular rule 

definition. 

decnnumber 

This function calls the Expectnum function to ensure that the 

decision number is less than the maximum decision number 

permitted, and returns that number. 

DTAtoDIR 

Dump 

This procedure is called from DynaDIR. It accesses the disc 

directory and returns a record containing the extended 

directory information on a disk file. 

This procedure calls the printdecision, printquestion and 

printrule procedures to output a listing of the current 

knowledge base. 

DynaDIR 

Syntax: DynaDIR(Directory mask); 

This function accesses a disc directory and returns a pointer 
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to a linked list of records of ASCII characters which contain 

the disk directory information. The procedure DTAtoDIR is 

called to access each directory entry. 

expand 

This procedure is called from the animate procedure. The 

expand procedure uncompresses the first picture file in a 

series and displays the picture on the screen. The next call 

to the expand procedure will display the next picture file. 

When no further picture files can be found on the logged 

drive, the series is repeated. The coding for this procedure 

in the listing provided in Appendix II assumes that picture 

files have been compressed according to the "String 

algorithm." Refer to the expand procedure in the Data 

Compression Module for the coding to uncompress files 

according to the Delta algorithm. 

Expect 

Syntax: expect(a symbol, error message); 

If the latest symbol matches the "a symbol" provided, the 

NextSymbol procedure is called. If not, an error message 

results which is not ignored. 

Expectnum 

Syntax: Expectnum(whole number); 

This function calls the Expect procedure to check that the 

latest symbol matches the "number" symbol. If there is a 

mismatch an error results which cannot be ignored. If no 

mismatch is found, and the number is less than the "whole 

number" provided, the function returns the number. If the 

number is not less than the "whole number", an error results 

which cannot be ignored. 
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factor 

The factor function is called by the not tree function. If 

the "left parenthesis" symbol is present, the function 

accesses the next symbol via the NextSymbol procedure, and 

the or tree function An error results if a "right 

parenthesis" symbol is not detected when control is returned 

from the or tree function. If a "Question" or "Decision" 

symbol is detected, the question or decision number are 

entered in the decision tree. If other symbols are detected, 

an error results. 

Ignore 

Syntax: Ignore(a symbol); 

If the latest symbol matches the "a symbol" provided, the 

NextSymbol procedure is called. 

Initialise 

This procedure marks the position on the RAM heap. All data 

stored on the heap above this mark belong to the current 

knowledge base. Flags are set to default values and pointers 

are set to nil. 

InitialiseRead 

This procedure asks the user to select the disk file 

containing the knowledge base. A list of all files with a 

. txt extension on the logged drive are displayed in a 

numbered list. The DynaDIR function is used to obtain this 

list. The user has the option of changing the logged drive 

and the list will be changed to reflect the files on the 

drive selected. Once a file is selected it is defined as the 

current knowledge base file, and the first line in the file 

is read. 
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List Decisions 

This procedure displays a list of all available decisions in 

the current knowledge base. It is called from the 

Be_an_expert procedure. 

MainMenu 

The procedure requests the user to choose one of five 

options. Selection of the backward chaining strategy ("Choose 

an interpretation from a list") will result in a call to the 

User_Validate procedure. The pseudo forward chaining option 

( "Get step by step guidance") will call the Be an expert 

procedure. A request to display the current knowledge base 

will call the dump procedure. A request to read in a new 

knowledge base will release (delete) all data stored on the 

RAM heap above the position marked in the Initialise 

procedure, and call the Initialise procedure and then the 

Readinput procedure. 

NextSymbol 

This procedure converts the knowledge base language into 

"symbols" understood by the inference engine. It determines 

whether a character read from the knowledge base file is the 

beginning of a key word, a quote string or an integer, and 

calls the procedures ReadAKeyWord, ReadStr or Readnumber, 

respectively. Other legal characters, e.g. 11 &" signs or 

brackets, are interpreted. Unknown characters are noted in an 

error message, but ignored. 

not tree 

The not_tree is called by the and_tree function. If the "NOT" 

symbol is present, the function accesses the next symbol via 

the NextSymbol procedure, and calls itself recursively. If 

the "NOT" symbol is absent the "factor" procedure is called. 
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or tree 

pop 

The or_tree function is called by the ReadRule procedure. If 

the "OR" symbol is present, the function accesses the next 

symbol via the Nextsymbol procedure, and calls itself 

recursively. If the "OR" symbol is absent the function calls 

the "and tree" function. 

Removes the top entry from the reason stack. 

pop_decision 

Syntax :pop_decision(whole number); 

This function removes the top entry from the decision stack 

and returns the pointer to this entry. 

pop_question 

Syntax :pop question(whole number); 

This function removes the top entry from the question stack 

and returns the pointer to this entry. 

press_any_key 

Displays the message "Press any key to continue.", and waits 

for a key to be pressed. 

press_one_of 

Syntax: press_one_of(set of characters); 

This function reads the keyboard until a character is entered 

which is in the set of characters provided. It returns this 

character. 

printcond 

Syntax: printcond(pointer); 

This is a recursive procedure which is called by printrule to 

print out the rules stored in a decision tree. 

printdecision 

syntax: printdecision(decision pointer); 
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If the pointer is not nil, the procedure prints the word 

"D : ", followed by the line of text indicated by the 

decision pointer. 

printquestion 

Syntax: printquestion(question pointer); 

If the pointer is not nil, the procedure prints the word 

"Q :", followed by a line of text for the question. It then 

calls the printwhy procedure to print out the reason for 

the question, and then prints out the possible answers to the 

question using the writelntext procedure. 

printrule 

Syntax: printrule(rule pointer); 

If the pointer is not nil, the procedure prints the rule 

indicated by the pointer. The procedure calls the procedures 

printcond and printwhy. 

printwhy 

push 

Syntax: printwhy(text pointer); 

If the pointer is not nil, the procedure prints the word 

"WHY • II . 
pointer. 

Syntax 

followed by the line of text indicated by the 

push(pointer); 

Puts the pointer onto the reason stack, and checks for stack 

overflow. 

push_decision 

Syntax: push_decision(whole number); 

Adds the decision corresponding to the whole number to the 

decison stack. 
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push_question 

Syntax: push_question(whole number); 

Adds the question corresponding to the whole number to the 

question stack. 

quesnumber 

This function calls the Expectnum function to ensure that the 

question number is less than the maximum question number 

permitted, and returns the question number if it is less. 

ReadAKeyWord 

This procedure is called by the Nextsymbol procedure if the 

character variable (ch) contains the first letter of a 

knowledge base reserved word. The rest of the reserved word 

is read with the ReadCh procedure. If unexpected characters 

are encountered the error message "Unrecognised keyword" will 

result via the SayError procedure. Abbreviations are 

accepted, and do not result in an error. 

ReadAnitem 

This procedure examines the latest symbol, obtained from the 

NextSymbol procedure. If this symbol indicates the beginning 

of a question, a decision or a rule, the procedures 

ReadQuestion, ReadDecision or ReadRule are called. If the 

symbol is a full stop, the NextSymbol procedure is called. 

If any other symbol is detected (e.g. an answer) it is 

ignored, but results in an error message via the SayError 

procedure. 

ReadCh 

This procedure is part of the Readinput procedure. It reads 

a 1 ine ( eighty characters) of the file containing the 

knowledge base when called for the first time. A dot is 

placed on the screen as each 1 ine is read. It sets a 
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character variable to equal the first character on the line. 

If the first letter of the line is a small letter, it is 

converted to a capital letter. When called again it will set 

the character variable to the next character on the line. 

When all the characters have been allocated in this fashion, 

the next line will be read. If a character indicates that 

what follows is a comment, the rest of the line is ignored 

and the next line is read. 

ReadDecision 

This procedure is called from the ReadAnitem procedure. It 

calls the function decnnumber If no error results the 

decision is read and the decision status set to "undecided". 

If the decision is associated with text, this is read and the 

decision classed as a final decision. If the text is absent 

the decision is classed as an intermediate decision. If a 

decision for the decision number has been read previously, 

this results in an error. 

Readinput 

This procedure first calls the InitialiseRead procedure. The 

procedure ReadAnitem is called repeatedly until the symbol 

which indicates that the end of the knowledge base has been 

reached is encountered. 

Read Integer 

Syntax Readinteger ( screen line, prompt message, number, 

maximum number); 

Readinteger displays the "prompt message" on the "screen 

line" provided. It reads the keyboard until a whole number is 

entered which is less than the "maximum number" provided. It 

returns this whole number. 
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ReadNumber 

This procedure is called by the NextSymbol procedure when 

the character variable contains a digit character. The digit 

character is converted to an integer, and the ReadCh 

procedure called. If this also returns a digit character, 

both are converted to one integer. This is repeated until a 

non-digit character is detected, or until the integer is 

above an upper limit. The latter will result in an error 

message via the Sayerror procedure. 

ReadQuestion 

This procedure calls the ReadStrStr procedure to read the 

text associated with a question. 

called to read the explanation 

The readwhy procedure is 

for the question, and the 

answer rec to return the possible answers to the question. 

The answers are assembled into a linked list. 

ReadRule 

This procedure calls the rulenumber function to ensure that 

the rule number does not exceed the maximum number of rules 

permitted. It then checks to ensure that the rule number has 

not been used before - defining two rules with the same 

number results in an error. The decision tree is assembled by 

calling the or_tree function, which in turn will call other 

functions if the "or" symbol is not present. The ReadRule 

procedure calls the SayError procedure if the rule does not 

begin with an "IF" symbol, and ends with a "THEN" symbol and 

a "Decision" symbol. 

ReadStoStr 

Syntax: ReadStoStr(text pointer, error message, severity); 

ReadStoStr calls the procedure StoreText if the latest symbol 

indicates a text string. If the latest symbol indicates 
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anything else, an error results via the SayError procedure. 

If this is not severe it is ignored. 

ReadStr 

syntax :Readstr(quotation character); 

This procedure is called by NextSymbol to read a string of 

characters enclosed in the quotes specified. The ReadCh 

procedure is used. If the string length exceeds a line an 

error message will result. 

ReadWhy 

Syntax: ReadWhy(text string); 

If the latest symbol matches the "why" symbol, the NextSymbol 

procedure is called. The ReadStoStr procedure is called to 

read the text string. The ReadWhy returns this string as the 

"text string" variable. 

Recover 

This procedure calls the procedure NextSymbol repeatedly 

until a full stop or end of file token is detected. 

Reset last 

This procedure sets the status of the question just answered 

to "unanswered", and sets the status of the current rule to 

"undecided." It is used to chain back to the previous 

question. 

Reset_memory 

This procedure sets all questions to "unanswered" and all 

decisions to "undecided". 

rulenumber 

This function calls the Expectnum function to ensure that the 

rule number is less than the maximum rule number permitted, 

and returns that number. 
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Satisfied 

Syntax :Satisfied (decision tree node); 

The satisfied function evaluates the decision tree, beginning 

at the decision tree node provided. If the node is a 

question, the answerto function is called. If the node is an 

intermediate decision, the decide procedure is called. All 

other nodes result in the satisfied function moving through 

the tree by calling itself recursively. The function returns 

the value "True" or "False". 

SayError 

Syntax: SayError(message, severity); 

This procedure clears the screen and writes out the last line 

input. It indicates where an error has been detected in this 

line, and writes the error message to screen. If the error is 

not severe, it is ignored. If the error is severe, the user 

can instruct the procedure to continue reading in the 

knowledge base. In this case the Recover procedure is 

called. If the user indicates that the procedure must not 

continue, the program is terminated. 

storetext 

Syntax: storetext(string, pointer); 

The string of characters is stored on the heap, and the 

pointer is set to point to the string. 

User Validate 

backward-chaining This procedure controls the 

strategy. The List decisions procedure is called, 

an option from the user is requested to select 

search 

and the 

list of 

possible decisions. 

be ignored, the 

If previous answers to questions are to 

reset_memory procedure is called. The 

decide function is called to return a boolean value which 
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indicates whether the selected decision is valid (true) or 

not. If the "undo" flag has been set ( in the "answerto" 

procedure, called by the satisfied function, which is 

called by the decide function) the Reset_last procedure is 

called to "unanswer" the most recently answered question, and 

the decide function is called again. Once a decision has been 

found to be true, the procedure calls the animate procedure 

if requested to do so by the user. 

Worldmap 

This procedure displays the title screen, which consists of a 

map of the world with the title message across it. 

writelndecn 

Syntax: writelndecn(decision pointer); 

If the decision indicated is not an intermediate decision, 

write the comment associated with that decision, else write 

empty parentheses. The screen cursor is then set to the 

beginning of the next line. 

writelntext 

syntax: writelntext(pointer); 

If the pointer does not equal nil, the string that the 

pointer points to is written to the screen. The screen cursor 

is set to the beginning of the next line. 

writetext 

As for writelntext, but the screen cursor is not set. 
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ANIMATOR - SCREEN PAINTING MODULE 

Main program. 

The program calls for the name of a picture series. The first 

picture from the series is placed on the screen if a legal name 

is provided. The drawscreen procedure is then called. When this 

procedure terminates, the pictures created are displayed 

sequentially from beginning to end and back, until a key is 

pressed. 

Subroutines. 

copywindow 

This procedure allows the user to select the diagonally 

opposite corner of a rectangle once the first corner has been 

selected. The drawing contained in this rectangle is then 

copied to another position on the screen, once the top left 

corner of the new position has been defined. 

deletewindow 

This procedure allows the user to select the diagonally 

opposite corner of a rectangle once the first corner has been 

selected, and then to fill the rectangle with a selected 

solid colour. This deletes the drawing under the rectangle. 

drawcircle 

This procedure allows the user to select the radius of a 

circle once the centre has been selected, and then describes 

the circumference of the circle. 

drawscreen 

This procedure reads the keyboard, and cal ls the selected 

procedure. Most of these procedures are standard procedures 

defined by Turbo Pascal's extended graphics capabilities, 

and some have been specially written. Facilities for saving a 
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sequential series of pictures to disk are provided. 

initialise 

This procedure sets defaults for the colour and palette 

selected, and positions the turtle in the middle of the 

screen. 

ANIMATOR - DATA COMPRESSION MODULE 

Main program. 

The program calls for the name of a series of picture files. 

The first picture in the series is assumed to have the 

extension "a". The compress and expand 

called. The program then terminates. 

Subroutines. 

compress 

procedures are 

The first picture file in the picture series is read, and 

stored in a buffer. The second file is read into a second 

buffer. The two buffers are compared byte by byte, and the 

position and type of any bytes that differ noted in a data 

buffer. The data buffer is stored as the compressed version 

of the second picture file. The process is then repeated for 

the rest of the picture series. The blockread and 

blockwrite commands are used to increase the speed of data 

transfer between memory and disk. 

expand 

The first, uncompressed file in the picture series is read 

and the picture displayed on the screen. The first compressed 

file (i.e. the second picture) is read. The picture is 

recreated and displayed on the screen. The process is 

repeated until no further compressed files are found in the 
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series. When this happens the first picture is displayed 

again, and the entire series repeated. This continues until a 

key is pressed. 
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APPENDIX 3 

PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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APPENDIX III 

PROGRAM LISTINGS 

INPUT MODULE 

PROOPAM ecg; 

{----------
{ These include files C011tain the standard routines } 

{ of the TURBO GAA?HlX TOOLBOX. } 

{ 
{$1 a typedef.sys} 

{$1 a graph1x sys} 

{ $! a. kernel .sys} 

{$1 a windows.sys} 

{----------} 

{ Data structures } 

{ } 

TYPE ar-a,'€25 ARAAY[L625] OF REAL 

str1ng20 .. STRING[20]; 

VAR data : ARRAY[1 .. 12] OF array625; 

option ,pull_ choice ,old_ choice .c..rrent_ scrHn, 

c1 .c2.c3.c4,menu_i_Glb,zoom_ottset INTEGER; 

sub_ en ,mc,.,e _ rt,move _U,twelve _lead ,rhy'thm _ stnp BOOLEAN: 

key : CHAR; 

line_no : INTEGER; 

PROCEDURE set_delaults; 

BEGIN 

C1: • 10; 

c2: • 10; 

c3: • 10; 

c4: • 10; 

menu_i_Glb: •O; 

move_rt: •FALSE; 

move_lt =FALSE; 

sub_on: • FALSE; 

pull_choic:e: • 11; 

()jd_ct101oe: • 11; 

key:•'['; 

•tlinestyle(O); 

definewindow(1,1,7,11,16); {used in main menu} 

definewindow(4,0,0, 19,57); {used in draw _background} 

definewindow(7,0, 10,79,57); {used to draw ecgs} 

definewindow (5,0, 10 + 62, 79,57 + 62); { 

definewindow(6,0,10+62+62.79,57+62+62): { } 

defineworld (6,0,-2000,2500.2CXXl); 

definewindow(S,O,O,xmaxglb,ymaxglb-16); {12 lead ecg} 

defineworld(B,0.0,2500,ymax;lb-16); 

def,~window(10,5,5,xMaxG,lb-5,Yma,cGlb-5):{used in zoom 
proceaures 1 

defi neworld (10.0,-2000,625,20'.Xl); 
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defit1ewindow(11 ,3,20,75, 160); 

END; 

{-----------
{ Thia p~ure draws a rectangle in text mode 

{ } 

~~~~~~ngth,v_length,h_offset,v_onet.lNTEGER), 

VAR iJ:INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

IF h_offsetO THEN gotoxy(h _offset+ 1 ,v _offset); 

write (chr (213)); 

FOR i: • 1 TO H_lengtt, DO write(chr(205)); 

writeln (chr(184)); 

IF h _offsetO THEN gotoxy{h_ottset + 1 ,v _offset+ 1); 

FORJ:• 1 TOv_lengtti DO 
BEGIN 

write(chr(179)); 

FOR i: • 1 TO H _length DO wri,e (' '); 

write In (chr(179)); 

IF h_ottsetO THEN gotoxy(h_offset + 1 ,v _offset+ 1 + j); 

ENO; 

write(chr(212)); 

FOR i: • 1 TO H_length DO write(chr(205)); 

write In (chr(190)); 

END; 

{ } 

} thia procedure is a modification of the ·hardcopy' procedure 

{ found in the turbo graphix toolbox. It prints four pixels } 

{ per printer line I.e. acales the Y .. axis up by two. } 

{ } 

~'"a~tit~~;mode byte); { EPSON } 

VAR IJ,top:INTEGER; 

Colorux, PrintByte byte; 

PROCEDURE do11ine(top:INTEGER); 

FUNCTION ConstructByteQ,i:INTEGER):byte; 

CONST Bits:.A.RRAY [0 .. 7] OF byte• (128.64.32, 16,8.4.2. 1): 

VAR CBY,.,k:byte; 

BEGIN 

i:•i SHL3; 

CByte: •O: 
FOR k: • 0 TO TRUNC(top DIV 2) DO 

IF POQ,i +k) THEN BEGIN 

C&tt• • CByte OR Bits[29'1]; 

CB>;te: • CByte OR Bits[2-i< + 1], 

END; 



ConstructByte: • Ce.,,te; 

END; 

BEGIN 

lF mode• 1 THEN wri1II Ost, " f L 1 
ELSE write0at, "[' ... ,chr(mode)); 

rite0st,d1r(lo(X$crfff'\M&xGlb + 1)).chr(Hi(XScrNnMaxGlb + 1)) 

FORj: •OTO XSo-HnM&xGlb DO 
BEGIN 

PrintByte: • ConstructByteQ,i); 

IF im,erse THEN PrintByte • NOT PrintByte; 

write 0st,d1r (PrintByte)); 

END; 

IF mode4 THEN wm~n0st); 

END; 

PROCEDURE do2!ine{1op INTEGER); 

FUNCTION CoostructEtyteQ,i:INTEGER).byte; 

CONST Bits ARP.AY [0 .. 7) OF byte• (128,64,32, 16,8,4,2, 1); 

VAR C8yt1,k:byt1; 
BEGIN 

i: •I SHL 3; 

C8yte ... O; 

FOR k = 0 TO TRUNC(top DIV 2) DO 
IF PDQ,i + k + 4) THEN BEGIN 

CByte: • CByte OR Bits[2"k}; 

CByte: •CByte OR Bits[2"k + 1]; 

END; 

ConstructByte: • CByt1; 
END; 

BEGIN 

IF mode= 1 THEN write Ost," ['L') 

ELSE write0st," [' ... ,chr(mode)); 

rit•0st,d1r(lo(XScreenMaxGlb + 1)),chr(Hi(XScreenMaxGlb + 1)) 

FOR j • 0 TO XSeteenMaxGlb DO 
BEGIN 

PrintByte: • ConstructByteQ,1); 

IF inverse THEN PrintByte: • NOT Print8yte; 

write0st,d1r(PrintByte)); 

END; 
IF mod..C THEN wrlteln(llt); 

END: 

BEGIN 

top: •7; 

ColorLoc:: • ColorGlb; 

ColorGlb: • 255; 

mode:• mode ANO 7; 

F (mode• 5) OR (mode • 0) THEN mode: • 4; 

Wfitt0at, A ['3'#24); 

d~Fn~(7)?d~g1W.~r.@JB~ 1) SHR 3)-1 DO BEGIN 

I:• ((YM&xGlb + 1) SHA 3); 

F (YMaxGlb + 1) AND 70 THEN 

~'.~~;111ne((YM&xGlb + 1) AND 7);do21ine((YMaxGlb + 1) 

wrrteln (lit, " ['21: 

ColorGlb: • ColorL..oc; 

ENO; 

-----------} 
PFOCEDURE print_ acrMn; 

BEGIN 

acrdump(FALSE,5); 

pull_chOice: •old_choice; 

END; 

{-------------
{ This p~dure contains the pop-up (or pulldown, if you 

{ prefer) menu system. } 

{-------------
~~J.fn~~.~~AR 

CONST maxlength • 12; 

TYPE 

atrin~ray • ARRAY[1 .. maxle'lgtnJ OF STRING[15); 

VAR quit BOOLEAN; 

newchoice ,subchoioe,mainmenu _ d1oioe. lNTEG ER; 

l•••••••••••=:==•••••=•z•c=••= k-------······} 
PROCEDURE pul1dQ'c'a. .. ""'ainrnen1,1NAR 

eho1oe,newcnoie. NT t::i.>~~. VAR auoon.mquit BOOLEAN); 
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VAA str:ARRAY[1 .. 7] OF STRING[11]; 

!:INTEGER; 

ch,d12:CHAR; 

BEGIN 

111'[1]: •' calipers ·; 

atr[2J: • • unzoom '; 

111'[3]: •·zoom limb '; 

str[4]: • • zoom V '; 
111'[5): •·new ICt'Nn'; 

111[6]: •' quit '; 

atr(7J: •' HaP '; 

;otoxy(1. 1); 

drawbox(78, 1 ,0.0); 

gotoxy(2.2) ;write (str[1 ].str[2].atr[3],atr[ 4 J,str[5 J,str [6) ,str [7)); 

copysc:,Nn; 

l:•menu_l_Gtb; 

sefectwindow ( 1 ); 

lnvertwindow; 

IF move_rt THEN BEGIN 

I: •I+ 11; 

IF i76 THEN BEGIN 

1:-1.n: 
mc:,.,e hor (-«5. TR.J E); 

END 



ELSE ma.-eh0r(11,TRUE); 
Ni.ctlcfNl'I (2); 

COpyscrMn; 

aelecucrNl'I ( 1 ); 

lnvertwindow; 

read (kbd,ch); 

ENO 
ELSE IF move_ 11 THEN BEGIN 

I: •1·11; 
IF I THEN BEGIN 
-1:-1+n; 
movehor(66.TRUE); 

ENO 
ELSE mc,,,eho,(-11,TRUE); 
aeleci3Cl'Nn(2); 

COpyscrHn; 

selectscreen (1 ); 
invertwindow; 

read (kbd ,ch); 
END; 

move_rt • FALSE: 
move It • FALSE: 
IF NOT 1ubon THEN REPEAT 

IF (ch • ") THEN 
BEGIN 

read (kbd.ch2); 

IF (ch2•'M1 
THEN BEGIN 

I: •I+ 11; 

IF 176 THEN BEGJN 
1:-1-n: 
movehor(-66,TRUE); 

ENO 
ELSE m~eho,(11,TRUE); 
aelecmcrNn (2); 

COpyterNn; 

select.acrMn (1 ); 
ln119rt'#indow; 

read (kbd,ch); 

ENO 
ELSE IF ch2 • ('I<') 

THEN BEGIN 
I: •i-11; 
IF i THEN BEGIN 

l:•l+n; 
lnOllehor(6e,TRUE); 

END 
ELSE ITIOYehor(-11,TFlJE); 
Mie<:t9crMn (2); 

COpylCl'Mn; 

Mi.ct.cfeen(1); 

lnwrtwlndow; 

l'Hd(kbd,ch); 

END 
ELSE IF (ch2 • 'P') THEN ch:• chr(13); 

ENO 

ELSE r9ad(kbd,ch); 

IF ch• 'p' THEN print_lCfeen; 

UNTL (ch '1 
ELSE ch: • c:nr(13): 
mquft: • TRUE; 
move_rt: • FALSE; 
move_lt: • FALSE; 
menu_l_Glb: •I; 
c:hoioe: • i DIV 11 + 1; 

Mwchoiot: - choitle; 
IF ch• (chr(13)) THEN BEGIN 

1ub_on: • TRUE; 
mquit: • FALSE; 

END; 
ENO; 

{ } 
PROCEDURE getheadings(menu_num INTEGER;VAR 

str svingarray); 
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VAA i: INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
FOR I:• 1 TO maxlength 00 
ltr~]: •' '; 

CASE menu_num OF 
1:BEGIN 

atr[1 ]: •' one ': 

n[2) • · two '; 
atr[3]: •' thr'M ·: 

n[4]: • · four '; 
atr[5]: •·one and two ' ; 
n(6]: • · thrN and four'; 
atr(7]: •·all 

END; 
2:BEGIN 

atr[1 ]: • 'lo 12 lead~·; 
atr[2}:. 'lo rhythm strip'; 

ENO; 
3:BEGIN 

atr(1 ]: • 'Std lead I ' ; 

atr(2]: • 'Std lead II '; 

ttr[3}: • 'Std lead Ill'; 

atr{4]: •' a\11'; 

atr[5]: •' aVr'; 

ttr[6}: • • aVf'; 

END: 
4:BEGIN 

atr[1): • ' V1 

ltr[2J: •' V2'; 
ltr{3]: •' V3 '; 
atr[4}: •' V4 '; 

ltr(5}: •' VS'; 
atr(6}: •' W'; 

ENO; 
5:BEGIN 

n[1~•'121ead'; 
n[2]:. · Ftiy1hm strip ·: 



ltr[3]: •' C)agnoM '; 

END; 
&:BEGIN 

atr[1 ). •·yea 
atr[2]. •·no '; 

END; 
7 BEGIN 

atr[1]: • 'not used '; 

atr[3] • 'not ueed '; 

str[ ,4 J • 'not uted '; 

str[S]. • 'not ueed '; 

str[6]. • 'not used '; 

END; 
END; {caN} 

END; 

{ } 

n~~RJJ~ruB~~g.'.£iNTEGER; 

VAA s..b_qurt.BOOLEAN); 

VAA str.A.rray" str,n~·ray; 

i,x 1.x.2,y1 ,y2.menu_lengtr.widtt',.INTEGER; 

c:ti,ch2:CHAR; 

first_ time: BOOL.EAl"i; 

{the folle>wing variables..-. \;,ed·-

BEGIN 

width:• 1; 

num - number of this aubmenu. 

menu length-number of options in the menu. 

Width~ length of longest string.} 

menu_length: •O; 

NtVstep(B); 

gettieadings(num.strArray); 

REPEAT 

menu_length: •menu_length + 1; 

UNTIL atr Array[menu _length J • ' ~ 
menu_length: •menu_length-1; 

FOR i: • 1 TO menu length DO 

IF width gth(strArra~[iD THEN width:• length(strArray[i]); 

writeln; 

x 1: • (num*11-10); 

x2: • (111 +width +2); 

~efinewindow(2,x1,(whereY),x2,(whertY + (menu_length +3)*i)) . 
ltor.window(2); 

drewt>ox(wldth,menu_len~h ,num*11 ·10,3); 

FOR I:• 1 TO menu_length DO 
BEGIN 

go10xy(num•11-a,1 + 3); 

wnte(atrAtray~J); 

ENO; 

C:OP)'IC(Mn; 

I: •O; 

~~inewindow(3,(n1rn-1)•11 + 2,8*(2),(num-1)*11 +width+ 1 .s•;3 

Ml.ctwindow (3); 
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firlt_tlme: • TRJE; 

ch: •#Z7; 

REPEAT 

IF (ch• '1 
THEN 

BEGIN 

IF fl.rst_time THEN BEGIN 

firtt_time • FALSE; 

ch2:• 'P' 

ENO 

ELSE read(lcbd,ch2); 

IF (ch2• 'P) 

THEN BEGIN 

l:•i+8; 

IF iB*menu_length THEN BEGIN 

I:• i-S*menu_length; 

move Ver (-8 • (menu _length-1), TRUE); 

END 

ELSE moveVer(B,TRUE); 

NlecuctNn(2); 

c:opyscrNn; 

aelectsc:rMn(1 ); 

invertwindow; 

read(kbd,c:ti); 

ENO 

ELSE IF ch2 • ('H') 

THEN BEGIN 

I:. i-8; 

IF iQ THEN BEGIN 
I:• i +e•menu_len~h; 

moveVer(S*(menu_len~h-1),TRUE); 

END 

ELSE moveVer(-8,TRUE); 

selectsc:rNn(2); 

c:opyscrNn; 

MlecuaNn(1 ); 

lnvertwindow; 

read(kbd,ch); 

ENO 
ELSE IF ch2 • 'K' THEN BEGIN 

ch.· •chr(26); 

move_U: • TRUE; 
ENO 

asE 1F cti2. 'M' 

THEN BEGIN 

ch: •chr(26); 

mC1119_Rl: • TRUE; 
ENO; 

ENO 
ELSE read(kbd,ch); 

IF ch• 'p' THEN pnnt_acreen; 

UNTIL (ch '1; 
aub_quit: • FALSE; 

tub - choice: • O; 



IF en• (chr(13)) THEN BEGIN 

aub_choice: • (t ON 8); 

tub _quit:• TRUE; 

END 
ELSE wb_on. • FALSE; 

resto<twindow(2,0,0); 

END; 

{---------} 

BEGIN 

oldchoice: • finalchoioe; 

mainmenu_choice: •oldchoioe DIV 10; 

subci"ooioe • oldchoioe MOD 10; 

newchoioe: • mainmeou_choioe, 

quit: •TRUE; 

REPEAT 

f ulldown _ mainmenu (mainmenu _ choice ,newchoice,sub _On.quit 

IF (wb_On) 

THEN . . . . ) 
s..ibmenu(ma1nmenu_cho•oe.newchotee.subcho1ce,quit ; 

UNTIL quit; 

finaichoice ... mainmenu_choice•10 + subchoice; 

END; 

{ This procedure plots the tracing. pairs of readings a:1 

{ plotted as a single point to increase speed. } 

{ } 

OVERLAY PROCEDURE drawwave(wave.array625); 

VAR n INTEGER; 

a.b REAL; 

BEGIN 

FOR n: • 1 TO 311 00 
BEGIN 

a:• (wave[2•n]+waw[2-n,,D/2.0; 

b: • (wave[2•n +2] +wave[2•n + 1))/2.0; 

F abs(a-o) THEN BEGIN 

drawpolnt(2•n,(a +b)/2); 

END 
ELSE drawlin1(2•n,a, (2•n + 2).b); 

END; 

END; 

{ } 

{ PrOOldurea 1IO manage the cali~r system. 

{ } 

~PimE~~~f~~onr,JAA 

VAA next_key:CHAR); 

CONST HC - #'Z7; 

VAAk~CHAR; 

incr, ... MEGER; 

BEGIN 

IF curr.m_eorNn • 10 THEN increue. • 1 

ELSE lnc:ru•: • 4; 

read (lct>d.ke'J1; 

IF key• 'p' THEN print_eaHn; 

next_k~ •kwy; 

IF key N r.",chr(27)] THEN 

CASE ic.y c,: 
": BEGIN 

pot: - pot-abt~); 

IF pot THEN po1: • poa + .2500; 

END; 

": BcGIN 

po1 • pos + abs(tab); 

IF po&2500 THEN pol: • pos-.2500 

END; 

IIC: BEGIN 

IF NOT keypressed THEN 

next_key: • 'q' 

ELSE BcGIN 

reed(kbd,key); 

IF keyprHSed THEN increase:• 10"increase, 

IF (\(ey• 'M') 

THEN BEGIN 

pos: •poi+ increase; 

IF po'25(X) THEN pos: • pos-2500; 

ENO 

ELSE IF key • ('!(') 

THEN BEGIN 

poa: • poa-increue; 

IF poa THEN pol: - pos + .2500; 

ENO; 

END; 

END; 

END; {ca11} 
ENO; 

{ } 

PFOCEDURE Mt_calip(k1:INTEGER;k2:INTEGER); 

BEGIN 
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IF ament_lCl'Nn • 10 THEN 

BEGIN 

If ~10) AND (k1q) THEN drawline(\(1 ,1900,k 1, 1900); 

IF~) AND (k2q) THEN drawline(k2.-1900,k2, 1900); 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 

drawline(k1 ,6,k1.~); 

dra...tine(k 1 ,58,k1. 108); 

drawline(k 1, 130,k1. 170); 

IF k20 THEN BEGt,1 



drawiine (k2,6,k2.46); 

drawline(k2.68.k2. 108); 

chwiine (k2. 1xua,170): 

END; 

END; 

END; 

{-----------
OVER:..AY _FROCEDURE caliper1 t,/AR k1 :MEGER;VAR 
n __ keyCHAAJ; . 

CONST zero• O; 

BEGIN 

restorewindow (curr1nt_ 1CtMn .0,0); 

selectwor1d(current_9Crff!'l); 

Nlectwindow(cumtnt_screen); 

setlin1styi1 (85); 

IF new_i<.-y'q' THEN BEGIN 

gotoxy(t,24);write(' ':80),{ciear previous commerrtline} 

END; 

co pys::reen; 

REPEAT 

N~Hf"l(2); 

copyscreen; 

ae~een(t); 

set_cailp(kt,zero); 

update _position(\< 1, 1 O,new_key); 

UNTIL new_key• 'q'; 

Ntlinestyie(O); 

END; 

-----------} 
OVE~:..AY~f\OCEDURE c.ai,per2(VAR k1,k2 INTEGER;VAR 
new_ .. ey:CHAR); 

VAR a.,b:INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

rest0f'-indow(current_lCl'9en,O,O); 

Nlectwor1d(currtr1t_lCfHn); 

Nild'#indow(current_screen); 

Ntlintttyie(85); 

reatorewindow(current_ screen ,0,0): 

Nt_calip(k1 ,0); 

co p,-.::reen; 

w-llLE (nl'W_key'q) 

DO BEGIN 

Nl~reen(2); 

oopy,crHn; 

NIKUCreen(t); 

Nt_calip(k2,0); 

L • round(aba(k1-k2)*4); 

F k1..:20 THEN b: • round(ab1(150C(V(k1-k2))) 

asE b: •O; 

gotoxy(10,24);.vrite(a.' msec: ',b.' per minute 1; 

update _pc,-ition (k2, 10, new_ key); 

END; 

Ntinestyte(O); 

E~ 

{ } 

OVERLAY _Fl,QCEDLJRE cal 1 2(VAR kl .k2 IN:EGE:=\ 'iAR 
n.-_f,_.,.CHAR); - -

\/AA a.b,delta INrEGER; 

BEGIN 

remrewindC71N (current_ lCl'Hn,0,0); 

Mlec1world (current_ screen); 

~ndow(current_aereen); 

arinestyte(85); 

remrewindC71N(current_lCl'Nn,O,O); 

c:opyscreen; 

C)eita: • (k2-k1); 

a.:• lt)IJnd(&bl(delta) *4); 

IF detta() THEN ti.• round (abs(15C(X) (detta))) 

ELSE b: •O; 

ootoxy('0,24);write(a,' msec: ',b,' per minute '); 

WHILE (new_key'q1 

00 BEGlN 

1tlectsc:fMn (2); 

copyscreen; 

MlectscrNn(t); 

11t_calip(k1,k1 +delta); 

update_posrton(k1 ,de!ta,new _key). 

END; 

k2 •k1 +delta; 

Ntlinesty!e(O); 

E~; 

-----------} 
OVER:..AY -PROCEDURE caliper3(VAR k 1 ,k2,k3. INi'EGER, VAR 
new _key:CHARJ; 

\/AA a,b:INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

res11:>r1window(current_lO'Hn,O,O); 

Mlectworld (cumtnt_screen); 

Nl.ctwlndow(current_ lCf'Hn ); 

Ntlintsty11(85); 

Nt_calip(l<1,k2); 

letllnestyte(4); 

gmoxy(~.2.Cj;write( ':30); 

oopyscreen; 

a:• lt)IJnd(abs(k1«2)*4); 

F k1-k20 THEN b: • round(abs(15000/(k1-k2))) 

ELSE b: •O;· 
gotoxy(10,24);write(a,' mMC: ',b,' per minute 1; 

11tlinesty11(4); 

WHILE (new_key'q1 
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OOBEGlN 

11lectsa11n(2); 

oopyscreen; 

MIIC'tscrNn(1); 



tet_ c:al i p (\<3,0): 

update _position (\<3, 10. new _ksyl. 

END: 

tetl1nH¥e(O); 

END; 

{ } 

VAR a.b INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

restorewil'ldow(curren1_1CfNn,O,O): 

,electwol1d(curr~t_lCfHn); 

seiectwi"ldow (current_scrMn): 

,et!inesty;e (85); 

restorewindow(currem_setMn,0.0): 

Nt_C'l.lip(k 1,k2); 

Ntlinesty;e(4); 

Nt_calip(k3,Q); 

a.:• round(abs(k1-1<2)·4): 

IF k1-1<20 THEN b • round(abs.(15COl'(k 1 -k2))) 

ELSE b •O: 

~toxy(10.24):write(a,' muc: ',b.' per minute '): 

oopyscrt«1; 

~ILE (new_key'q') 

DO BEGIN 

,el&ctscreen(2): 

cop~een; 

,el&ctSCfffn(1); 

,et_calip(k4,0); 

a • round(abs(k3-k4)·4); 

IF k:H40 THEN b: • round(abs(15CO'.li(k~k4))) 

ELSE b: •0: 
~toxy(50,24):write1a, msee: ',b,' per minute '): 

update _position (k4, 1 O,new _key); 

END; 

Ntlinesty;e(O); 

END; 

{ } 

VAA a,b,dttta:INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

1'9storewindow(current_ lCl'Hn ,C,::>): 

1tltctwond(curr~t_tcrHn): 

•ltctwindow fcurrtnt_ lCfNn): 

Ntlinestyle(85); 

tet_calip(k1 .k2); 

tetlinel1yle(4): 

CIOp}'9Cl'Nr1; 

a: •roond(aba(k1-1<2)·4); 

F k1-k20 THEN b: • round(abs(15CXXll(k 1-k2))) 

ELSEb:•O: 

gotoxy(10,24):write(a,' msee: ',b,' per minute '): 

aetlineatyie(4); 

detta: - k4-k3; 

WHILE (rww_key'q1 

OOBEGIN 
M~Nn{2); 

CIOPylCl'Mn; 

aelecuaNn(1); 

Nt_calip(k3,k3 +delta); 

a:• abs(delta·4); 

IF dtttaO THEN b • roond(abs(1500'.)/(delta))) 

ELSE b: •O; 

gotoxy(!I0,24);wrtte(a,' ma.ec: ',b,' per minute '): 

update _poaition (k3,dtlta,new _key): 

END; 

k4: • k3 + detta; 

setlinesty1e(O); 

END; 

{-----------

OVERLAY YROCEDURE cal all(VAP. k 1.k2.k3.k4:INTEGER VAR 
new_ key CHAR); -

VAP. a,b,defta 1,delta2.delta3. INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

aeltctwor1d(curl'9nt_sc:reen); 

Mlectwindow(current_sereen): 

rHtcrewindow(currem_saHn,O.O): 

copyserMn; 

delta 1: • k2-k1; 

delta2: • k4-k3; 

delta3: • k3-k1; 

a:• abs(dttta1 ·4); 

IF dttta10 THEN b: • round(abs(15000/(delta 1))) 

ELSE b: •O: 
gotoxy(10.24);write((detta1 •4),' msec :',b,' per minute '); 

a:• abs(oetta2•4); 

IF dttta20 THEN b: • round(abs(15000/(k1-1<2))) 

ELSEb: •O; 
gotoxy(!I0,24);write((detta2•4),' msec: ',b,' per minute 1: 

WHIL.£ (new_ key'q1 

OOBEGIN 
NlectacrNn(2); 
copysc:rwn; 

Nlect.crNn(1); 

Ntlineatyie(85); 

Nt_calip(k1,k1 +delta1); 

Ntlineatyie (4); 

Nt_calip(k3.k3 +delta2): 

NtlinHtyle (85): 

update _position (k 1,dttta, ,new_ key); 

k3: • k 1 + delta3; 

ENO; 

k2: •k1 +delta1; 

k4: • k3 + dtlta2: 
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END; 

-----------} 
PROCEDURE intro_me1$4ge; 

BEGIN 

END; 

{-----------} 
{ Another procedure to plot the trace. It averages two points, } 

{ and draws a line betw.en the ia they are far apa/1, or a } 

{ point between then If they are ciose. } 

{ } 
PROCEDURE draw _wa .... (num,n,offset: INTEGER); 

VAA 
a,b. INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

a:~ round ((data(num,2*n] + data[num.2*n-1])120); 

b • round((data[num,2*n + 2] + data(num,2•n + 1 ])/2.0); 

IF abs(a~J THEN BEGIN 

drawpoint(2•n + ottset. (a+ b)/2): 

END 

ELSE draw1ine(2•n + offset,a,(2"n + 2) ... offset,b): 

END; 

-------------} 
) This procedure draws the template fe< the 12 lead~ trace. 

{ } 
PROCEDURE draw_baci<ground; 

VAA title STRING(S]; 

IJ,x_offset,y_ottwt:MEGER; 

BEGIN 

Cllearsereen; 

NthNderQn; 

1et1-1Ndert0Top; 

definewindow(4,0,0, 1Q,57); 
ator-lndow(4); 

FOR i: • 0 TO 3 DO 

FOAJ:• OT02DO 
BEGIN 

x_offut: • 1*20; 
y_offwt:•J*62; 

reatorewil'ldow(4,x_ of!Mt, y _offset); 

Mlectwor1d(4); 

Mlectwindow(4); 

CASE0"3+J+1)0F 
1 :title:• 'Std r; 
2:title: • 'Std I'; 

3:title· • 'Std II'; 

4:title: • 'aVR'; 

5:title • 'aVl'; 

e:titll: • 'aVF'; 
7:titll: •Vt'; 

8:titll: - V2'; 

9:trtle: - V3'; 

10:trtle: • 'V4'; 

11 :title.• 'VS'; 
12:trtlt: • 'V6'; 

END {cua}; 
Define Header ( 4, title); 

drawbo(der, 

END; 

END; 

{ Thia p~ura r11ds the data for 8 leads, calculates tne } 

{ rel""\&ining tour, and then constnucta the display of all 12 } 

{ leada } 

{ } 

PFOCEDURE get_121ead_data: 

VAA OK BCX)LEAN; 
ij,k,offMt1 ,offNt2:INTEGER; 

datum:INTEGER; 

filenamt,rwwfilt.STRING(SJ; 

datafilt.FlLE OF INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

OK: •TRUE; 

I: •O; 

j: •O; 

drawbox (46, 1,9, 10); 

REPEAT 

IFl•OTHEN 

BEGIN 

gotoxy(11, 11 ); 

write(' emer name of 12 lead ecg ... '); 
gotoxy(40, 11); 
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read (filename); 

END; 

i:•1+1; 
IF j •O THEN j: •2 
ELSE IF j • 2 THEN j: • 3 
ELSE F j • 3 THEN j: • 7 

ELSE J: •J+1; 

{read S1d leads II and 111,} 

{then v leads into data[6 .. 12]} 

n.,,.,flle: • filename +chr(ord('01 + i); 
a.ign (datafile ,newfile); 

{$1-} ,....t(datafile); {SI+} 
OK:• (Oesult •O); 

IF NOT OK THEN BEGIN 

l:•O; 

J: •O; 

gotoxy(11, 11 ); 

wr1te('cannot find this ecg ....... ',filename,' '); 

delay(3000); 

END 

ELSE BEGIN 



go1cicy(11,,, ); 

writer wwr 1; 
gotcicy(19, 11);FOR k: • 1 TO i 00 wriw('.1; 

FOR k: • 1 TO 625 00 

BEGIN 

rHd (datafile ,dati.Jm); 

daia(j,kJ. • (datum-2'.)48).10 205; 

END; 
close (datafile); 

8'10; 
UNTIL ((OK) .AND (i • 8)) OR (filename• 'atop'); 

BEGIN 

FOR k: • 1 TO 625 DO 

BEGIN 

IF (k MOD 105) • O THEN write('.'); 

{stdl} data[1,kJ •data;2.kJ-data(3.k); 

data[4\~·;; round((data[2,k] + data(3,k))l3.~ata(2.k]); 

{ &vi} data[S.k) • round ((data(2.k]-2'"data[3.kl)/3.0): 

{a'lf} data[5,k] • round ((data[2,k] + data[3.kl)/3.0); 

END: 
END; 
draw _backQround; 

stl.ctworld(S); 

11thead1roff; 

FOR I: • 0 TO 3 DO 

BEGIN 

ofts.11: •1*625:. 

FORj:•1 T0311 00 

BEGIN 

stiectwindow(7); 

draw_wave0~+ 1j.offset1); 

selectwindow(S); 

draw_wave0~+2.j.offMt1); 

stlectwindow (6); 

draw _wave(!~+ 3j,offset1); 

ENO; 

END; 

stl.ctwindow(8); 

storewindow (8); 

o.irrent_,creen: •8; 

END; 

{----------} 

OVERLAY PROCEDURE get_mythm_data; 

BEGIN 

END; 

{ } 

OVERLAY PROCEDURE di1play_ 12_1ud; 

BEGIN 

restorewindow(8,0,0); 

ENO; 

{ } 

OVERLAY PROCEDURE diaplay_mytnm_ttrip; 

BEGIN 

ENO; 

-----------} 
OVERLAY PfOCEDURE di$play _meu..rernent1; 

BEGIN 

ENO; 

{ Th ... ptooeduret c:ontroj the zoom mode lunct,ona 

{ } 

OVERLAY PFOCEDURE 

z i~'ij,t;'tfi...reGER; lead_number INTEGER. trtle str1ng20); 

VAR i,offset,zchoice INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

aettor~roundeolor t,.llow); 

aelectwindow(10); 

current_ecreen: • 10; 

selectworid(10); 

setbackQround (0); 

aetheaderOn; 

defineHeader(1 O,title); 

drawborder; 

FOR i: • 1 TO 311 DO draw_wave(fead_number,i,0); 

S1orewindow (10); 

CASE lelld_number OF 

1 ,2,3 zoom_ offset: • O; 

•.5,6.zoom_offMl't: • 625; 

7,8,9:zoom_oHMt: • 1250; 

10,11,12:zoom_offset • 1775; 

END;{cast} 

Mtlinestyie(85); 

zchoioe: • old_choice MOO 10; 

pull_choioe • old_choice; 

c1: •c1-zoom_oftstt; 

c2: •c2·zoom_ott.t; 

c3: •c3-zoom_oftNt; 

~· • c4-room atfstt; {!he origin moved to the beginning of 
tne lead en1ar11.a 1 

CASE zchoioe OF 
0:BEGIN 

ENO; 
1 :calip«1 (c1 ,key); 

2:calip«2(c1 ,c2,key); 

3 cailp«3(C1 ,c2,c3,kty); 

• calip«•(c1 ,c2.c3.~.key); 

5:cal_ 1_2(C1,c2,kty); 

ti cal_ 3 _ • (c 1 ,c2,c3,o4.key); 

7:caJ _ all (c1 ,c2,c3,o4,key); 

END {caN}; 
ENO; 
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OVERLAY PROCEDURE unzoom; 

BEGIN 
c1: •c1 +zoom_ottset; 

c2: • c2 +zoom_ offset; 

c3: • c3 +zoom_offwt, 

o4: • o4 + zoom_affwt; {the origin mOYed back} 

•tlineaty1•~); 

,et! cogrour>dcolor {white); 

curre!"lt_tcre.n: • 8; 

ciear5Creen; 

restorewindow(B,0,0); 

END; , ____________________________ _ 

~----------------------------
MAIN PFOG RAM 

===s••=•••••••••••••••E=••=z2 
:sc===•••••••••••••••===•xss: 

-----} 
{SR+} 

BEGIN 
{if first_time then} initgraphic 

{ else entergraphic}; 

set_ defaults; 

get_ 12\ead _ data; 

REPEAT 
Menu (old_ choice, pull_ choice); 

key:• 'a'; 

CASE pull_ choice OF 

11:calipe<1 (c1,key); 

12 caliper2(c1 ,c2.key); 

13:caJiper3(c1 ,c2.e3,k1y); 

14 caJiper4 (c1 ,c2,e3,c-4,key); 

15:caJ_ 1_2(c1,c2,key); 

16 caJ_3_ 4(c 1,c2.e3,o4,key); 

17:caJ_aJl(c1,c2,e3,o4,key); 

21:unzoom; 

31 :zoom2(c1 ,c2,e3,c-4, 1, 'Std lead 11; 
32 zoom2(c1 ,c2,e3,c-4,2, 'Std lead II'); 

33:zoom2(c1 ,c2,e3.c-4,3,'Std lead 1111; 

34:zoom2(c 1,c2,e3,c-4,4, 'av!'); 

35:zoom2(c1 ,c2,e3,c-4,5, 'avr'); 

36 zoom2(c1 ,c2,e3,c4,6, 'avf'); 

41:zoom2(c1,c2,e3,c-4,7,'v 1'); 

42:zoom2(c1 ,c2,e3,c-4.8,'v 2'); 

43:zoom2(c1 ,c2,e3,c-4,g, 'v 3'); 

44:zoom2(c1,c2,e3.c-4,10,'v 41; 

e:zoom2(c 1,c2,e3,c-4, 11, 'v 51; 

4e:zoom2(c1 ,c2,e3,c-4,12,'v 61; 

51 :get_ 121ead_data; 

52 get_mythm_dat.a; 

55 di&play_ 12_1ead; 

54~i1p1ay _mythm _1trip; 
...... ...... 
61:exlt; 

71 :prir>t_lCf'M,.,; 

4 display_ mu...,~; 

END; {caw} 
UNTIL (pul _ choioe • 61 ); 

IM....graphie; 

ENO. 
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EXPERT SYSTEM MODULE 

{-----------
}{ Thia program is ba~ on &f'I Ill.per', s,-,tem shell wri~en in 

}{ UCSD pascal by $teph9!1 Harris It has beer, modified into • 

~urr Pa,ca!, and further modifications and additions ha-.. 

}{ made in OJstomising the program for the present purpose. 

{ } 

{-------------

PROGRAM Expert_System; 

{--------------
{ DATA STRUCTURES } 

{ 
{ note. staci<s are arrays of pointer$. 

{ answers to "questiont· stored in a link.cl list. 

{--------------

CONST 

Ma.x No()!Q - 200; 

Max NoO!D • 200; 

Max NoOt R • 300; 

MaxRlasons • 100; 

Screenl.ength • 14; 

TYPE 

twine • STRING[E()j; 

whole • o .. maxint; 

llxtual • "packstring; 

packstri ng • RECOAO 

a STRING[80); 

END; 

dstatus • (undKi~. pending, dfor, dagainst); 

dkinds • (inl8rmedia1e,goal); 

dlntry • 1 .. MaxNoOfd; 

dr~d • RECORD 

TEXT : textual; 

status : dstatua; 

kind : dkinda; 

ENO; 

•ntry • "arecord; 

arecord • RECORO 

TEXT : textual; 

next : aentry; 

ENO; 

qentry • 1 .. M&xNoOfq; 

qreoord • RECORD 

TEXT : textual; 

rNSOn : •xtuat; 
first : •ntry; 

answer : whole; 

ENO; 

ctypet • (and_op,or_op,not_op,ques_op,decn_op); 

oentry • "Ct900rd; 

cre<:Ofd • RECORD 

CA.SE ctypt ctypea OF 

and_op,Of_op:~ha.ma:oentry); 

not_op : (operand oentry); 

ques_op :(qu11 :qentry;answ :whole); 

decn_op :(decn :dtntry); 

END; 

rtntry • 1 .. MaxNoOfr; 

rreoord • RECORD 

condition ·centry; 

reason :textual; 

decision : dentry; 

END; 

atac:j,(range • O .. MaxRluons; 

chatMt • SET OF CHAR; 

namntring • STRING(20]; 

VAA 

Expert: TEXT; 

datastructurH: "CHAR; 

question : ARRAY[qentry) OF "qrecord; 

d~on : AARAY[dentry] OF "drecord; 

rule : AARAY[rentry) OF "rrecord; 

d~}ory : whole; { memory in bytes taken up by the 
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aborted, 
b&dinput.not_opAag, 

evalae1Ne,undo : BOOLEAN; 

whystaek : ~Y[stac:j,crang1) OF18xtual; 

11ad!p : atackrange; 

quea_ataek : ~Y[atackrange] OF qentry; 

stac:j,(p2 : atackrange; 

.:s.cn_ttack : ~Y[ttackrange] OF dlntry; 

11ad!p3 : atackrange; 



digtta,alpha.bet : charaet; 

bell:CHAR; 

{-------------
}{ 

{ 

VO error checking routine and error menage routine 

} . 
{------------} 

PROCEDURE abort(at-Nine; i:INTEGER); FORV.'ARD; 

PROCEDURE clearlCf'Hn; 

BEGIN 
{$1-} 

window(1, 1 ,80,24); 

drset; 

window(10, 1 .~.24); 

writeln; 

IF IO'esuttO THEN BEGIN 

textcolor0ig1'1tblue ); 

wr1te1n(' Sorry, I wasn"t ~ying attention'); 

writeln; 

textcolor(wl"lite); 

writeln('P1ease run me again1, 

halt; 

END; 

{$1+} 
END; 

, ____________________________ _ 

~z=====c=••caa•••••=•••••==•• 
aazc•=••••••••} 

{ Teict st~rage & retrieval routines. W memory availibility 
problem, t 
f OOCUf they can be alleviated by modifying these routines to 

store t 
{ the text in a file. } 

{ } 

la••••••••••••••••••••••••c••• 

~-----------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE atoretex'l(atr:t,.,,;ne ;VAA TEXT:textuaJ ); 

BEGIN 
new(TEXT); 

TEXT" .I:• ltr; 

memory:• memory+ lizeof(str); 

END; 

{----------} 

PFOCEDURE wrtt.te.xt(t:teictual); 

BEGIN 

IF tNIL THEN wme(l ".1); 

ENO; 

{----------} 

PFOCEDURE writelnttict(t ltictual); 

BEGIN 

IF t • NIL THEN write In 

ELSE writeln(t" .a); 

END; 

{-----------} 
PFOCE:::>uRE prNS_any_kty; 

V AA bucket CHAR; 

BEGIN 

writeln; 

writeln[Preu l/'ly key to cootinue.'); 

read(kbd,bucket); 

END; 

FUNCTION presa_one_of( 1.charset )CHAR; 

V AA eh: CHAR; 

BEGIN 

REPEAT 

rNd(kbd,c:h); 

Cb~~ ~Rrio·;11c~~£,r};1.rr:, '))· 
UNTIL eh IN 1; 

write(ch); 

pr•• one of: • ch; 

ENO; 

{--------------
{ } 

{ Prooedures to handle the reason-stack. 

{ } 

{ } 

PROCEDURE push (ruaon:ttx'lual); 

BEGIN 
IF 1tackp • MaxRtuon1 THEN 

abort( 

'REASON STACK OVERFLOW. Probably bug in lhell 
Max Reasons• ',Mu Reasons); 

whystack(atackp]: • ruaon; 

stackp: • stackp + 1; 
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END: {push} 

{----------} 

PROCEDURE pop; 

BEGIN 
F staclc:pO THEN stackp • stackp- 1 . 

B..SE abort('Bu~ in shell why-stack popped too often.',O); 

END: 

PROCEDURE push_question(q:whole); 

BEGIN 
ques_staci<[stackp2] •q; 

stackp2.,. staci<p2 + 1; 

END: { push } 

FUNCTION pop_question(q whole) qentry; 

BEGIN 
IF stackp20 THEN BEGIN 

stackp2 • staci<p2-1; 

pop _question:• qun_atack[staci<p2]; 

END 
ELSE pop_queation "'q; 

END; 

PROCEDURE push_decision (d whole); 

BEGIN 
decn _ataci< [stackpJJ. • d; 

stackp3: • ltaci<p3 + 1; 

END: {push} 

{----------} 

FUNCTION pop_dec:ilion:dentry; 

VAA d dentry; 

BEGIN 
F ltackpJO THEN BEGIN 

ltackp3: • ltaacp3-1; 

pop_decision: -~_stack[staci<p3]; 

END; 
END; 

{ } 
{ } 

}{ Procedures to print out the stored data structures. 

{ 
{-------------

PFOCEDURE wrhelndecn(d dentry); 

BEGIN 

WITH deciaion[d]" DO BEGIN 
IF kind • lnterrNdiate THEN write(T); 

wri1ete xt (TEXT); 

IF kind • Intermediate THEN write()'); 

wrtteln; 

E~; 
ENO; 

{------------

PFOCEDURE prlntcond(c:oentry); 

BEGIN 
IF cNIL THEN CASE c ".ctype OF 
and_op: BEGIN 

wTiteC('); 

pr s:cond(c ".Iha); 

wntef & '); 
printcond(c" .ma); 

write()'); 

END; 

or_op: BEGIN 
wrttem; 
printoond(c" .Iha); 

write(' OR '); 
printcond (c" .rtla); 

write(')'); 

END; 

not_op: BEGIN 

write(' NOT 1: 
wrtterr); 

printcond(c" .operand); 

wrttef)'); 

END; 

quea_op: wrrtie('O',c" .ques,'A',c ".answ); 

~-op: write('D',c" .deai); 

END {case}; 
ENO; 

{-------~--} 

PFOCEDURE pnntwhy(vdextual); 

BEGIN 

IF wNIL THEN BEGIN 
wrtte (' WMY : 1; 
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wrtt.lntext (w); 

ENO; 

ENO; 

{---------} 

PROCEDURE printrule(rnntry); 

BEGIN 

F n.,le[rJNIL THEN BEGIN 

write1R',r,' :'); 

pnntwhy(rule(rj ".reuon); 

writeC IF '); 

printcond(rule[rj" .condition); 

wr,!.in(' THEN DECISION ',rule(rj" .decision,'.'); 

END; 

END; 

PROCEDURE printdeciaion (d.dentry); 

BEGIN 

IF c»cision[d]NIL THEN BEGIN 

write('D',d,': 1; 
wrrt.indecn(d\; 

END; 

END; 

{----------} 

PROCEDURE printquestioo (q :qentry); 

VAR a:aentry, 

BEGlN 

IF queation(q] NIL THEN BEGIN 

F (ecreenlength • wti.reY + 1) THEN prns_any_key: 

wri1e('Q',q,': 1: 
wri1elntext(question(q]" .text); 

printwhy(question[q]" .reason); 

L • question(QJ" .first; 

WHILE aNIL DO BEGIN 

writef ':12); 

writelntext(a" .text); 

a: •a" .next; 

END: 
END; 

ENO; 

{----------} 

PROCEDURE Dump; 

VAA I :INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

clearactMn; 

wrttetnr LISTI~ OF CUR=IENT RULE BASE'); 

·t#TT'\e\nr- • • • • • - • • • - • • •••• - .. ~ s = = == = = 

- • - 'w • 1; 
writeln; 

FOR I:• 1 TO MaxNoOfd DO BEGIN 

pri ntdedaion (I); 

END; 

wmeln; 

presa_any_key; 

FOR I:• 1 TO Maxl'c)()fq DO BEGIN 

prirrtqueetion (I); 

END; 

wn•ln; 

prua_any_key; 

FOR i: • 1 TO MaxNoOtr DO BEGIN 

printrule(I); 

END; 

writeln; 

presa_any_key; 

END; 

{--------------
}{ Prooedurn to read the knowledge base, check fo~ syntax 

i errors &(Id lt)(t the knowfedge base in the data 
struct.Jrea. } 

{ } 

PFOCEDURE Aeadlnput; 

TYPE 

tOf<ens• (null,1 str,s num,s answer,s and,s decision,s end.s if 
,,_not, - - - - - - -

1 _ ques.1 _ Nlt,1 _thin.a_ why,,_ or ,a _lparen ,s _rparen ,s _term). 

MVtritiH • (nonfataJ,lat&J); 

VAR token : tol<ena; 

p : whole; 

line : STRING[!J]; 

ch : CHAR; 

endofinfo : BOOLEAN; 
lutnum : whole; 

lutltr : ST~G[s:l]; 

{ } 

PROCEDUF£ AMdAnttem; FORWARD; 

{----------} 
PR0CEDUF£ AMdCh; 

{SA-} { Range d'leaong off tor aPffd reasons} 

VAA skip: BOOlEAN; 
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BEGIN 

REPEAT . 
lkip : • TRUE; 

F p gtt,n;a,, Il1E"l §EGiN 
ct,:• lne[p); 
p: •p+ 1; 
ll<ip :• ct, IN['%',"!','\'); 

ENO; . 
F lklp THEN IF eof(expert) THEN endofinfo: • TRUE 

ELSE BEGIN 
J'Ndln(expert,line); 

'#Tb[.'); 
p. •1; 

ENO; 
UNTlL endofinfo OR NOT $kip; 

IF ch IN [ a· .. ·z'J THEN ch • chr(ord(ch)<ird ('a')+ o,d (A')), 

{SR+} 
END; (" AeadO, •) 

{ } 
PROCEDURE Nex1Symbol, FORNAPD; 

------------} 
PROCEDURE Recover; 

&GIN 

END; 

PROCEDURE SayError(msg twine, sev'trity sever~ies): 

VAR i whole; 

ct,oice.CHAR; 

&GIN 

badinput • TRUE; 

clearso:Nn; 

writeln~ine); 

FOR I:• 1 TO p-2 DO wri!e(' '); 

writelnf A 1: 
wrlteln(bel,' ... ERROR: ',mag); 

writeln; 

writelnfPreu .. 1oCO"CJr,ue ...air,; In,·; any _wy,c ~II'). 

read(kbd,ehoioe); 

IF choioe" Tl-EN halt; {program} 

IF Mverity • fa1al THEN recc.,er; 

END; 

{-~~~~~~~~-} 

PROCEDURE NextSymbol; 

{ } 
PROCE~E Alad~mbef; 

VAF. toobig: BOOLEAN; 

BEGIN 
lu1num:•O; 
REPEAT 

t&stnum: • 10*1astnum +ord(ch)<irdfO'); 
ANdO,; 

toobig: • lutnum30CX>; 

UNTIL IOobig OR NOT(ch IN digits); 

IF IOobig THEN &GIN 

Sa 1Error('Number too big Number has be~ ,gnored · 
,nonfatal); 

'WHIL.f ch IN digita DO AeadO,; 

ENO; 

END; { AeadNumber} 

PFOCEDURE AeadStr~erm CHAR); 

VAA oldp·whole; 

short STRING[l]; 

BEGIN 

lhort: • • ·: 

ahort(l J: • term; 
oldp: •p; 

p: • pos(shortcopy~ine.p,length~ine)-p + 1 )); 

IF p • 0 THEN p: = length~ine) 
ELSE p: • p +oldp-1; 

IF ijne [p] • term THEN BEGIN 

laststr: • copy~ine.o4dp,p<ik:lp); 

p: •p+ 1; ReadCh; 
END 

ELSE BEGIN 

ch·-··· . ' 
SayError( 

'Text string too long. Qiote possibly missing.' 
,fatal); 

END; 

END; 

{----} 
PFOCEDURE ReadAKeyWord; 

VAF. tun:STRING[SJ; 

I :whole; 
11Tor: BOOLEAN: 

BEGIN 
CASE ch OF 

'A":BEGIN token:• t_answer; full:• 'ANSWERS'; END: 

'D':BEGIN token:• a_decition; full:• "DECISION': ENO; 

'E':BEGIN token: •t_end; full:• 'END'; END; 

'!':BEGIN tohn: • a_N; full:• 'IF"; ENO; 
'N':BEGIN token: .,_not; full:. 'NOr; END; 

'0':BEGIN token:• a_or; full:• 'OR'; END; 
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'Q':BEGIN token:• 1_que1; full:• 'QUESTION'; END; 
'R':BEGIN token: •1_rule; f1.lll: • 'RULE'; END; 
T:BEGIN token:• 1_then; full:• iHEN'; END; 
W:BEGINtoken:•1_why; full:•WHY'; END; 

'B', 'C','F', 'G', 'H' 

,'J,'K',1..','M' 

,'P','S',V,V 
:x:,'Y','Z tuff: - "; 

END; {case} 
i: • 1; em)!':• FALSE; 

WHILE tct, IN alphabet) ANO NOT error 

DO BEGIN 
IF ilength(ful/1 THEN error: "'TRUE 

ELSE IF full['Jc;i THE"l ercor. • TRJE 

ELSE BEGIN AeadCh; i: •i + 1; END; 

END; 
IF errOf' THEN 

BEGIN 

IF !ult a" THEN 

Say&ror('llegal kefWord Has been ignored',nonfatal) 
ELSE SayError (concat 

('Lrir.oognised keyword. '",full,"' 1$Sumed.1, 

norrfatal); 

WHILE ch IN alphabet DO AeadO,; 
END; 

END; { RlladAKe)'Word } 

BEGIN { nextsymbol } 

token:= null; 

REPEAT 

F endomfo THEN token: •s_end 

ELSE 
IF ch t.i ['0' .. '9', "",'"', '', ·.·.·.·, 

';',',','f.1','&', 'A' . .'Z'J 
THEN BEGIN 

CASE ch OF 

• ',':',';',',': ReadO,; 

'"',"· : BEGIN 

RudStr(ch); 

token:• l_ltr; 
END; 

'&' : token:• ,_and; 

·r : 1Dken: - s_lparen; 
')' : token:• a_rparen; 

: token:• ,_term; 

'O' ,'1 ', '2', '3' ,' 4', 'S', 
'6','T,'8',';': BEGIN 

Read Numt>.r; 

token: •a_num; 

END; 
'A', 'B','C','O', 'E','F', 'G','H' 

,'l','J,'K','L','M','N',·O','P' 

,'Q','R','S','T','U',V,W,'X: 
,Y,'Z : AeadAKeyWord; 
END; {case} 

IF token IN [1_and,1_lpaan,1_rparen,s_term] 
THEN ReadO,; 

END 

ELSE BEGIN 

SayError('llegaJ character ignored·, nonfat al); 
AeadCh; 

END; 

UNTIL tokennul; 

END; { NutSyrnbol } 

PROCEDURE E.xpect(atoken:tokens. msg·twine); 

BEGIN 

IF token• atoken THEN NextSymbol 

ELSE SayError(msg,fataJ); 

END; 

{-----------
PROCEDURE lgnore(rttokens); 

BEGIN 

IF it•token THEN NeictSymbol; 

END; 

{-----------
Fi.JNCTION ~um(max:whole) whole; 

VAA number whole; 

BEGIN 

number:• lastnum; 

expect(s_num,'Number expected'); 

IF (numt>.r • 1) AND (numberlll,l 

THEN •~um:• number 
ELSE Sayerror('Number out of range.',fataJ); 

ENO; 

{ } 
FUNCTION decnnumber.dentry; 

BEGIN 

cs.cnnumber. • •~um(MaxNoOfd); 
ENO; 

------------} 
FUNCTION quesnumber.qentry; 

BEGIN 

queanumber. -e~um(MaxNoOfq); 
ENO; 

{----------} 
FUNCTION rulenumber.rentry; 
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BEGIN 
rulenumber: • tx~m(M&x"loOfr); 

END; 

{---------

PROCEDURE ReadS1eStr(VAR TEXT text->&i;errormsg twine 
;M,1trrty seventies); 

BEGIN 

IF token• 1_1tr THEN BEGIN 

storeteict (laststr, TEXT); 

NtictSymbol; 

END 

EL.SE 
IF severity= fatal 

THEN SayError(err0<msg,fatal) 

ELSE TEXT:• NIL; 

END; 

{ } 

PROCEDURE ReadvVhy(VAR TEX7.text .. a:); 

BE31N 

TEXT:• NIL; 

IF token• s_wny THEN BEGIN 

NextSymbol; 

Read StoStr (TEXT,'String expectec:f ,fatal); 

END; 

END; 

{·----------
PROCE:)URE Reao'.)eo~on; 

VAR number:whole; 

BEGIN 

Next Symbol; 

number:• decnnumbtr; 

IF decision [number]• NIL 

Tl-tEN BEGIN 

new(dec:ision[numbtr]); 

WITH decision[number]" 

00 BEGIN 

1tatu1: • undecided; 

IF token • a_lpartn 

Tl-tEN BEGIN 

Next Symbol; 

Rud S1oStr (TEXT," ,nonfatal); 

tx~(a_rparen, 

'")" ex~td after"( 

kind : • intarmtdiate; 

END 
ELSE BEGIN 

RtadStoStr(TEXT,",nonfataJ); 

IFTEXT•NIL 

Tt-EN kind:• Intermediate ELSE kind . • goal; 

ENO; 

END 

END 

ELSE Sa)l'W'f0r('Muttipt decilion definition. ',fataJ): 

END; 

{---------
PROCEDURE AeadOuestion; 

VMJ. numti.r:~try; 

lut :Mntry; 

{ } 

VAR ans· aeritry, 

BEGIN 

MW(an1); 

ans" .next: • NIL; 

lgn0<1 (s_ num); 

ReadStoStr(ans" .text,'Answer option teict expected ,fatal); 

an,.,...r _ r.c:: • ans; 
END; 

BEGIN 

Next s )'IT\ bol; 

number: .. quesnumber, 

IF question [number] • NIL 

THEN BEGIN 

nN(question [number]); 

WITH question[number]" 

00 BEGIN 

first:• NIL; 

ans-r. •O; 
RNdStoStr(TEXT, 

'A question needs text to ask.',fatal); 

readwhy(rNaon); 

expect(a _answ.r, "'answer" expected'); 

firat: • &nliWlr _rec; 

lut: • first; 

WHILE token IN [a_num,s_str] 

00 BEGIN 

lut ".next• answer_r.c:; 
last: • last " .next; 

ENO; 

END; 

END 

ELSE BEGIN 

Sayerror{'Multiple question d.tinition. ',fatal); 

END; 

END; 

{---------
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PROCfDURE AladRule; 

VAA number.INTEGER; 

Nter-.c: "'rreoord; 

{----} 

FOFWARO; 

FUNCTION factor centry; 

BEGIN 
IF token IN [s_lparen.s_ques.s_decision] 

THE~ CASE -=>ken OF 

s_lparen BEGIN Nex1Symbol; 

c: "'Or_trH; 

expect(s_rparen. 

'")","&"or "OR" expected.'); 

END; 
s_ques :BEGIN Nex1Symbol; 

new(c); 

c"' .ctype ,. ques_op; 

c"' .ques.· • quesnumber; 

ignore(s_answer); 

c" .answ: '"e~um(9); 

END; 

s_decision .BEGIN NextSymbol; 

new(c); 

c ".ctype: •decn_op; 

c" .d&en: = decnnumber; 

END; 

END {case} 

exJ~~ .. SayError(' "f', "QUESTION" or "DECISION" 

fatal); 

factor:'"' c; 

END; { func factor } 

{ } 
FUNCTION not_trH centry; 

VAP. c:centry; 

BEGIN 

Ftohn•1_not THEN BEGIN 

Nlx1Symbol; 

n.w(c); 

c"' .ctype: -no~_op; 

c"' .operand:• not_tree; 

END 
ELSE c: • factor, 

not_trN:•c; 
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Ep,.(); { not_ne} 

{----} 
FUNCTION and_trN:oentry; 

VAA c,c1 :centry; 

BEGIN 
C:•n(r,_.,_; 

IF tol<""" • 1 _ano THEN BEGIN 

NtxtSymbOI; 

c1:•c; 
new(c); 

C" .c:type· • and_op; 

C"' .Iha: •C1; 

c"' .rh1: • NIL { aecurt bomb} 

C"' .rhl. •and_trN; 

E~; 
and_trH: • c; 

END; { and_ trN } 

{----} 
FUNCTION Ol'_trN{:centry}; 

VAP. c,c1 oentry; 

BEGIN 

C: •a"d_trH; 

IF tol<tn •, _or THEN BEGIN 

NtxtSymbol; 

c1: •c; 

ntw(c); 

c"' .c:type. •or_op; 

c"'.lhs: •c1; 

c"' .rhs •NIL {secure bomb} 

C"' .rhl: •or_trN; 

Ep,.(); 

or_trN:•c: 

END; { or_trtt} 

BEGIN { rNd rule } 

Nex1Symbol; 

number:• rultnumber; 

IF rui.[number]Nl. THEN 

Sayem,r('J.V1iple Nit definition. ',fatal); 

new(nHrec:); 

WITH Nlerec:"' 00 BEGIN 

condition:• NIL; {MCure if bombs} 

RNd'M,y(l'MIOrt); 

e,cpect(1_1f,',F"' {or 'WHY") expected.'); 

condition:• or _trN; 

e,cpect(a_tien, 

'"THEN" (o(or "&" or "OR") expected.'); 

e~(1_d9cision,"'DEC1Sl0N" e~d.'); 

deciaion: • decmumber; 

ENO; 

rult[number]: •Nleree; 



ENO; { rNd NII } 

PAOCIDJRE AeaaArilem; 

BEGIN 
CASE r:,ken OF 

1_str.1_num,s_anMer,1_and.1_if, 

1_not.1 _then,1 _ why,1 _lparen, 

1_ rpAren.1_or :BEGIN 

SayError( 
'Decision.question°' rule ex,>9(;1ed IQnored',fatal); 

NextSymbol; 

END; 

,_decision :readdecision; 

:readquestion; 1_que1 

a_ rule 
s_term 

:readrult; 

· Ne.rtS)""'1bol; 

s_eod 

END ("case") 

END, r Aeac!Anl18m ") 

PROCEDURE lnitialiseAead; 

TYPE 
stringSO • STR1NG[80]; 

TimeAec • RECORD 

TimeComp : INTEGER; 

TimeString : String80; 

Hou'l,Minutes,Seconds,l·i.mdredths : INTEGER 

END; 

Oat.Rec • RECORD 

Oa•Comp : INTEGER; 

DnStrlng : S1l1ng80; 

v ... Montti.Oay: INTEGER; 

OayOfWeek : INTEGER 

END; 

atring15 • STR1NG[15); 

OIR?w • "DI~ 

OIARl,c • RECORO 

FillName : String15; 

M'iD : By1e; 
Fi11Slze : REAL; 

nm1Stamp : TimeRec; 

Oa•Stamp : OateRec; 

Next : OIRPtr; 

END; 

VAA pointer,bueptr :dirptr; 

rifo :dirrec:; 

IJ,ineno,num,rNUh :MEGER; 

c:M ,ch2 :CHAR; 

botx:::h. drt....:nanged :BOOLEAN; 

know!_bae,o!dfllenamt :STRING[15]; 

drr-.11,newdM :STRJNG[2]; 

heaptop : "INTEGER; 

{ } 

}{ The lolklwing functioo accesses the disk directory and 

{ 1'91uma the extended directory listing u a ~nked list 

{ } 
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P J'lGTON D.r,1:)R(Fiiesp4te Strini;iSO). DIRPtr, 

TYPE 
String9 • STRING[9]; 

Aeg • RECORD 

CASE BOO...EAN OF 

FALSE: ,:.Nord : INTEGER); 

TRUE : (Lo!¥e,HiByte: Byte) 

END; 

Aeg pac* • RECORD 

AX.BX.CX.DX.BP,SI.Dl,DS.ES.Flai;is: Aei;i 

ENO; 

CMlord • RECORD 

Lolmei;ier,Hilnteger: INTEGER 

ENO; 

VAA 

I : INTEGER; 

Aegist.ra: R.gPac*; 

Root : DIRPtr; 

Current : DIRPtr; 

Prior : OIRPtr; 

ASCIIZ : ARRAY[L81] OF CHAR; 

-------} 
PROCEDURE DTAtoDIR(VAA OJ:Rec: DIRAec); 

CONST 
MonthTaga: AP.RAY [1..12] OF String9 • 

r January', ~br\Jary'. 'Marcn',',t,prll','May','Junt', 'July', 

'Augult','~mber','Octobe(,'November','Oecember); 

OayT1g1 : APAAY [1 .. 7] OF String9 • 

fSunday'. 'Monday', 'Tuesday', Wednesday', 

'Thinday'. 'Friday', 'Saturday'); 

TYPE 
Strlng5 • STRING[5]; 

Oword • RECORD 

Lolnteger,Hilnteger : INTEGER 

ENO; 



OT m- • "OT AAec; 
OT AAlc • RECORD 
Rt•Md : ARAAY[0 .. 20] OF Bytt; 

Attrib : Byte; 
Tim.Comp: INTEGER; 

Da•Comp : INTEGER; 

A.S.ze: OWord; 

AleName: ARRAYf1 .. 13] OF CHAR 

END; 

VAA 
: INTEGER: 

Temp1,Ttmp2: Strings; 

AMPM : CHAR; 

lnAec : OTAAec; 

Aeg,ster, : Aegpack; 

CurrentDTA : OTAPtr; 

BEGIN 
19Qist~.AX.Word: • $2FOO; { Find current location of 

OTA} -

MSDOS(Aegisters); 

WITH Atgisters DO CurrentCTA. = Ptr(ES Word.BX.Word): 

lnAec: • CurrentDTA"; 

W!TH C>.rtRec DO { Now extract and reformat data 

BEGIN 

I : • 1; { Extract the file name field } 

~ILE riRec.FHeName[IJ C/'\r(O) DO 

BEGIN 

FileName[IJ: • lnRec.FileName[IJ: 

I:• Succ(~ 

END; 

FileNa.rne[OJ:,. CHR0-1); 

Attrib: • r1Rec.Attrib: { Extr~ the attribute field ) 

Next : • NIL; { i'litialize the 'next' poj(lter } 

END 
ENO; 

BEGIN 
dynadir: • NIL; 

{First step ii to convert Filtspec string to ASCllZ:} 

Fi 
=:~: • Altapec + CHR{O): { Append binary zero to 

1,h;:)ee j 

Mo,.,e (Fil~[ 1 J,ASCIIZ.Sizeof (F'~espec)); 

'MTH Registers 00 
BEGIN 

AX. Wo,;d : • $4EOO; { $4E • Find First } 

OS. Word : • Seg (ASCH~; { Put address of ASCIIZ ) 

CX.WOl'd :• Ofa(ASCIIZ): { in OS: OX> 

ENO; 

MSOOS(Aegisters): { Make FIND FIRST DOS call .. } 

F Rilgil19rs.AX. Word • 2 THEN DynaDIR: • NIL 

ElSE 
BEGIN 

New(Fbot); { C.onvert first find to DIR format} 

OTAtoDIR(Root" ); 

Prior : - Root; 

IF Aegi~AX.Word 18 THEN 

REPEAT 
Aegist.,..AX, Wol'd : - $4R:x); 

MSOOS(Regi~); { Malet FIND NEXT DOS call .. } 

IF Atgftt8ra.AX.Word 18 THEN 

BEGIN 
New(Currtnt): 

DTAioDIA(Cul'Ttnt"); { C.onvert additional f,r::s} 

Prior" .Next:• Current; { to DIRA.te format } 

Prior : • Prior" .Next 

E~ 
UNfll.~ist,,..AX.Word • 18; 

OynaOIR : • Fbot; 
E~ 

END; { DynaDIR} 

{-----------

BEGIN 

{$i·} 
memory : • size<rl(question) + $izeof (decision)+ s:zeof(r"le): 

botch.• FALSE; 

close (Ex pert) : 

getdir(O,drive); 

drtvechanged ... FALSE; 

REPEAT 

cle Ii SCl'ffn: 
wmtln; 

getdir(O,nl'M:1rive): 

d 
. writeln('Thes.e are the question sets on the ',newdrive,' 

nvt 1; 
writeln; 

in:- ,riteln(PIN.W choou the question set you are interested 

writeln: 

1-rt::olor (yellow); 

writ9('Q': 10): 

1-rt::olor (whit•); 

wmt('• 1; 
wri1111n('to Quit'); 

wmeln; 

pointer:• bateptr; 

ba,eptr: • NIL; 

marll (heaptop); 

baseptr: • dynaOIA('*.txt'); 

IF ldrivect'langed) ANO (pointer• baseptr) THEN 
b&Hptr: • NIL; 
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pointer:• bateptr; 

J: •O; 

WHILE pointerNIL 00 
BEGIN 

WITH pointer " 00 
BEGIN 

1: • posf.',tlltl'\&me); 

delete(filename,i,4); 

J: •J+1; 

tert:olor(yellow); 

writeQ: 10); 



terlcolor (wl'l tte); 

wn1ar- ,: 
.-na n (fl le r'l&me); 

ENO; 

poln»r. - pointer" .nut; 

END; 
F j-0 n€N BEGIN 

11 x1o::>k>r (yellow); 

wmetnf Theft are no question Nts.on this drive 1; • 

• rtco6or (white); 

END: 
wmejn; 

Ii'*'°:• whtrey; ' 

FE?EAT 

Q0101)1'.).lineno);wrtter ':80); 

QOtexyJ).lineno); 

W'!tlC'f"'tuM •lect yo,..Jr choice ( 1 to 'J,') or (A,B,C) to 
ch~d~ ); 

ch 1: -'O'; 

d'\2: - 'O'; 
rMd (lcbd ,ch 1) ;write (ch 1); 

oetay(SX)); 

If' keypreued THEN BEGIN 

re ad (kt>d . ch2) : 

wrn (ch2); 

END 

E:.Sf BEGIN 

ch2:-ch1; 

ch 1: • 'O'; 

END; 

val\ch 1 + ch2,num,resutt); 

writeln; 

d~ed: • FALSE; 

IF ch2 IN fq','Q'] THEN BEGIN 

chdirfoove); 

halt; 

END; 

If ch2 IN fa',b','c','C','B','A'] 

THEN BEGIN 

ch2: • Upc&N(ch2); 

F (ch2) newdrive 

TH~BEGIN 

......,.(heaptop); 

mart! (heaptop ); 

driYoechanged: • TRUE; 

newdrt\19: • ch2 + ': '; 
ChClr(newdrive); 

getdir (O,newdrtv9); 

IF newdrivech2 +':'THEN 

c:n..changed: • FALSE; 
END; 

ENO; 

dr~~ 1) ANO (numO) AND (reautt • O)) OR 

F NOT dtiwc:hanged 
TI-EN BEGIN 

polnw: - bueptr; 
I:. 1; 

WHILE I 00 BEG(N 
pointer: • pointer"' .next; 

I: •1+1; 

ENO; 
kno-M_base: •pointer" .filename; 

U&ign(expert,(newdrive +kno~_bau + ·.txt')); 

re~ iexp.rt); 

botch: • lotesu t10: 
IF botch THEN BEGIN 

wrl181 n ;1ex100lor Oightred); 

wrt1alnCI cannot find "',knowl_base,"'.'): 

delay(2COO); teirtcolor(.....nite); 

ENO; 
END; 

UNTIL (NOT botch) AND (NOT driv&ehan049d); 

reltue (heaptop); 

{$1 +} 
chdir(drtv9); {go back to the old drive} 

lint:•"; 

p:•2; 
endofinfo: • FALSE: 
AeadCh; 
Nex1Symbol; 

ENO; 

BEGIN (• Read Input main pr~ure 9) 

Initialise Read; 

REPEAT 

Aead-4.nltem; 

UNTIL token• a_end; 

ENO; 

( The follQWing procedures check (audit) the stored 
khowledge t 
{ tor logical and declarative erro~. } 

{ } 

{-------------

PFOCEDURE ~dit; 

TYPE blog gs • SET OF 1 .. 200; 

di.Af.rJ..fef,d_dc:f:bloggs; { decisions referenced and 

q_ref,q_ck:1:SET OFqentry; 

d:~ntry; 

q:qentry; 

r:rentry; 

{-------} 
PROCEDURE Audit_oondition( cond centry ); 

BEGIN 
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IF condNIL THEN WITH c:ond " 00 

CASE c:type Of= 

and_op.or_op: BEGIN 

Aucit _ condition ~hi); 

Aucit _ cond ltion (ms): 

END; 
no1_op : .A.udtt_oondrtioo(operand); 

quN_op : q_ref:•q_ret+(ques); 

a.ai_op : d_ret:•d_ref+(d.cri); 

END; {cue} 
END; { audit condition } 

-------} 
~OCEDURE Audit_error; 

VAP. d dentry; 

BEGIN 

badinput: .. TRUE; 

cJear,crNn; 

wrrteln( 

q qentry; 

'AJ()ff ..... The follow:~ anomalies have beer, found in 
the q .iestion Mt'); 

wrrteln( 

-------------'); 
wrrteln; 

IF (d_dci-d_ref)O 

THEN BEGIN 

't11'.Titeln('Tht followlng dKis;ons are declared but not 
used.); 

FOR d. • 1 TO Ma.xNoO!d DO 

IF d IN (d_del-d_ref) THEN write(d,' '); 

w-rteln; 

END; 

IF (q_dci-q_ref)O 

THEN BEGIN 

~)rrteln(iht following questions are declared but not 
used ; 

FOR q. • 1 TO Ma.xNoOfq DO 

IF q IN (q_del-q_ref) THEN write(q,' '); 

writeln; 

END; 
IF {d_ref-d_dd)O 

THEN BEGJN 

wrlteln('The following d.cisiona are not declared !'); 

FOR d: • 1 TO MaxNoOld 00 

F d IN (d_m-<l_dcl) THEN wri111(d,' '); 

writeln; 

END; 
IF (q_ref-G_dd)O 

THEN BEGJN 

wrlteln('The following questions are not declal'9d !'); 

FOR q: • 1 TO MaxNoOfq 00 

IF q IN (q_ref-q_dcl) THEN write(q,' '); 

wrlteln; 

END; 
prea _any_ key; 

END; 

BEGIN 

d_dof: • O: d_ret: • 0; q_dd: • 0; q_ret • O; 
FOR d: • 1 TO Max NoOfd 00 

IF c:t.ciaion[d}NIL Tl-EN d_dd: • d_dcl + [d]; 

FOR q: • 1 TO MaxNoOfq 00 

IF question[q)NIL Tt'EN q_dof: • q_dcl + [q]; 

FOR r. • 1 TO MaxNoOfr 00 

\F' l'1M ( r lN(.. 
THEN BEGIN 

d_ref: • d_ref + (rule[r] ".d.a&ion]; 

Audtt_oonation(rule[r) ".condition); 

END; 

IF (d_dcld_ref) OR (q_dclq_ref) THEN A..ldit_err0<; 

END; {audit} 

{-----------

P~EDURE Readlnteger( line:whole; prompttwine VAR 
n :w oii, rna.x wnol, J; · 

V AP. ch : CH.AA; 
valid : BOOl.EAN; 
reply : STRJNG(BOJ; 

: INTEGER; 

BEGIN 

{S.-} 
REPEAT 

gotoxy(O.~ne};write(' ':ao); 

gotoxy(O.~ne + 1 );write(' ':80); 

gotoxy(O.~ne);write (p<ompt); 

readln(n); 

valid • (ioresutt • 0) AND (1 ) N:P 1~3r3) 

IF NOT valid THEN 

BEGIN 

writeln; 

, wnteln~l.1 am expecting a number between 1 and 
,max,.) 

END; 

UNTIL valid; 

{SJ+} 
END; { Readlnt9gtr } 

{ } 
FUNCTION ans-w,erto(q qentry;expected whole):whole; 

V AA a :aentry; 

I ;t11tly _line. stac:> :whole; 
whyp :ltadcrange; 
ch :o-tAR; 

~red :BOOLEAN; 

BEGIN 

IF question(q) • NIL THEN abort(Toere i1 no question ·,q); 

WITH question[q)" 00 BEGIN 

IF ~nswer • 0) AND evalactive 

THEN BEGIN 
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CM&r'IIC:rMn; 
~n ('Question:'); 

wmelntext(TEXT): 

a: - first; 
l:•O; 
'M-41Lf aNIL DO BEGIN 

l •I+ 1; 

write(! S,') '); 

Wl'rtelntext(a" .text); 

a: •a" .next; 

E"lD; 

p,.,sh (rea,on); 

answered:• FALSE; 

wt,yp: - stackp; 

wtiy_line:•i~8; 

step:• 2; 

W!'iteln; 

write(' Press'); 

textoolorty.llow);wrtte(' W); 

textoolor(whtte);write(' or'); 

textooior(yellow):wrtte(' ?'); 

textoolor(white);write(' • fO< hplanation. '); 

textoolor(yellow):wrtte(' H '); 

tlxtoolor(white);writ91nf ·fora hint. '); 

write(' Press'); 

textoolor(yellow):wrrte('O '); 

textcolor(white); 

writeln('. to go baci< to pr1Yioua question '); 

writeln; 

REPEAT 

go10xy(O,why_line +2);write(' ':80): 

gotcxy (0, why _line ~ 2); 

write(' Press ~ur Mlection '); 

ch:• press_one_of 

(('1 ' .. chr(ord('O') + i).W,'?','O','H'J): 

IF ch IN [W,'?'] 

THEN BEGIN 

REPEAT 

F whypO THEN whyp: • wtlyp-1 

UNTIL whystack(whyp)NIL; 

IFwhy_line 

THEN why _line: • why _line+ step: 

step:• 1; 

go1Cxy(O,why_line + 1);write(' ':80); 

go1exy(O,why _line) ;wri111 (' ':80); 

go1Cxy(O,why_line); 

writelntext(whystaci< [whyp ]); 

ENO 
ELSE IF ch • 'H' 

THEN BEGIN 

write (int • '); 

IF not_opFlag THEN wri111(' avoid ') 

ELSE write(' try'); 

textoolor~llow); 

write(expected); 

delay(1000); 

textoolor(white); 

ENO 

ELSE anaw.r.d: • TRUE; 

IF ch• 'O' THEN undo:• TRUE 

ELSE BEGIN 

undo:• FALSE; 
push_ question (q); 

ENO; 

UNTl. answered; 

answer:• ord (eh)-ord ('O'); 

pop; 

ENO; 

an.-rto: • answ.r; 
ENO; {with} 

END; { M.,_,.r _to } 

{-------} 

FUNCTION decide( deen dentry )·BOOLEAN; 

{ } 

ii } Aetums the value of the supplied expression. Recursion 

}{ used to 1Yaluate the more complex expression trees. 

{ } 

{-------------

FUNCTION Satisfied(cond oentry) BOOLEAN; 

BEGIN 

IF NOT undo THEN 

'MTH oond" DO 
BEGIN 

CASE oond" .ctype OF 

and_op :IF satisfied~hs) THEN satis1ied: c satisfied(rhs) 

ELSE satisfied:• FALSE; 

or _op :IF satisfiedQh1) THEN satisfied:= TRUE 

ELSE satisfied:• aatisfied(ms); 

not_op :BEGIN 

not_opFlag: •TRUE; 

satisfied:• NOT satisfied(operand); 

not_opFlag: • FALSE; 

ENO; 

ques_op:satisfied: • (answerto(ques,answ) • answ); 

decn _op:satiafied: • {decide(dec:n)); 

ENO; 

END 

ELSE utisf..cl: • FALSE; {defautt} 

ENO; { uti1fied } 

{-------------} 
~ .The DECIDE functiOn 1'9tuma TRUE if ttie supplied 

dlei110n • } 

{ valid, FALSE if not valid } 

}{ and abor11 if there are no rules to determine the deci$i0l'1 

f {}Thia should n...,..r happen: p,oc Audit should detect tne 
error) 
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{ 
{-----------} 

FUNCTION {~(o.efl:dentry) boolean; Declared forward.} 

VAP. ru~o:0. Ma.xNoCfr; 

aatisf action, found· BOOLEAN; 

BEGIN 

puah _~('*'1); 

'MTH ~lion ( oec:n I A DO 

CASE autva CF 
pending : abOtt('Cyclic rules for decision ',decn); 

dfOI' : d.c:ide: • TRUE. 

da;,ainll : decide:• FAJ..SE; 

uno.cided : BEGIN 

statua: • pending; 

aatisfaction: • FALSE; 

found:• FALSE; 

rule no: • 0; 

WHILE (rulenoMa.xNoO!r) AND NOT $<!ti sf action DO 

BEGIN 

rule no. • ruleno + 1; 

IF rule(ruleno)NIL 

THEN 'MTH rule[ruleno]" DO 

IF decision• decn 

THEN BEGIN 

push(reason); 

sat1r.action: .. sat:s!1&d(condition); 

pop; 

found:• TRUE; 

END; 
END; 

IF NOT found 

THEN abort( 

'Insufficient information to validate decision ',decn); 

decide • satisfaction; 

IF aatisfaction THEN statl.Js: • dfor 

ELSE statua: • dagainat; 

IF undo THEN status. • undecided; 

END; 
END; { e&N} 

END; { decide } 

{ } 

Ji~lroc.durea rtNt_memory and reset_last 'fOt'get' the 

Ju~ea<jt, ~ al queationa or the moat re~tly uked 

{ ~. } 

{ } 

PROCEDURE Rtut _ memory; 

VAA q:qentry; 

d:dentry; 

BEGIN 

FOR q: • 1 TO MaxNoC)fq DO 

IF question[qJNIL Tl-EN 

quHtion[qJ "'.anM9f: •O; 

FOR d: • 1 TO Max NoOfd DO 

IF deciaion[d]NIL Tl-EN 

~on[dJ ".statua: • undecided; 

ENO; 

{-----------
PFOCEDURE Ant1_1ut; 

VAP. q:whole; 

d:dentry, 

BEGIN 

q: • pop _question(q); 

IF quellion[q]NIL THEN 

quest~n(q)" .answlf: • O; 

WHILE stackp3 0 DO 

BEGIN 

d: • pop _decision; 

decision[d] ".status:• undecided; 

ENO; 
END; 

{-------------
}{ Thia procedure lists all the po'51ble decisions &:at can 

{ be reached by the current database. 

{-------------

PFOCEDURE Ust_Deciaiona; 

VAR d 
count 

choice 

again 

:dentry; 

:whole; 

:CHAR; 
:BOOLEAN; 

BEGIN 

REPEAT 

clear1aeen; 

again:• FALSE; 

count: •O; 

choice:•·'; 

FOR d: • 1 TO Ma.xNoOfd DO 

IF decision[d]NIL 

THEN BEGIN 

count:• (count+ 1) MOD 19: 

(deci~~rtwr,Qt.te~~D (NOT again) AND 
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THEN BEGIN 

wmeln; 

writl(Preu 1: 
tarlcOlor (,•Uow); 

wm1C-t 
te x1001or (white); 



wrtter 10 oontinue fisting deeilione,1: 

11rtoo1or~now): 

write[ R 1: 
11 X'tOolor (wtl lte); 
writ .. n r to repeat !he lilt, • ): 

writ .. n r or any other key rf you are ready to choose.'): 

read (kbd ,choice); 
F ((choice• 'A) OR ichoa • 'r')) THEN again • TRUE; 

F choiot • ' ' THEN clear1Creen 
ELSE IF NOT again THEN exit; 

END: 
F (c::noiot • ' 1 ANO 
(d«:ilion[d]" .llxtNIL) THEN BEGIN 
..-+te(d:3,' '); 

..-rtelntext(decillon[d] ".text): 

END: 
END: 

IF (NOT again) 
THEN BEGIN 
wnt.ln; 

write C Press '); 

textcolor(y911ow); 

wnte(' R '); 
textcolot (white); 

writelnf IO repeal the list,'): 

writelnf °' any o~r key rf you at'e ready to choose.'); 

rud(kbd,choioe); 
IF ((choice• 'r') OR (choice"' 'R')) THEN again:• TRUE; 

ENO 
ELSE count: • 1; 

UNTIL (NOT again); 
END; 

{ } 
{SI b g-aph p} {include TURBO ex1ended graphics} 

{------------} 
( Thi, prQ(*lure drawe a map of the world. It ueea two 

e~rna J 
J.e fir· lineJnv draws wry quickly. Wortdmap.dat contains 

Jo= ~na1111. The proc»dure 11 dertv.d from a public 

{ program Wfltten by Jeff Firestone. } 

{--------------

PROCEDURE 'Nondmap; 

CONST 
ArSa9 • 1280; 

VAA 
n.x.x1,y,y1JJ: MEGER; 

'Wof'td>.lray: !.PP.AV (O.ArSize] OF MEGER; 
f: FU; 

cn:CHAR: 

PRO::EDURE line(a,b,c,d.e INTEGER'), EXTERt-.AL 'line inv'; 

PROCEDURE Readlnfo; 

BEGIN 
AIChar(Wor1dArray, lizeof(wondarray), O): 
asaign(f, 'wor1dmap.dat'); 

{~ }rewt(f): {I+} 

IF OesuttO THEN halt; 

Bo:,cl(~ad~. 'NorldArray, round((ArSize/128) •2)); 
cioM(f); 

END: 

BEGIN 
graphcolormode; 

R.adlnfo; 

I:• O; 

n: • WortdArray[i); i: • i + 1; 

REPEAT 
x 1: • 'NorldArray[i] ON 2: I:• I+ 1; 

y1 • 'Nor1dArray(i]; I:• I+ 1; 

X: • 'Norld.A.rrayfi] O!\/ 2; i: • i + 1; 
y: • 'NorldArray[i]; I:• I+ 1; 

line (x1, y1, x. y. 1); 

x1. • x: y1: • y; 
FOAj:• 3T0nD0 
BEGIN 

x : • 'NorldArray[i] orv 2; I:• I+ 1; 

y: • 'NorldArray[i]: I:• i + 1; 

lint (x1, y1, X, y, 1); 

x 1: • x: y 1: • y; 
END; 

n: • Worldkray(i]; I:• i + 1; 

UNTIL (n 1); 
line(171 ,72, 17•,82.3); 

fillshape(171,82,3, 1); 

setpencolor (2); 

gotoxy(S.•);write('UNrvERSITY of CAPE TONN'); 

gotoxy(12.~):writeln('Medical $c::hool'); 

gotoxy(1,2•):write('Press any key to start ... .'); 

rNd(kbd,ch); 

tex1mode; 
END: 

{ } 
}{ Thie proc»dure controls the animation sequence. 

{ } 
{ } 

PFOCEDURE Anlmat.(number:whole); 

TYPE datum • RECORD 
vaJue:byte; 
tim .. :byte; 

ENO; 
matrix • AR=IAY[OOOO .. MAX/NT] OF byte; 

bufmat • /.PP.AY[O .. 12000] OF datum; 
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VAA 
:FlLE OF bufmat; 

:INTEGER; 

j,k,n.m :INTEGER; 

buffer :matrix; 

lnr.ame :STRING[9); 

OK :BOOLEAN; 

index :CHAR; 

-----------} 

PROCEDU~E expand; 

BEGIN 

read (f ,outbuf); 

cJose(f); 

:bufmat; 

k •outbuf(O].timH; 

r.. -CXXX); 

FOR m: • 1 TO k"'64 00 

BEGIN 

fillchar(buffer(n J.outbuf(m].times.outbuf (m] value); 

n. • n + outbuf(m J t,mn; 

END; 
putpic(butter.O, 199); 

index = succ0ndex); 

aSSi;,n~.(inname + 'c.' +index)); 

{Sl-}r••t(f); {SI+} 
IF ioresut() THEN BEGIN 

Index:• ·a·: 
assign~, (in name + 'c.' +index)); 

{$1· }reNt(f); {$1 +} 

END; 
END; 

BEGIN 

str (num be!' ,inname); 

in name: • 'd' + inname; 

index: • 'a'; 

assign(f,Qnname + 'c.' + index)): 

{$1-}reset(f):{SI+} 

0K: • (IC)rNUlt•O); 

graphcolormode; 

gr aptit>.ekg round (blue); 

palette(3); 

F NOT OK THEN BEGIN 

Wl'itefn('ANIMATION FOR THIS DECISION); 

wr!teln; 

Wl'iteln('x HAS NOT BEEN FOUND'): 

delay{20:Xl); 

END 

ELSE REPEAT 
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expand 
UNTILke~; 

clo9e(f); 

IF keypreued THEN read(kbd,index); 

llllCimOde; 

E~ 

~ Thia prQ(*:lure oontrola the bacxward ch&i',,"'i. 1e&rch 
strategy t 

{ } 

{-------------

PRXEDURE LIMr _ Validate; 

VWJ. ehoioe,ch:CHAR; 

clecn, I :whole; 

outoome 5rq1NG(11 ]; 

do_ again: BOOLEAN: 

BEGIN 

cl• ar.crHn ; 

BEGIN 

REPEAT 
Ult_ decisions; 

Read Integer (20, 

.l..'.' Enter the d.cision number (number, plus 

,decn, 100Xl); 

cle &rsefffn; 

UNTIL ( (oecny':;ioO!D\ ANO rct,:s9erde;~,,,,·~11 

write(Would ,<>u like answers to prev,ous q .. est,ons · 

,'to be ignored? (Y!N)1; 

ch:• preu_on,_of([Y ,'N')); 

IF ch• Y' THEN reset_memory; 

IF decnaxNoOfD 

THEN IF d.cision(d1Cf1)NIL 

THEN BEGIN 

REPEAT 
do_again: • FALSE; 

IF decide(decn) 

THEN outoome: • 'CORRECT' 

ELSE outcome:• 'NOT CORRECT'; 

IF undo THEN BEGIN 

reset_lut: 
undo:• FALSE: 

oo _again: • TRUE; 

ENO; 

UNTN.. NOT oo_again; 

clearact'Nn; 

wrillllnfOeeiaion ',deen, ':'); 

wri1aln; 

wriwlntext(~on[decn]" .text); 

wrilll('Thia int9!'p!'etation ii', 

outcome,'.); 

wrtllln; 

Pf•• -any _key, 



F ovtoome • 'CORRECT' 

THEN 
BEGIN 
ole~n; 
wrttaln; 

write 
~ ~u Ii~• tc see tt,is animal.&? (Y/N)1; 

er, • prus_one_of([Y','N']); 

F (c:t1sY)THEN 

BEGIN 
animate (deen); 

END; 

END; 

END; 

END; 

END; 

{ Thia prQCed1.1re controls !he pg.e.Jdo forward chaining 
~a:ch I 
{ strat&Qy. } 

{ } 

{--------------

PROCEDURE Be_~_expert; 

VAR d dentry, 

vaiid,found,ex1ra,do_again:B00LEAN; 

ch:CHAR: 

BEGIN 
reset_memory; 
found: • FALSE; 

extra: • FALSE; 

FOR d: • 1 TO MaxNoOld DO 

IF deciS1on[d)NIL 
THEN IF deciaion[d) ".tex1NIL 

THEN BEGIN 

REPEAT 
do_again: • FALSE; 
valid: •decide(d); 
IF undo THEN BEGIN 

retet_lut; 
undo:• FALSE; 

do_ again: • TRUE; 

END: 
UNTIL NOT do_again; 
F valid 
THEN BEGIN 

tound: • TRUE; 

extra:• F.ALSE; 
olearscrNn; 

writeintext(deeision[d) ".text); 

writeln; 

wrtte 

(Would ~u like tc ... this animat.&? (Y/N)1; 

er, • preu_one_of(f'Y','N1); 

IF (ch• 'V')THEN 

BEGIN 
anlmate(d); 

E~ 
wrtt.ln; 

wrt.ln('Preu · - "' - to, -- ,,,....,.._,,,., 1. 
wrhleln(' • M for main menu.'); 

ch.• prns_one_of((' ','M']); 

IF ch• 'M' THEN exit; 

extra: • TRUE; 
ENO; 

ENO; 

IF NOTfound 

THEN BEGIN 

clearsetNn; 

wri11tln('I was not able to find a valid interprttabon.'); 

ENO 
ELSE IF eirtra THEN BEGIN 

clearaerMn; 

wri19in(There are no more \11.lid interpretations.'); 

ENO; 

presa_any_key; 

END; 

{--------------
{ Thia P.'~ure Nta the staCI< pointers to zero (empty 

stack) antl r 
{ all (pa,cal) pointers to nil. } 

{--------------

PFOCEDURE Initialise; 

VAR t:textual; 

l:whole; 

BEGIN 

mark (datastructures); 

memory: •O; 

t>e11:-c1Ym: 
atoretex1('1 can"t explain any further.', t); 
atad!p; •O; 

atad!p2: • O; 

pulh(t); 

FOR I:• 1 TO MaxNoOfd DO deciaionp]: • NIL; 

FOR I:• 1 TO MaxNoOfq DO questionp]: • NIL; 

FOR I:• t TO MaxNoOfr DO ruleQJ: • NIL; 

digltl: • ('O' .. '9'); 

alphabet• ['A' .. 'Z'J; 

badinput • FALSE; 
undo:• FALSE; 
not_opFlag: • FALSE; 
elrtcr; 

ENO; { lnitialiM } 
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{ } 
( 'Tl'l• main men4 allowt the user to chose backward 

cl,a,n1ng, pMUOO l 
1 forward chaining mode,, °" to read in a new knowledge 

tiut. 'w'I.-..W } 

{ !ht wrr.,-,t knowledge base, o.- to quit tlit module. \ _________ _ 
PROCEDURE MainMenu; 

VAR choioe,choice2 : CHAA: 

BEGIN 
REPEAT 
clNr$Cl'Nn; 
ttxtoolor(yellow); 

writeln;writeln; 

rilfdR~(NELCOME TO THE ELECTROCARDIOOPAPH 

wrrteln; 

writtln; 

teJCtcolor(white); 

wrlteln( Would ~u like:-·); 
writeln; 

teJCtcolor(yellc,,o,,); 

write(' 11; 
te JCtcolor (white); 
writeln('- To choose an interpretation from a list.'); 

teJCtcolor(yellc,,o,,); 

write(' 21; 
ttJCtcolor(white); 

writtln('- Get step by step guida!'loe '); 

teJCtcolor(ye:lc,,o,,); 

write(' 31; 

teJCtcolor(white); 

writeln('. Display the set of rules.'); 

writeln; 

ttJCtcolor(yellc,,o,,); 

write( Ci; 
teJCtcolor(white); 

wrlteln1. Termina1e ltlia aession (Cult). j; 
writeln; 

writeln; 

textcolor(black); 

ttxtbac::kg rc,ynd t,Nhite); 
write(' Preu 1, 2. 3, or Q 1; 
textcolor(white); 

textbac::kgrOYnd (black); 

choice:• prNa_one_of(['1 ','2','3','Q']); 
clNrsc:rNn; 

IF badinput AND (choice IN ['1','2')) 

THEN BEGlN 
wrtteln; 

wrtteln; 

wrtteln(btn. 'The inp\Jl hu errors and cannot be used.'); 
wrtteln; 

preu_any_key; 

ENO 
ELSE CASE choice OF 
'3' BEGIN 

cltar9CfMn; 

wmtln(Would )'OU like to read in a new 111 of rules 
(Y!N)i; 

cl'loioe2: • preu_one_of((Y', 'N']); 
IF ctloloe2 • Y' THEN 

BEGIN 

releaM (datutructu rea); 
lnttialiM; 
RNdlnput; 
Audit; 

ENO 
ELSE dump; 

END; 
'1 ':IJMr _ Valldata; 
·2· Bt_an_Expert; 
·a·:; 
END; 

UNTIL c:hoioe • 'Q'; 

END; { main menu } 

{---------
PFOCEDUAE abol't{utrlng;i integer}; 

BEGIN 
wrtteln; 

wrhllln(bell,'Problems! ',btll,'Problems' '): 
writaln(' 0

--. ABORT :',1,' ',i); 

aborted:• TRUE; 
badinput • TRUE; 
prea _any_ key; 
exit; 

END; 

l•••••••cc•••••=•=cc::======== 
~-••••aaaszasasa:aaa:czs===== ----······--} 
{ 
{ 
{ 

MAIN PFOGRAM 

l•••••••••••••••••~•••••~==~z~ •••••••••s•••••••••z•s•E=z== ------------} 
BEGIN (• main •); 
wol'ldmap; 
evalactive: • TRUE; 
lnitialiM; 

clear.ereen; 
RNdlnput; 

Audit; 

REPEAT 

~:•FALSE; { allow recovery via txit(MainMenu)} 
MalnMenu; 

UNTIL NOT~; 
clearlCl'ten; 
rel ta• (dataS1ructures); 

ENO. 
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ANIMATOR - SCREEN PAINTING MODULE 

P~AAM animate; 

{ } 
{ Include T .;.--::>e Puca.' ex1en~d graphics: 

{ } 
{$' a graph.p} 

Data structures 

TYP£ buffer• .A.AAAY[-HXXJ .32306] OF byte; 

picftle • FlLE; 

VAF narne n STRING[11); 

nurn CHAR; 

iJ MEGER: 
cur _pie buffer; 

ptefil _var p icfi le ; 

-----------} 
C!'\oose defautt colours and palette 

-----------} 
PROCEDURE initialise; 

BEGIN 

graphColormode; 

p&Jene(2): 
,etpencolor (2); 

sh owtu rtle ; 

home; 

num: •'1'; 

ENO; 

{ } 
{ ScrHn painting procedures and functions 

{ } 
PROCEDURE drawtcreen; 

VAR c:ti,c:h2:CHAR; 

angle .a.ir _ color .X. Y: INTEGER; 
lpMd: INTEGER; 

{----} 
PROCEDURE drawcircte; 

VAR buclcet:CHAR; 

IJ,x1 .x2.y1 ,y2,radiua: INTEGER; 

} 

BEGIN 

peoup; 

iho',,,1urtle; 

X 1: • 2CX); x2: • 2CX); 

y1: - 2CX)' y2: - 200; 
REPEAT 
read (kbd ,bvcbt); 

IF bucht • #Zl THEN 
BEGIN 

read (kbd. bvclcet); 

CASE bucket OF 
#75BEGIN 

Ntheading (270); 
forNd(1); 

END; 
#n:BEGIN 

Ntheading (~); 

forwd(1); 

END; 
#72 BEGIN 

Ntheading(O); 
forwd(1); 

END; 
#80 BEGIN 

Nthelding ( 180); 

forwd(1); 

END; 
#82 BEGIN 

x1: •xcor+ 160; 

y1:-~ycor; 

plot(x 1 ,y1 ,a.ir _c:olor); 

END: 
#83 BEGIN 

x2: • xcor + 1 eo; 
y2:•~ycor: 

I:• ( (x1-x2)*(x1-x2)) + (y1-y2)*(y1-y2); 

radius: •trunc(aqrt(aba( I))); 

plot(x 1 ,y1 ,0); 

circ:le(x1 ,y1 ,radiua,cur _color); 

} END; 
END;{caN} 

END; 
UNTIL bucket• #83; 

END; 

{ } 
PROCEDURE delet9Window; 

VAA bucket CHAR; 
x,y,w,h,x1 ,x2,x3,y1 ,y2,y3:INTEGER; 

buffer:ARR.AytO .. 12000) OF byte; 

BEGIN 
peoup; 
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~rtle; 
X 1 : • O;x2: • 0; 
y1 .• O;y2: • O; 

X1: • XCOf + 160; 

y1:-~ 
plo!(x1 ,y1 ,cur_oolOI'); 

REPEAT 
read (kbd ,bucket); 
F bvcl(et• #27 THEN 

BEGIN 
read (l<bd ,bucket); 
CASE bucket OF 
#59 BEGIN cur_color: •O;Ntpencolor(cur _eooor).END; 
#f50 BEGIN cur_color: • 1 ;setpencolor(cur _eooor);END; 
~, .BEGIN cur_oolor: • 2,Mtpencolor(cur_color);END; 
~ BEGIN cur_color: •3,setpencolor(cur_eooor),END; 
#75 BEGIN 

Mtheading(27Q); 
forwd(1); 

END; 

#n.BEGIN 

NthNding (90); 

forwd(1); 

ENO-, 

#72 BEGIN 

•!heading (O); 
forwd(1); 

ENO; 

#80BEGIN 

Ntheading(180); 
for.vd(1); 

ENO; 

#83 BEGIN 

x2: • xoor + 160; 

y2: • 99-yoor; 

plot(x 1 ,y1 ,0); 

IF x1x2 THEN BEGIN 

X: "'X1; 

x1: •x2; 

x2: •x; 
END 

ELSE IF x1 •x2 THEN x2: •x2+ 1; 
IF y1y2 THEN BEGIN 

y. •y1; 

y1: •Y2: 
y2: •y; 

ENO 
asE IF y1 • y2 THEN y2: • y2 + 1; 
graphwindow(x1 ,y1 ,x2,y2); 
F cur_oolor •O THEN filllC!'Hrt(-4) 
aSE fillscrNn(c:ur_ QOj()(-1); 
graphwindow(0,0,319, 199); 

ENO; 
END;{c:ue} 

END; 

UNTIL (buc:bt • #83); 
END; 

{ } 

VAA bl.dcetCHAR; 
x,y,w,h,x1 ,x2.x3,y1 ,y2,y3.INTEGER; 
buf!oerAARAY{O .. 1200:l] OF byte; 

BEGN 
penup; 
lhowturtlt; 

x1: •0-.x2: •O: 
y1: • O;y2: •O: 
x1: • x00f+ 160; 

y1: - ~)'IX)(; 

plo1(x1 ,y1 ,cvr_ooior): 
RE?EAT 
rHd(kbd,bucht); 

I 

IF (bucket• #27) AN:l keypressed THEN 
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BEGIN 

rHd(kbd,bucbt): 
CASE bud(tt OF 
#75 BEGIN 

Mtheading(270); 
forwd(1); 

ENO; 
#n-BEGIN 

Mtheading (~); 
forwd(1); 

ENO; 
#72:BEGIN 

setheading (0); 
forwd(1); 

END; 
#80BEGIN 

Mtheading(180); 
folwd(1); 

ENO; 
#83:BEGIN 

x2: • xoor + 160; 
y2:·~~; 
plot(x 1 ,y1 .O); 
IF x1x2 THEN BEGIN 

x: •x1; 

x1: •x2; 

x2:•x; 
ENO 

ELSE IF X 1 - x2 THEN x2: - x2 + , : 
IF y1y2 THEN BEGIN 

y. •y1; 

y1: •Y2: 
y2: •y; 

ENO 
ELSE IF y1 • y2 THEN y2: • y2 + 1; 
~tpic(buffer,x 1,y1 .x2.y2); 
graphwindow(x 1,y1 ,x2.y2); 
grapnwindow~.0.319, 199); 



ENO; 

#82BEGIN 
x3. • xoor + 1eo; 
y3: • gg..ycor; 
pvtpic(buffer.x3,y3); 

ENO; 

END;{case} 
END; 

UNTIL (bucket• #82); 

END; 

------------} 

BEGIN 

angle •O; 
cur _color.• 3; 
P.EPEAT 
rtad(kbd.ch); 

IF (er,• #27) AND keyprelMd THEN BEGIN 

rud(kbd,ch); 

IF keypreued ':"HE"I speed • 20 

.ELSE apffd: • 1; 
CASE ch OF 
#73 BEGIN angle • angle +4; 

sett111ding (angle); 

END; 
#71 BEGIN angle.• hNding-oi; 

11th11ding (angle); 
END; 

#81.angle: •O; 
#79.angle: •O; 
#175 forwd(speed); 

# , 83 • back (speed); 
#72BEGIN 

sett\eading(angle); 
forwd(spffd); 

END; 

#80:BEGIN 

M!t111ding/angle + 18)); 

forwd (spffd); 
END; 

#77:BEGIN 

M!t111ding(angle + 90); 
forwd (lpffd); 

END; 

#75BEGIN 

.. theadlng (angle+ 270); 

forwd {lpMd); 
END; 

#59'BEGIN our_oolor. •O;satpencolor(cur_color);ENO; 

#el0:BEGIN our_oolor. • 1;Mtpencolor(cur_color);ENO; 
#~1:BEGIN cur_oolor. • 2:setpencolor(cur _color):END; 

#62: BEGIN our_oolor. • 3,setpencolor(cur _color);END; 
#84:BEGIN 

ahowturtle; 
penup; 

fotwd (lpffd); 
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x: • xoor+ 1S; 

y:-~ 
fill shape (x,y,O.cur _ color); 

pendown; 

END; 

#8.5 BEGIN 

&how'turtle; 
penup; 
fo,-wcf (spMd); 

x: • xoor + 1S; 

y-. - 99-ycor, 
fifshapety.,y, 1,cur _ color); 

pr,down; 
ENO; 

#86 BEGIN 

ahowturtle; 

penup; 

forwd (a peed); 

x: • xoor + 15'1; 

y:-~r, 
fill&hape (x.y.2.cur _ color); 

pendown; 

END; 

#87 BEGIN 

ahowturtle; 

penup; 

fo,-wcf (, ) ; 

x: • xoor + 159; 

y-.-~r. 
fillai'lape (x,y,3,cur _ color): 

pendown; 

ENO; 

#63pendown; 

#88.penup; 

#64 dra11¥Circle; 

#82.copywindow; 

# 83 deletewindow; 
#89 BEGIN 

oolortable(3.2. 1 ,O); 
f~IIOl'Nn(-1); 

oolortable(O, 1 ,2,3); 
ENO; 

#66BEGIN 

cle ar-.::rNn; 
home; 

END; 

#90 palet111 (cur_ color); 

#66. ahowturtle; 

#166,#15:BEGIN 

cle&l'9Cl'Nn; 
writelnfenter numt>eri: 

rNd(kbd,ct12); 

name:• 'c:q.' + ch2; 
BEGIN 

aaaign (plcfll_ var ,name); 
rewt(picfil_ var); 

blookread(picfil_ var,cur_plc, 156); 



c:loN (pic:fi I_ var); 

putpic: (cur J>ic,O, 199); 

ENO; 

drawtctMn; 

~D; 
,-g 1 : hideturtle; 

ffB.BEGIN 
ge1;)ic jcur _pie .0, 0 ,320 ,200); 

REPEAT 
writein('ente< number ?',num,' ?1; 

read(kbd,num); 

UNTIL vium 'O') AND (num ':'); 

putpicjcur _pic,O, 198); 

nanie: • 1c:' +n + ',' +num; 

num: • suoc(num); 

assign lpicfil_ var ,r.ame); 

~ (picfil_ var); 

blockwrite (picfil_ var,cur _pic,256); 

cloe.e(picf~_vat); 

8'lD; 

END; {cue} 
END; 

UNTIL (ch .. #93) OR (ch# 120); 

END; 

{-----------
{ MAJN PROGRAM 

{~~~~~~~~~~} 

BEGIN 

initialiM; 

wrrt.ln('ENTER NAME FOR PICTURE Fll.ES'); 

read(n); 

IF n'Q' THEN BEGIN 

name:• 'c:'+n +'.'+num; 

aea.raa..n; 
IF n • 'q' THEN BEGIN 

Ulign~cfil_var,r1&me); 

retet (picfli _ var); 

blockread (picfil _ var ,cur _pie, 1 56); 

clON (picfil _var); 

pu1plc (cur _pic,O, 1 SIQ); 

elO; 

drawterMn; 

~D 
ELSE BEGIN read(num); n: • 'q';END; 

J: •abl(ord(num}-ordf11); 

REPEAT 
num:•'1': 
hidn.1111e; 

FOR I:• 1 TO J DO BEGIN 

name:• 'c:' + n + '.' +num; 

num: •auoc(num); 

aasign (picfil_ var ,name); 

reMt(picfil_ var}; 

bloclcread(picfil_var ,cur _pie, 156); 

clow (picfil_ var); 

putpic(cur_pie,O, 11lQ); 

END; 

FOR I: • J OO'M'fTO 1 DO BEGIN 

num: • pred(num); 

name:• 'c:'+n+ '.'+num; 

auign (picfl _ vw ,na-ne); 

re~(plcfll_var); 

blC)Cl(rud (plcfll_ var,cur _pic,256); 

clo• (picfil_ var); 

putpic(cur_pic,O, 11lQ); 

ENO; 

UNTIL keyprttNd; 

END. 
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ANIMATOR - DATA COMPRESSION MODULE 

PRCX3RAM compress; 

{---------} 
{ Ind~ Turbo Puca1 extend~ graphics 

{ } 

{$1 graph.p} 

{R+} 

{---------} 
{ Data structu rea } 

{ } 

TYPE data • RECORD 
index INiEGER; 

value.byte; 

END; 

VAR 
picbuf1 ,picbuf2:ARRAY(1 . .21300] OF byte; 

picfila : FlLE; 

datafile :FlLE; 

datab\Jf 

r1 ,r2,ij 

k 

filer.am• 

OK 
cti.wffix 

name 

realnum 

:AAP.AY(Q .. 600:J] OF data; 

:INTEGER; 

:INTEGER; 
:STRING(10]; 

:BOOLEAN; 

:Q-iAR; 

:STRING[S]; 

:REAL; 

{-----------
{ Delta compreaaion algorithm 

{----------} 
PROCEDURE compress; 

BEGIN c:irsa; 

filename:• name+'.' +ch; 

assign (picfile, fianama ); 

{$1-}reN!(picfile);{$1 +} 

OK • ~Oresult • O); 
F NOT OK THEN halt; 

r1: • round(sizeof(picbuf1)/128); 

blociaead(pic:tile,picbuf 1 ,r1 ); 

c:iOM(picfilt); 

FEPEAT 
ch:• tuoc(ch); 

filename:• name+'.' +ch; 

Ulign(picflle,filenama); 

{$1-}reN!(picfile); {$1 +} 
OK• (IOewt • 0); 

} 

IF OK THEN 

BEGIN 

bloci<read {plcfllt .picbuf2,r 1 ); 

cioM {picflle); 

graphmode; 

I: •21Xl6; 

k: -0; 

FORJ:•1 TOIOO 
IF picbuf1 O]picbuf20] 

THEN BEGIN 

k: • k + 1; 

IF k MOD 500 • 0 THEN write In (k); 

WITH databuf[k] 00 
BEGIN 

Index: •j; 

value:• picbuf2Ll]; 

END; 
END; 

write('k • ',k); 

databuf[OJ.index: • (l<); 

fiienarne: •name+ 'de.·+ ch; 

assign(datafile,fllenarne); 

rewrl1e (datafile); 

realnum: • 3"1< + 3; 

r2 • trunc(1+realnum/128.0); 

databuf(O].value: • r2; 

bloekwfite (datafile ,databuf ,r2); 

cloae (datafile); 

picbuf1: • picbuf2; 

END; 

UNTIL NOT OK; 

END; 

{-----------
{ Expand and display the compressed pictures 

{ IC cheek the compression prooadure. } 

{----------} 

PFOCEDURE expand; 

BEGIN 

clrlCf; 

graphmode; 

REPEAT 
ch:• IUffix; 

filename: •name+ '.'+ch; 

assign(picfile,filename); 

rnat{plcflle); 

r1: • round(1izeof(picbuf1 )/128); 

block read (picflle .plcbuf 1,r 1 ); 

CloM {plcfl le); 
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pv1pic~ebuf1 ,o, 1Sl9); 

REPEAT 
di:• aJOCjch); 
fli.name: •name+ 'de.' +ch; 
aaaign(datafile,fllename); 

{SI- }reaet(datafile); {SI+} 

OK• QOr.-utt•O); 
FOK THEN 

BEGIN 
blockread(datatile,databuf, 1); 
r2 • databuf[OJ.value; 

F databuf[OJ.indexO THEN 
BEGIN 

IF r21 THEN 
BEGIN 

{$1-}reset(datafile), {SI+} 

OK: • QOresutt • O); 
blockread (datafile ,databuf ,r2); 

END; 
dose(datafile); 

FOR j: • 1 TO databuf(OJ.index DO 
BEGIN 
'WITH databufUJ DO 
picbuf1 [index].• value; 

END; 
putpic(picbuf1 ,0, 199); 

cti: =succ(ch); 
END; 

END; 
UNTIL NOT OK; 

UNTIL keypressed; 

textmode; 

END; 

{~~~~~~~~~} 

{ MAIN PROGRAM 
{ } 

BEGJN 
write ('Entlf name of file 1; 
read(name); 
IUffix: •'a'; 

ch:• suffix; 
comprea; 
expand; 

ENO. 
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APPENDIX IV 

LISTING OF KNOWLEDGE BASES 

WOLFF-PARKINSON WHITE-SYNDROME 

Dl 'Ventricular pre-excitation WPW pattern type A' 
D2 'Ventricular pre-excitation WPW pattern type B' 
D3 'Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome not present' 
D4. 

Ques 1 
'Are atrial flutter or atrial fibrillation waves present?' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No'. 

Ques 2 
'Are P waves present?' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No'. 

Ques 3 
'Are delta waves present in three or more leads?' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No'. 

Ques 4 
'Is the QRS area in lead Vl:-' 
answer 1 'Positive' 
2 'Negative' 
3 'Neither'. 

Ques 5 
'Is the PR interval in Vl: ' 
answer 1 '> 180 ms' 
2 '< 180 ms but > 140 ms' 
3 '< 140 ms I 

Rule 1 . IF qla2 & q2al & q3al then d4. . 
Rule 2 . IF d4 & q4al & q5a2 then dl. . 
Rule 3 IF d4 & q4a2 & q5a3 then d2. 
Rule 4 IF (not dl) & (not d2) then d3. 
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MYOCARDIAL INFARCTS 

Dl 'Cannot rule out anterior infarct. Possibly acute' 
D2 'Possible anterior infarction. Possibly acute' 
DJ 'Anterior infarction, possibly acute' 
D4 'Cannot rule out anterior infarction, age undetermined' 
D5 'Possible anterior infarction, age undetermined' 
D6 'Anterior infarction, age undetermined' 
D7 'Cannot rule out septal infarction. Possibly acute' 
D8 'Septal infarction, possibly acute' 
D9 •cannot rule out septal infarction, age undetermined' 
D10 'Septal infarction, age undetermined' 
D12 'Possible lateral infarct, posibly acute' 
D13 'Lateral infarct, possibly acute' 
D14 'Possible lateral infarct, age undetermined' 
D15 'Lateral infarct, age undetermined' 
D16 'Anteriorseptal infarct' 
D17 'Anteriolateral infarct' 
D18 'Anterioseptal infarct, possibly acute' 
D19 'Anterioseptal infarct, age undetermined' 
D20 'Cannot rule out inf. infarct masked by l.ant.fasc.block' 
D21 'Cannot rule out inferior infarct' 
D22 'Possible inferior infarction' 
D23 'Inferior infarction, age undetermined' 
D24 'Inferior infarction, possibly acute' 
D25 'Inferior infarction with posterior extention' 
D30 
D31 
D32 
D33 
D34 
D35 
D36 
D38 
D39 
D40 
D41 
D42 
D43 
D44 
D45 
D46 
D47 
D48 
D49 
D50 
D51 
D52 
D53 
D54 
D55 
D56 
D57 
D58 
D59 
D60 
D61. 
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Question 1 
'Is the Q wave duration in VJ' 
answer 1 'less than 20ms' 
2 'between 20ms and JOms' 
J 'greater than JOms'. 

Question 2 
'Is the Q wave deflection in VJ' 
answer 1 'absent, no Q wave' 
2 'less than 50uV' 
J 'between souv and 75uV' 
4 'between 75uV and lOOuV' 
5 'greater than lOOuV but less than 200uV' 
6 'greater than 200uV' . 

Question J 
'Is the Q wave duration in V4' 
answer 1 'less than JOms' 
2 'greater than JOms'. 

Question 4 
'Is the Q wave amplitude in V4' 
answer 1 'absent, no Q wave' 
2 'less than 75uV' 
J 'between 75uV and lOOuV' 
4 'greater than lOOuV'. 

Question 5 
'Is the QRS complex' 
answer 1 'negative in Vl' 
2 'negative in V2' 
J 'negative in both Vl and V2' 
4 'none of these'. 

Question 6 
'Is the QRS complex' 
answer 1 'negative in VJ' 
2 'negative in V4' 
J 'negative in both VJ and V4' 
4 'none of these'. 

Question 8 
'Is the R or R' deflection in VJ' 
answer 1 'less than 25uV the R deflection in V2' 
2 'less than the R deflection in V2, but not 25uV less' 
J 'greater than the R deflection in V2'. 

Question 9 
'Is the total QRS complex duration in VJ' 
answer 1 'less than 50ms' 
2 'greater than 50ms'. 

Question 10 
'Is the R or R' deflection in VJ' 
answer 1 'less than lOOuV' 
2 'greater than lOOuV but less than 200uV' 
J 'greater than 200uV'. 
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Question 11 
'Is the total QRS deflection in V3' 
answer 1 'less than 50uV' 
2 'greater than 50uV'. 

Question 12 
'Is the maximum R amplitude in V4' 
answer 1 'less than 200uV' 
2 'greater than 200uV'. 

Question 13 
'Is the R or R' deflection in V4' 
answer 1 'less than 25uV than the R amplitude in V3' 
2 'less than the R amplitude in V3, but not 25uV less' 
3 •greater than the R amplitude in V3'. 

Question 14 
'Is the total QRS duration in V4' 
answer 1 'less than 50ms' 
2 'greater than 50ms'. 

Question 15 
'Is the total QRS deflection in V4' 
answer 1 'less than 50uV' 
2 'greater than 50uV'. 

Question 16 
'Is the Q duration in V2' 
answer 1 'less than 20ms' 
2 'between 20ms and 30ms' 
3 'greater than 30ms'. 

Question 17 
'Is the Q amplitude in V2' 
answer 1 'absent - no Q wave' 
2 'less than 200uV' 
3 'greater than 200uV'. 

Question 18 
'Is the QRS duration in any lead' 
answer 1 'greater than 120ms' 
2 'less than 120ms'. 

Question 19 
'Is this a low voltage E.C.G.?' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No'. 

Question 20 
'Are bundle branch blocks (left or right) present?' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No'. 

Question 21 
'Is the Tor T' deflection in V3' 
answer 1 'more negative than -lOOuV (e.g. -120 uV) • 
2 'less negative than -lOOuV' 
3 'positive'. 
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Question 22 
'Is the Tor T' deflection in V4' 
answer 1 'more negative than -lOOuV (e.g. -120 uV)' 
2 'less negative than -lOOuV' 
3 'positive'. 

Question 23 
'Is the S-T elevation in lead V3' 
answer 1 'greater than 200uV' 
2 'less than 200uV' 
3 'S-T elevation not present'. 

Question 24 
'Is the S-T elevation in lead V4' 
answer 1 'greater than 200uV' 
2 'less than 200uV' 
3 'S-T elevation not present'. 

Question 25 
'Is the R deflection in V2' 
answer 1 'more than 50uV less than the R deflection in Vl' 
2 'less than the deflection in Vl, but not 50uV less' 
3 'greater than the R deflection in Vl'. 

Question 26 
'Is the R deflection in V2' 
answer 1 'greater than 50uV' 
2 'less than 50uV'. 

Question 28 
'Is the Q deflection in V2' 
answer 1 'less than lOOuV' 
2 'between lOOuV and 2oouv 1 

3 'greater than 2oouv 1 • 

Question 30 
'Is the S-T elevation in Vl' 
answer 1 'greater than 2oouv 1 

2 'less than 200uV' 
3 'no elevation'. 

Question 31 
'Is the S-T elevation in V2' 
answer 1 'greater than 200uV' 
2 'between 200uV and 50uV' 
3 'less than 50uV' 
4 'no elevation'. 

Question 32 
'Are the T waves in Vl' 
answer 1 'Positive' 
2 'Negative'. 

Question 33 
'Are the T waves in V2' 
answer 1 'Positive' 
2 'Negative•. 
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Question 36 
'Is the total QRS deflection in V5' 
answer 1 'greater than 50uV' 
2 'less than 50uV'. 

Question 37 
'Is the R or R' deflection in V5' 
answer 1 'less than lOOuV' 
2 'greater than lOOuV'. 

Question 38 
'Is the total QRS duration in V5' 
answer 1 'less than 50ms' 
2 'greater than 50ms'. 

Question 41 
'Is the total QRS duration in VG' 
answer 1 'less than 50ms' 
2 'greater than 50ms'. 

Question 42 
'Is the QRS amplitude in VG' 
answer 1 'less than 50uV' 
2 'greater than 50uV'. 

Question 43 
'Is the Q duration greater than 25 in' 
answer 1 'Std lead I' 
2 'aVl' 
3 'V5 1 

4 'VG' 
5 'some of the above• 
6 'all of the above•. 

Question 44 
'Is the Q deflection greater than 75uV in' 
answer 1 'Std lead I' 
2 'aVl' 
3 'VS' 
4 'VG' 
5 'some of the above' 
6 'all of the above•. 

Question 45 
'Is the R deflection less than one fifth the Q deflection' 
answer 1 'in VG' 
2 'in VS' 
3 'both V5 and VG' 
4 'neither'. 

Question 50 
'Is the ST segment elevated by more than lOOuV in' 
answer 1 'Std lead I' 
2 'aVl' 
3 'VS' 
4 'VG' 
5 'none of these'. 
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Question 51 
'Is the T wave positive in' 
answer 1 'Std lead I and aVl' 
2 'VS and V6' 
3 'both' 
4 ' neither ' . 

Question 52 
'Is the sum of the Q and R durations in aVf' 
answer 1 'less than 20ms' 
2 'greater than 20ms'. 

Question 53 
'In std lead II, is the Q deflection' 
answer 1 'less than 50uV' 
2 'between souv and 75uV' 
3 'between 75uV and lOOuV' 
4 'greater than lOOuV'. 

Question 54 
'In lead aVf, is the Q deflection' 
answer 1 'less than 50uV' 
2 'between souv and 75uV' 
3 'between 75uV-and lOOuV' 
4 'greater than lOOuV'. 

Question 55 
'In std lead II, is the Q duration' 
answer 1 'less than 20ms' 
2 'between 20ms and 25ms' 
3 'between 25ms and 30ms' 
4 'between 30ms and 35ms' 
5 'between 35ms and 40ms' 
6 'greater than 40ms'. 

Question 56 
'In lead aVf, is the Q duration' 
answer 1 'less than 20ms' 
2 'between 20ms and 25ms' 
3 'between 25ms and 30ms' 
4 'between 30ms and 35ms' 
5 'between 35ms and 40ms' 
6 'greater than 40ms'. 

Question 57 
'Is the Q wave minus the T wave deflection in Std lead II' 
answer 1 'greater than one half of the R wave ' 
2 'greater than one third of the R wave' 
3 'greater than one quarter of the R wave ' 
4 'greater than one fifth of the R wave ' 
5 'none of these'. 

Question 58 
'Is the QRS axis' 
answer 1 'less than -30 degrees' 
2 'between -30 and +30 degrees' 
3 'between +30 and +180 degrees' 
3 'greater than 180 degrees•. 
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Question 59 
'Is the ST segment in aVf' 
answer 1 'elevated by between 50uV and lOOuV' 
2 'elevated by more than lOOuV' 
3 'neither'. 

Question 60 
'Is the ST segment in Std lead II' 
answer 1 'elevated by between 50uV and lOOuV' 
2 'elevated by more than lOOuV' 
3 ' neither ' . 

Question 61 
'In Std II, is the ST segment ,immediately before the T wave' 
answer 1 '200uV or more above the T wave peak' 
2 'between lOOuV and 200uV' 
3 'less than lOOuV above the T wave' 
4 'T wave not inverted'. 

Question 63 
'Is the T wave deflection' 
answer 1 'negative and more than souv in aVf' 
2 'negative, and more than 50uV in Std lead II' 
3 'both' 
4 'neither'. 

Question 64 
'Is the Q wave in Vl' 
answer 1 'present' 
2 'absent'. 

Question 65 
'Is the R duration in Vl' 
answer 1 'greater than 40ms' 
2 'between 30ms and 40ms' 
3 'less than 30ms'. 

Question 66 
'Is the QRS deflection in V2' 
answer 1 'greater than SOuV' 
2 'less than souv•. 

Question 67 
'Is W-P-W syndrome present' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No' • 

Question 68 
'Is left ventricular hypertrophy present' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No'. 

Question 69 
'Is the R or R' deflection in V6' 
answer 1 'less than lOOuV' 
2 'greater than lOOuV'. 
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Question 70 
'Is the Q duration greater than 30ms in' 
answer 1 'Std lead I' 
2 'aVl' 
3 'V5' 
4 'V6' 
5 'some of the above' 
6 'all of the above'. 

Question 71 
'Is a left facsicular block indicated' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No'. 

Question 72 
'Is the Q wave minus the T wave deflection in aVf' 
answer 1 'greater than one half of the R wave ' 
2 'greater than one third of the R wave ' 
3 'greater than one quarter of the R wave ' 
4 'greater than one fifth of the R wave ' 
5 'none of these'. 

Question 73 
'Is the Taxis greater than 180 degrees' 
answer 1 'Yes' 
2 'No'. 

Question 74 
'In aVf, is the ST segment ,immediately before the T wave' 
answer 1 '200uV or more above the T wave peak' 
2 'between lOOuV and 200uV' 
3 'less than lOOuV above the T wave' 
4 'T wave not inverted'. 

Question 75 
'Is the R duration in V2' 
answer 1 'greater than 40ms' 
2 'between 30ms and 40ms' 
3 'less than 30ms'. 

Rule 1 IF (qla3 & (q2a3 or q2a4 or q2a4 or q2a6)) 
(q3a2 & (q4a2 or q4a4)) then d30. 

Rule 2 IF ( ( q2a5 or q2a6) & (q6al or q6a3)) or 
(q3a4 & (q4a3 or q4a4)) then d31. 

or 

Rule 3 IF (q5a3 & q68a2 & q8al & (not qlOa3) & q9al & qlla2) or 
( (not qlOa3) & q8al & q6a3 & q68a2 & qlla2 & q9a2) 
then d32. 

Rule 4 IF q5a3 & q68a2 & ql2al & q13al &ql5a2 & (ql4al or 
ql4a2) then d33. 

Rule 5 . IF ql6a2 & (not qlal} & q2a6 & q17a3 then d34. . 
Rule 6 : IF q68a2 & q18a2 & ql7al & qlOal & qlla2 & (q9al or 

q9a2) then d35. 
Rule 7 . IF (q23al or q24al) & q18a2 & q2la3 & q22a3 then d36. . 
Rule 8 IF (D30 or D31 or D32 or D33 or D34 or D35) & D36 then 

dl. 
Rule 9 IF (d30 or d31 or d32 or d33 or d34 or d35) & not d36 

then d4. 
Rule 10 IF (d30 or d31 or d32 or d33 or d34 or d35) & (not q2al) 

q19a2 & q20a2 & d36 then d2. 
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Rule 11: IF (d30 or d31 or d32 or d33 or d34 or d35) & (not q2al) & 

Rule 12 

Rule 13 

(not q4al) & ql9a2 & q20a2 & (not d36) then d5. 
IF (d30 or d31 or d32 or d33 or d34 or d35) & ql2a2 & 

q20a2 & ((q2lal or q22al) or (qla3 or q3a3)) & d36 
then d3. 

IF (d30 or d31 or d32 or d33 or d34 or d35) & ql2a2 & 
q20a2 & ((q2lal or q22al) or (qla3 or q3a3)) & 
(not d36) then d6. 

Rule 14 IF q67a2 & q20a2 then d38. 
Rule 15 IF q25al & q26a2 & (not (dl or d2)) & q66al & d38 then d39. 
Rule 16 IF ql6a3 & d38 then d40. 
Rule 17 IF (not q28al) & ((q5a2 or q5a3) or q20al) & d38 then d41. 
Rule 18 IF (q30al or q3lal) & q32al & q33al then d42. 
Rule 19 IF (d39 or d40 or d41) then d9. 
Rule 20 IF d9 & ((q3lal or q32a2) or (q20a2 & q68a2)) & d42 then d8 
Rule 21: IF d9 & ((q3lal or q32a2) or (q20a2 & q68a2)) & (not 

d42) then dlO. 
Rule 22 : IF q67a2 & q38a2 & q36al & q37a2 & 

(not ((qla3 or q3a3) & ((q2a4 or q2a5 or q2a6) or (q4a3 
or q4a4))) & (not ((qla3 or q3a3) & ((q2a4 or q2a5 or 
q2a6) or (q4a4 & (q2a2 or q2a3))))) & (not (((q2a5 or 
q2a6) & (q6al or q6a3)) or (q4a4 & (q2a2 or q2a3))) 
& (not ((not qlal) & (not ql6al) & ql7a3 & q2a6 & q37al 
& q4la2 & q42a2) or ( q4la2 & q42a2 & q69a2)))) then 
d43. 

Rule 23 : IF (q69al & q4la2 & q42a2) or (q4la2 & q42a2 & q69a2) 

Rule 24 
Rule 25 
Rule 26 
Rule 27 
Rule 28 

Rule 29 
Rule 30 
Rule 31 
Rule 32 

Rule 33 

Rule 34 

then d44. 
IF (q43a5 or q43a6) then d45. 
IF (q44a5 or q44a6) then d46. 
IF not q45a4 then d47. 
IF not q45a3 then d48. 
IF (d45 & (d46 or d47 or d48)) or (d46 & (d47 or d48)) 
or (d47 & d48) then d49. 
IF (not q50a5) & q5la3 & (not ql8al) then d50. 
IF (d43 or d44 or d49) & d50 then dl2. 
IF (d43 or d44 or d49) & not d50 then dl4. 
IF (((q70a5 or q70a6) & (d46 or d47 or d48)) or (d46 & 
(d47 or d48))) & d50 then dl3. 
IF (((q70a5 or q70a6) & (d46 or d47 or d48)) or (d46 & 
(d47 or d48)))& (not d50) then dl5. 
IF (dl or d2 or d3 or d4 or d5 or d6) & (d7 or d8 or d9 
or dlO)& (not (dl2 or dl3 or dl4 or dl5)) then dl6. 

Rule 35: IF (dl or d2 or d3 or d4 or d5 or d6) & (dl2 or dl3 or 

Rule 36 
Rule 37 
Rule 38 
Rule 39 
Rule 40 

Rule 41 

Rule 42 

Rule 43 

Rule 44 

dl4 or dl5) then dl7. 
IF (d4 or d5 or d6) & (d9 or dlO) & dl6 then dl9. 
IF dl6 & (not dl9) then dl8. 
IF q52al & q7lal then d20. 
IF (not (q59a2 or q60a2) & q63a4 & ql8al) then d51. 
IF ((not q53al) & not(q55al or q55a2) & q57a4) or 

((not q54al) & (not (q56al or q56a2)) & q72a4) or 
(not q53al & not q55al & (q58al or q58a4)) or 
((q58al or q58a2) & q73al) then d21. 

IF ((q53a3 or q53a4) & (q55a5 or q55a6) & q57a4) or 
((q54a3 or q54a4) & (q56a5 or q56a6) & q72a3) then d52. 

IF ((q53a3 or q53a4) & not (q55al or q55a2) & q57a3) or 
((q54a3 or q54a4) & not (q56al or q56a2) & q72a3) 
then d53. 

IF ((q53a3 or q53a4) & not (q55al) & q57a2) or 
((q54a3 or q54a4) & not (q56al) & q72a2) then d54. 

IF ((q53a3 or q53a4) & q55al & (q63a2 or q63a3) or 
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Rule 45 

Rule 46 
Rule 47 
Rule 48 

Rule 49 

Rule 50 

Rule 51 
Rule 52 
Rule 53 
Rule 54 
Rule 55 

((q54a3 or q54a4) & q56al & q56al & (q63al or 
q63a3))) then d55. 

IF ((q53a3 or q53a4) & q55al & (q60a2) & (q6la2 or 
q6la3) or ((q54a3 or q54a4) & q56al & q59a2}} then 
d56. 

IF d21 & (d52 or d53 or d54 or d55 or d56) then d22. 
IF d22 & ((q60a2 & q6lal) or (q59a2 & q74al}} then d57. 
IF (q53a4 & q55a6 & (q57al or q57a2 or q58a3}} or 

(q54a4 & q56a6 & (q72al or q72a2 or q72a3}} then d58. 
IF (q53a4 & (q55a6 or q55a5) & (q57al or q57a2} or 

(q54a4 & (q56a6 or q56a5) & (q72al or q72a2}}) then d59. 
IF (q53a4 & (q55a6 or q55a5 or q55a4) & q57al) or 

(q54a4 & (q56a6 or q56a5 or q56a4) & q72al) then d60. 
IF (q59a2 or q60a2) & q63a4 & ql8al then d61. 
IF (d57 or d58 or d59 or d60} then d21. 
IF d21 & q20a2 & d61 then d24. 
IF d21 & q20a2 & not d61 then d23. 
IF q67a2 & (d21 & (ql7al or q64a2} & ql8al & q20a2} or 

((q65al or q65a2) & (q75al or q75a2) & q5a4) then d25. 
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